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.*7(.,25ÿ.2ÿ)*123<*ÿ./*1*ÿ,11:*1ÿ1/2;1ÿ./*ÿ1,52,6,-02.ÿ+,66,-:3.,*1ÿ,2<23<*+ÿ,2ÿ
,7(3*7*2.,25ÿ02+ÿ+*1,52,25ÿ0ÿ)242.ÿ.0>ÿ./0.ÿ,1ÿ*@:,.043*ÿ*66*-.,<*ÿ02+ÿ*2=
62)-*043*4ÿÿG2)*2<*)ÿ0ÿ.0>ÿ22ÿ)242.1ÿ,1ÿ*@:,<03*2.ÿ.2ÿ0ÿ.0>ÿ22ÿ,222<0.,22ÿ02+ÿ
,1ÿ3,E*33ÿ.2ÿ/,2+*)ÿ*-2227,-ÿ5)2;./ÿ02+ÿ2<*)033ÿ()21(*),.34ÿÿH,<*2ÿ./*ÿ7023ÿ
4*2*6,.1ÿ26ÿ0:.270.,22ÿ02+ÿ.*-/22325,-03ÿ()25)*11ÿ3,7,.,25ÿ,222<0.,22ÿ,1ÿ0ÿ
(22)ÿ1.)0.*53ÿ62)ÿ,7()2<,25ÿ;2)E(30-*ÿ1.04,3,.3ÿ12-,03ÿ;*360)*ÿ02+ÿ.0>ÿ)*<*=
2:*14ÿ
#*<*)./*3*11ÿ.0>ÿ(23,-3ÿ-02ÿ(303ÿ02ÿ,7(2).02.ÿ)23*ÿ,2ÿ0++)*11,25ÿ./*ÿ-22=
-*)21ÿ)0,1*+ÿ43ÿ./,1ÿ.*-/22325,-03ÿ)*<23:.,224'ÿÿ"2ÿ(0).,-:30)ÿ7023ÿ26ÿ./*1*ÿ
ÿ

ÿ 94ÿIÿ?JÿKLM#!ÿG%LJ"#ÿ%HÿNOPÿ22.*ÿÿ0.ÿQÿRM !ÿNOPÿ22.*ÿ9ÿ0.ÿ97S9Qÿ302ÿL032ÿ
TÿUÿÿVÿWÿXYPZ[ÿ \ÿL%$"R4ÿ$4ÿ 14ÿ9\ÿ99ÿ]9 9^4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿ_WPÿ0).ÿ"""4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿIÿ302ÿ%442..ÿ`ÿD)*.ÿD25*21-/2*,+*)ÿaYÿaÿINZUÿIPÿÿÿÿÿbPÿ
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1/2:3+=1.0).=.0>,25=./*=)242.1=./0.=0)*=.0E,25=/:702=8241=99QÿWPÿK*-.,22ÿ"""4%4ÿ
ÿ '4ÿ?/*)*ÿ,1ÿ0ÿ5)2;,25ÿ)*-252,.,22ÿ07225ÿ0-0+*7,-1ÿ./0.ÿ.0>ÿ(23,-3ÿ1/2:3+ÿ4*ÿ-221,+*)*+ÿ,2ÿ./,1ÿ
-22.*>.4ÿÿIgÿhhÿ302ÿ%442..ÿ̀ÿD)*.ÿD25*21-/2*,+*)ÿINZUÿÿiYÿjÿÿÿiZTYÿÿÿ
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02+1,ÿ1-86)3ÿ(-061-3ÿ6)(2/*4ÿÿE0*(626(-33.ÿ61ÿ-+39*,ÿ15-1ÿ15*,*ÿ)*7ÿ-912/->
162)ÿ1*(5)23236*,ÿ091ÿ29+15*+ÿF0+*,,9+*ÿ2)ÿ-ÿ1-8ÿ,.,1*/ÿ15-1ÿ+*36*,ÿ5*-;63.ÿ2)ÿ
3-42+ÿ6)(2/*ÿ22+ÿ61,ÿ1-8ÿ4-,*4ÿÿC.ÿ3+-)16)3ÿ1-8ÿ0+*2*+*)(*,ÿ12ÿ(-061-3ÿ6)(2/*ÿ
15*ÿ1-8ÿ,.,1*/ÿ-3,2ÿ*)(29+-3*,ÿ15*ÿ)2)2016/-3ÿ9,*ÿ22ÿ+2421,ÿ756(5ÿ(+*-1*,ÿ
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.+:(6ÿ2(34-(3ÿ(6ÿ(5/>+(-/ÿ)224(3ÿ)(*/-<ÿ6/-ÿ-2ÿ./33ÿ54)33(2/5ÿ72,?/,)ÿ(65ÿ
3,2:2-/ÿ4662A(-4264ÿ
B.4)ÿ%,-423/ÿ3,22//5)ÿ()ÿ*23327)8ÿ(,-ÿ""ÿ2*ÿ-.4)ÿ%,-423/ÿ54)2+))/)ÿ-./ÿ
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,/A23+-426ÿ7/ÿ6//5ÿ:2,/ÿ*+65(:/6-(3ÿ-(8ÿ,/*2,:ÿ-.(-ÿ52/)ÿ62-ÿ)4693/ÿ2+-ÿ,21
02-)ÿ*2,ÿ-(8(-4264ÿÿ"-ÿ3,232)/)ÿA(,42+)ÿ:/-.25)ÿ-2ÿ,/*2,:ÿ-./ÿ2+,,/6-ÿ-(8ÿ)<)1
-/:=)ÿ3,/*/,/62/ÿ*2,ÿ2(34-(3ÿ4622:/ÿ2A/,ÿ3(02,ÿ4622:/ÿ46ÿ-./ÿ226-/8-ÿ2*ÿ02-.ÿ
-./ÿ3(<,233ÿ-(8ÿ(65ÿ-./ÿ4622:/ÿ-(8ÿ(65ÿ(3)2ÿ)+99/)-)ÿ)/A/,(3ÿ-(,9/-/5ÿ6261-(8ÿ
32342<ÿ:/()+,/)4ÿÿ"-ÿ22623+5/)ÿ-.(-ÿ(523-469ÿ-./)/ÿ:/()+,/)ÿ7433ÿ(3327ÿ+)ÿ-2ÿ
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*,,28]]>>>488-4-25].+>4]>23369;49-1.161969 4ÿ
ÿ94ÿOÿ%aÿ%g%"#`)ÿ)cÿk%ac"#ÿJlFÿ.2,+ÿÿ1,ÿ(7m64ÿÿ)+-*.232/0-13ÿ;.+5232<5+.,ÿ/+.9
+3133<ÿ3+7+34ÿ,2ÿ~;.+5232<5+.,ÿ6;+ÿ,2ÿ2;3ÿ604-2:+3<ÿ27ÿ5+1.4ÿ27ÿ+-2.25040./ÿ,*+ÿ;4+ÿ27ÿ3182;3ÿ2;,9
3;..0./ÿ,*+ÿ21-+ÿ1,ÿ>*0-*ÿ>+ÿ-1.ÿ70.6ÿ.+>ÿ;4+4ÿ723ÿ3182;34ÿÿs\c#ÿk%n#% !ÿzn#`ÿuwHwÿ
MÿDFÿJFÿFKwMKFÿXSÿÿ``%n`ÿ"#ÿ `d%`"\#ÿ(Q'ÿ(76ÿh7(i4ÿ
ÿ9'4ÿOÿDFÿ.2,+4ÿ9m67ÿ1.6ÿ1--2521.<0./ÿ,+=,4ÿ
ÿ94ÿ$230ÿg4ÿz3+,Y+3ÿÿJÿÿAqÿq}ÿLFÿL}MMÿCÿJFÿE{q}ÿÿTJwÿ
L}MMÿÿKÿc% 14ÿZd`4ÿ 14ÿhs1.4ÿ( ÿ9 'iÿ*,,248]]*83423/]9 '] ],*+9@;+4,02.9>0,*910904.,9
>*+,*+39>+339324+92;39y28490,49*2>95;-*9>+339/+,921064ÿ
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()2*+ÿ2,-./ÿ0.*.12,3ÿ,-23ÿ*.4ÿ,.5-*232+6ÿ23ÿ327.36ÿ,2ÿ/.383,ÿ2*ÿ920ÿ3-21,3ÿ(*:ÿ
,-.ÿ*.,ÿ5/.(,22*ÿ21ÿ*.4ÿ92034;ÿÿ"*ÿ<(/,2583(/ÿ.=<./,3ÿ(/+8.ÿ,-(,ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ23ÿ
327.36ÿ,2ÿ2*5/.(3.ÿ</2:85,2>2,6ÿ4-25-ÿ4233ÿ,-./.06ÿ3,2)83(,.ÿ.52*2)25ÿ+/24,-ÿ
(*:ÿ5/.(,.ÿ)2/.ÿ3(02/ÿ:.)(*:4;ÿÿ"*ÿ(::2,22*ÿ,2ÿ3,2)83(,2*+ÿ,-.ÿ.=<(*322*ÿ21ÿ
.=23,2*+ÿ9203ÿ,-.ÿ,.5-*232+6ÿ4233ÿ5/.(,.ÿ*.4ÿ920ÿ2<<2/,8*2,2.3ÿ2*ÿ*.4ÿ(*:ÿ
.=23,2*+ÿ3.5,2/3ÿ21ÿ,-.ÿ.52*2)64;9ÿ
?2/ÿ2*3,(*5.ÿ(ÿ9 ÿ3,8:6ÿ06ÿ,-.ÿ@5A2*3.6ÿB320(3ÿ"*3,2,8,.ÿ12/.5(3,.:ÿ
,-(,ÿ(3,-28+-ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ4233ÿ327.36ÿ:23<3(5.ÿ8<ÿ,2ÿ2*.C,-2/:ÿ21ÿ,-.ÿ%)./25(*ÿ
42/712/5.ÿ06ÿ,-.ÿ6.(/ÿ9; ÿ*.4ÿ(*:ÿ(::2,22*(3ÿ42/7ÿ4233ÿ0.ÿ5/.(,.:ÿ2*ÿ,-.ÿ
18,8/.ÿ+320(336ÿ,2ÿ2113.,ÿ,-.ÿ2)<(5,ÿ21ÿ(8,2)(,22*4;;ÿÿD2)23(/36ÿ(ÿ3,8:6ÿ06ÿ(ÿ
4.33C7*24*ÿ.52*2)23,ÿ.=()2*.3ÿ,-.ÿ.11.5,ÿ21ÿ52)<8,./ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ2*ÿ2558C
<(,22*3ÿ1/2)ÿ'ÿ,2ÿ9 ;ÿ(;*6:ÿ(332ÿ52*538:.3ÿ,-(,ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ4233ÿ327.36ÿ*2,ÿ
/.383,ÿ2*ÿ(*ÿ2>./(33ÿ920ÿ32334ÿ
ÿ

ÿ;4ÿEÿD,.>.*3ÿFGHÿ*2,.ÿ9 ÿ(,ÿ;'IÿÿJÿ%002,,ÿKÿL2+.*35-*.2:./ÿFGHÿ*2,.ÿ'ÿ(,ÿM6ÿ
M'NMÿO*2,2*+ÿ,-(,ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ)(6ÿ5/.(,.ÿ*.4ÿ,6<.3ÿ21ÿ9203ÿ(*:ÿ,-(,ÿ(ÿ)(92/2,6ÿ21ÿ.52*2)23,3ÿ(/.ÿ
2<,2)23,25ÿ,-(,ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ4233ÿ/.383,ÿ2*ÿ(ÿ*.,ÿ+(2*ÿ2*ÿ9203P4ÿ
ÿ;4ÿEÿQ%@Dÿ@%#R"A%ÿSÿ%$4ÿ@TA"#DRÿB$UL4ÿ"#DS4ÿQULDÿ$UDSÿQULDÿB%"#!8ÿ&U A?U Tÿ
S %#D"S"U#Dÿ"#ÿ%ÿS"@ÿU?ÿ%VSU@%S"U#ÿ ÿ ÿO9 PIÿ"%#ÿDS&% SÿSÿ%$4ÿ!$U"SSÿ
STW#U$UBRÿ%#!ÿU$8ÿSWÿB %SÿQULCT %S"#Bÿ@%TW"#ÿO9 MPÿ-,,<38XX44494:.322,,.452)Xÿ
52*,.*,X:()X!.322,,.X87X!258).*,3X12*(*5.X:.322,,.C87C,.5-*232+6C(*:C<.2<3.4<:1Iÿ$.423ÿ!4ÿD232C
)2*ÿÿYZHJZHZÿ[JF\ÿ]ÿ^GJZ_\ÿ`ÿÿaFFHÿbÿcHdeÿfÿgJZhÿi_j
_Hhÿ7;ÿTW"4CA#Sÿ$4ÿ 14ÿ7Mÿ N9ÿO'P4ÿ
ÿ;94ÿEÿQ%@Dÿ@%#R"A%ÿSÿ%$4ÿFGHÿ*2,.ÿ; ÿ(,ÿÿ7IÿD232)2*ÿFGHÿ*2,.ÿ; ÿ(,ÿ IÿDS&% Sÿ
Sÿ%$4ÿFGHÿ*2,.ÿ; ÿ(,ÿN 4ÿ
ÿ;;4ÿQ%@Dÿ@%#R"A%ÿSÿ%$4ÿFGHÿ*2,.ÿ; ÿ(,ÿ N9ÿO0(32*+ÿ,-.2/ÿ52*538322*3ÿ2*ÿk,42ÿ:211./.*,ÿ
3.,3ÿ21ÿ(*(363.38ÿ2*.ÿ0(3.:ÿ2*ÿ)2:.32*+ÿ21ÿ(ÿ32)2,.:ÿ*8)0./ÿ21ÿ5(,(363,3ÿ21ÿ*.4ÿ3(02/ÿ:.)(*:ÿ(*:ÿ
(8,2)(,22*ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ(*:ÿ2*.ÿ832*+ÿ(ÿ)(5/2.52*2)25ÿ)2:.3ÿ21ÿ,-.ÿ.52*2)6ÿ,-(,ÿ2*52/<2/(,.3ÿ,-.ÿ:6*()25ÿ
2*,./(5,22*3ÿ()2*+ÿ>(/2(03.3lP4ÿÿS-23ÿ3,8:6ÿ(332ÿ52*538:.3ÿ,-(,ÿ(<</2=2)(,.36ÿ6 ÿ,2ÿ' ÿ)23322*ÿ2*C
:2>2:8(33ÿ42/3:42:.ÿ4233ÿ*..:ÿ,2ÿ12*:ÿ*.4ÿ9203ÿ(3ÿ(ÿ/.383,ÿ21ÿ(8,2)(,22*4ÿÿm`nÿ(,ÿ 4ÿÿS-.ÿ3,8:6ÿ</.:25,3ÿ
,-(,ÿ*.4ÿ9203ÿ4233ÿ0.ÿ5/.(,.:ÿ3(/+.36ÿ(3ÿ(ÿ/.383,ÿ21ÿ3.>.*ÿ+320(3ÿ,/.*:3ÿ,-(,ÿ(/.ÿ(ÿ<2,.*,2(3ÿ328/5.ÿ21ÿ
3(02/ÿ:.)(*:4ÿÿm`nÿ(,ÿMM4ÿÿS-.3.ÿ+320(3ÿ,/.*:3ÿ2*538:.8ÿO2Pÿ/232*+ÿ2*52).3ÿ2*ÿ.)./+2*+ÿ.52*2)2.3ÿ(*:ÿ
,-.ÿ(552)<(*62*+ÿ2*5/.(3.ÿ2*ÿ52*38)./ÿ+22:3ÿ-.(3,-ÿ5(/.ÿ(*:ÿ.:85(,22*ÿ3<.*:2*+IÿO22Pÿ(+2*+ÿ<2<8C
3(,22*3ÿ5/.(,2*+ÿ(*ÿ2*5/.(3.:ÿ:.)(*:ÿ12/ÿ-.(3,-C5(/.ÿ9203IÿO222Pÿ:.>.32<).*,ÿ(*:ÿ:.<326).*,ÿ21ÿ*.4ÿ
,.5-*232+6ÿ5/.(,2*+ÿ(::2,22*(3ÿ.)<326).*,ÿ2*ÿ,-.ÿ,.5-*232+6ÿ3.5,2/IÿO2>Pÿ2*5/.(3.:ÿ2*1/(3,/85,8/.ÿ2*C
>.3,).*,ÿ5/.(,2*+ÿ*.4ÿ3(02/ÿ:.)(*:ÿ.3<.52(336ÿ2*ÿ.)./+2*+ÿ.52*2)2.3IÿO>Pÿ2*5/.(3.:ÿ3<.*:2*+ÿ2*ÿ
/.32:.*,2(3ÿ(*:ÿ52))./52(3ÿ0823:2*+3IÿO>2Pÿ2*5/.(3.:ÿ2*>.3,).*,ÿ2*ÿ*.4ÿ.*./+6ÿ328/5.3ÿ(*:ÿ2)</2>2*+ÿ
.*./+6ÿ.11252.*56ÿ<2,.*,2(336ÿ2*5/.(32*+ÿ9203ÿ2*ÿ,-.ÿ.*./+6ÿ3.5,2/Iÿ(*:ÿO>22Pÿ)(/7.,2o(,22*ÿ21ÿ58//.*,36ÿ
8*<(2:ÿ42/74ÿÿm`nÿ(,ÿMMN764ÿ
ÿ;64ÿEÿQ().3ÿL.33.*ÿpqÿi_GFHÿfF_ÿfbbZÿrZZFGeÿZJh\ÿ]\ÿ`ÿ
EdJJÿN;ÿ9N;ÿOL234ÿV*2>4ÿD5-4ÿ21ÿ$(4ÿ$(4ÿKÿ52*2)253ÿ&2/72*+ÿ(<./ÿ#24ÿMN6ÿ9 7Pÿ
-,,<38XX<(<./3433/*452)X323;X<(<./3451)s(03,/(5,t2:u976;M4ÿÿ"*3,.(:ÿ,-.ÿ3,8:6ÿ2*:25(,.3ÿ,-(,ÿ(8,2C
)(,22*ÿ21ÿ(*ÿ2558<(,22*ÿ+.*./(336ÿ/.383,3ÿ2*ÿ(*ÿ2*5/.(3.:ÿ:.)(*:ÿ12/ÿ,-(,ÿ920ÿ21,.*ÿ(,ÿ,-.ÿ.=<.*3.ÿ21ÿ
2,-./ÿ2558<(,22*34ÿÿEÿ`nÿO.)<2/25(336ÿ(*(36o2*+ÿk:.,(23.:ÿVDÿ2558<(,22*(3ÿ:(,(ÿ(*:ÿ0832*+ÿ(ÿ<(/,2(3ÿ
.v82320/28)ÿ)2:.3ÿ,-(,ÿ.*52)<(33.3ÿ:211./.*,ÿ4(63ÿ0,-(,ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ5(*ÿ(11.5,ÿ2558<(,22*3lÿ,2ÿ:/(4ÿ
2,3ÿ52*538322*3ÿ2*ÿ,-.ÿ.11.5,ÿ21ÿ(8,2)(,22*ÿ2*ÿ9203ÿO(3,./(,22*ÿ2*ÿ2/2+2*(3PPnÿÿwFÿÿD,.>.*3ÿFGHÿ
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")ÿ*++,-,2)ÿ./2)20,1-1ÿ23.+,/-ÿ-4*-ÿ*5-20*-,2)ÿ,1ÿ023.ÿ3,6.37ÿ-2ÿ/2023.8
0.)-ÿ-4.ÿ-*161ÿ-4*-ÿ450*)1ÿ+2ÿ3*-4.3ÿ-4*)ÿ1591-,-5-.ÿ-4.ÿ4>5(0*)ÿ:236.31ÿ
:4,/4ÿ:253+ÿ;53-4.3ÿ0,),0,<.ÿ*)7ÿ0*11,=.ÿ5).023270.)-4ÿÿ?2.3-1ÿ*312ÿ
22,)-ÿ-2ÿ2*1-ÿ-./4)232@,/*3ÿ3.=235-,2)1ÿ:4,/4ÿ53-,0*-.37ÿ3.+ÿ-2ÿ).-ÿA29ÿ/3.*8
-,2)ÿ*1ÿ.=,+.)/.ÿ-4*-ÿ-4,1ÿ-./4)232@,/*3ÿ3.=235-,2)ÿ:,33ÿ*312ÿ/3.*-.ÿ).:ÿA291ÿ
*)+ÿ,)/3.*1.ÿ-4.ÿ+.0*)+ÿ;23ÿ/.3-*,)ÿ.?,1-,)@ÿA291ÿ023.ÿ-4*)ÿ,-ÿ+.1-3271ÿ2-4.3ÿ
A2914>7ÿÿB,=.)ÿ-4,1ÿ.=,+.)/.ÿ,-ÿ,1ÿ2211,93.ÿ-4*-ÿ-4,1ÿ;.*3ÿ2;ÿ0*11,=.ÿ5).023278
0.)-ÿ0*7ÿ9.ÿ5);25)+.+4ÿ
C)ÿ-4.ÿ2-4.3ÿ4*)+ÿ2-4.3ÿ.?2.3-1ÿ23.+,/-ÿ-4*-ÿ3292-1ÿ:,33ÿ1,@),;,/*)-37ÿ+,18
352-ÿ-4.ÿ3*923ÿ0*36.-ÿ,)ÿ-4.ÿ).*3ÿ;5-53.4>ÿ%)ÿ2;-.)8/,-.+ÿ1-5+7ÿ.1-,0*-.1ÿ*925-ÿ
6Dÿ2;ÿ-2-*3ÿE4F4ÿA291ÿ*3.ÿ151/.2-,93.ÿ-2ÿ+,123*/.0.)-ÿ97ÿ3292-1ÿ*)+ÿ*5-20*8
-,2)ÿ*1ÿ*ÿ3.153-ÿ2;ÿ*+=*)/.0.)-1ÿ,)ÿ0*/4,).ÿ3.*3),)@ÿ>*'3-,;,/,*3ÿ,)-.33,@.)/.ÿ
*)+ÿ9,@ÿ+*-*ÿ-4*-ÿ*332:ÿ/2@),-,=.ÿ-*161ÿ-2ÿ9.ÿ*5-20*-.+4ÿÿC-4.3ÿ1-5+,.1ÿ@.)8
.3*-.ÿ1,0,3*3ÿ3.153-14ÿÿG23ÿ,)1-*)/.ÿ*ÿ1-5+7ÿ/2)+5/-.+ÿ97ÿ-4.ÿ&233+ÿ/2)20,/ÿ
G2350ÿ/*3/53*-.1ÿ-4*-ÿ:,-4ÿ3.12./-ÿ-2ÿ-4.ÿ@329*3ÿ:236;23/.ÿH/533.)-ÿ-3.)+1ÿ
/253+ÿ3.*+ÿ-2ÿ*ÿ).-ÿ.023270.)-ÿ,02*/-ÿ2;ÿ023.ÿ-4*)ÿ(4ÿ0,33,>2)ÿA291ÿ321-ÿ-2ÿ
+,1352-,=.ÿ3*9253ÿ0*36.-ÿ/4*)@.1ÿ2=.3ÿ-4.ÿ2.3,2+ÿ9 (I994J ÿ
")ÿ*++,-,2)ÿ-2ÿ-4.1.ÿ1-5+,.1ÿ-4.1.ÿ.?2.3-1ÿ*3@5.ÿ-4*-ÿ-4,1ÿ-./4)232@,/*3ÿ
3.=235-,2)ÿ,1ÿ+,;;.3.)-ÿ-4*)ÿ23.=,251ÿ-./4)232@,/*3ÿ*+=*)/.146ÿÿK4.7ÿ23.+,/-ÿ
-4*-ÿ*5-20*-,2)ÿ-./4)232@7ÿ,1ÿ3,6.37ÿ-2ÿ1,053-*).25137ÿ,)=*+.ÿ021-ÿ1./-231ÿ2;ÿ
-4.ÿ./2)207ÿ;320ÿ-4.ÿ,)+51-3,*3ÿ1./-23ÿ-2ÿ-4.ÿ232;.11,2)*3ÿ1.3=,/.1ÿ1./-23ÿ
:4.3.*1ÿ23,23ÿ-./4)232@,/*3ÿ232@3.11ÿ:*1ÿ3*3@.37ÿ/2);,).+ÿ-2ÿ3,0,-.+ÿ
ÿ

)2-.ÿ9 ÿ*-ÿ> ÿL+,1/511,)@ÿ:47ÿ120.ÿ-./4)232@7ÿ.?2.3-1ÿ4*=.ÿ;25)+ÿ-4,1ÿ1-5+7ÿ-2ÿ9.ÿ0,13.*+,)@M4ÿ
ÿ>(4ÿNÿO,*)/*ÿ1*<P5.<ÿK2).11ÿQRÿSTÿUVÿWRXÿYTVÿE#!% ZÿL%234ÿ96ÿ9 Mÿ
4--218[[5)+*36423@[*3-,/3.[;,=.8P5.1-,2)18;238+*=,+8*5-23[4ÿ
ÿ>74ÿ\%]Fÿ]%#^"Z%ÿKÿ%$4ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ> ÿ*-ÿ6ÿ̀O.11.)ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ>6ÿ*-ÿ ÿ9I> ÿ̀\*0.1ÿO.18
1.)ÿabbÿcÿdÿeVÿÿÿXÿYTfÿYVÿgbbÿhÿGC KE#ÿLG.94ÿ9(ÿ9 Mÿ
4--28[[;23-5).4/20[9 [9[9([9,338@*-.183292-8-*?8*5-20*-,2)8A291[4ÿ
ÿ>4ÿNÿFK&% KÿKÿ%$4ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ> ÿ*-ÿÿL/,-,)@ÿ*ÿ3./.)-ÿ&ÿG25)+*-,2)ÿ153=.7ÿ,)+,/*-,)@ÿ
-4*-ÿ6'Dÿ2;ÿE4F4ÿ-./4)232@7ÿ.?2.3-1ÿ;*33ÿ,)ÿ-4,1ÿ/*-.@237Mÿ̀%iÿ%B%"#FKÿKjÿ]%ij"#ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ
ÿ*-ÿ>7I6 ÿ̀KjÿFiC#!ÿ]%ij"#ÿ%BÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿÿ*-ÿ69I67ÿ̀GC !ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ9ÿ*-ÿ7 ÿ̀F50,-ÿ
*538i425+4537ÿYÿÿÿdÿkblÿÿaÿ9>>ÿ#&ÿFi"#K"FKÿ9(ÿL9 Mÿ̀G3.7ÿmÿC1923).ÿ
T_Vÿ)2-.ÿ6ÿ*-ÿ9(6I((ÿ̀F23202)ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ> ÿ*-ÿ94ÿ
ÿ>'4ÿG3.7ÿmÿC1923).ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ6nÿ*-ÿ97(I74ÿ
ÿ>4ÿ&C $!ÿiC#4ÿGC E] ÿKjÿGEKE ÿCGÿ\COF8ÿ]$C^]#KÿFZ"$$Fÿ%#!ÿ&C ZGC iÿ
FK %KB^ÿGC ÿKjÿGCE Kjÿ"#!EFK "%$ÿ 1C$EK"C#ÿ>I6ÿ >ÿL9 7Mÿ4--28[[:::>4:.;28
350423@[+2/1[&GoG5-53.o2;o\29142+;ÿL9*1,)@ÿ,-1ÿ/2)/351,2)1ÿ2)ÿ*ÿ+*-*1.-ÿ/2023,1.+ÿ2;ÿ*)ÿ.?-.)1,=.ÿ
153=.7ÿ2;ÿ.?./5-,=.1ÿ2;ÿ-4.ÿ3*3@.1-ÿ@329*3ÿ.02327.31ÿ,)ÿ.*/4ÿ-*3@.-ÿ,)+51-37ÿ1./-23M4ÿÿj2:.=.3ÿ-4,1ÿ
1-5+7ÿ*312ÿ;,)+1ÿ-4*-ÿ-4.ÿ*/-5*3ÿ+,1352-,2)ÿ-2ÿ-4.ÿ3*923ÿ0*36.-ÿ:,33ÿ=*37ÿ1,@),;,/*)-37ÿ+.2.)+,)@ÿ2)ÿ-4.ÿ
,)+51-37ÿ3.@,2)ÿ*)+ÿ2//52*-,2)ÿ*1ÿ:.33ÿ*1ÿ-4.ÿ*/-,2)1ÿ-*6.)ÿ-2+*7ÿ-2ÿ0,),0,<.ÿ-4.ÿ3*923ÿ+,1352-,2)4ÿÿ
NÿXpÿ*-ÿ'4ÿ
ÿ64ÿNÿGC !ÿT_Vÿ)2-.ÿ9ÿ*-ÿ>>I( ÿ('I74ÿ
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()*+,-.(/,46ÿÿ01(,ÿ213)4/ÿ(,ÿ5.()2(53336ÿ*+/ÿ-2ÿ3*73)2/8/)-,ÿ()ÿ3.-(9(2(33ÿ():
-/33(4/)2/ÿ3)*ÿ8321()/ÿ3/3.)()4ÿ-13-ÿ)2;ÿ/)3<3/ÿ3+-283-(2)ÿ29ÿ)2).2+-()/ÿ
224)(-(7/ÿ3)*ÿ1(41:,=(33ÿ-3,=,ÿ-13-ÿ;/./ÿ5./7(2+,36ÿ*(99(2+3-ÿ-2ÿ3+-283-/469ÿÿ
0.+2=ÿ*.(7/.,ÿ.229/.,ÿ3222+)-3)-,ÿ53.33/433,ÿ3()/ÿ222=,ÿ23,1(/.,ÿ2./*(-ÿ3):
336,-,ÿ323)ÿ299(2/.,ÿ3)*ÿ-/3/83.=/-/.,ÿ3./ÿ,28/ÿ29ÿ>+,-ÿ3ÿ9/;ÿ;/33:=)2;)ÿ>2<,ÿ
-13-ÿ3./ÿ3(=/36ÿ-2ÿ</ÿ3+-283-/*ÿ,22)46?ÿÿ")ÿ3**(-(2)ÿ-/21)2324(233ÿ5.24./,,ÿ(,ÿ
322/3/.3-()4ÿ3-ÿ3ÿ.35(*ÿ532/ÿ;1(21ÿ8/3),ÿ-13-ÿ33<2.ÿ*(,.+5-(2)ÿ(6,6ÿ3(=/36ÿ-2ÿ
222+.ÿ82./ÿ@+(2=36ÿ-13)ÿ()ÿ5./7(2+,ÿ/.3,ÿ29ÿ-/21)2324(233ÿ213)4/4ÿÿA()3336ÿ
-1/ÿ22,-,ÿ29ÿ2285+-3-(2)ÿ137/ÿ,(4)(9(23)-36ÿ*/23()/*ÿ83
=()4ÿ-1/ÿ-/21)23246ÿ
82./ÿ322/,,(<3/ÿ3)*ÿ82./ÿ3--.32-(7/ÿ./33-(7/ÿ-2ÿ33<2.46Bÿÿ01+,ÿ,28/ÿ/C5/.-,ÿ
5./*(2-ÿ-13-ÿ-1(,ÿ3*25-(2)ÿ29ÿ-1/ÿ)/;/,-ÿ-/21)23246ÿ;(33ÿ./,+3-ÿ()ÿ32)4:-/.8ÿ
;(*/:,5./3*ÿ+)/853268/)-467ÿ
")ÿ,+8ÿ(-ÿ(,ÿ-22ÿ/3.36ÿ-2ÿ-/33ÿ;1/-1/.ÿ-1(,ÿ-(8/ÿ-1/ÿ9/3.ÿ29ÿ32)4:-/.8ÿ,-.+2:
-+.33ÿ+)/8563268/)-ÿ(,ÿ>+,-(9(/*4ÿÿ7(*/)2/ÿ,+552.-,ÿ<2-1ÿ-1/ÿ25-(8(,-,ÿ3)*ÿ-1/ÿ
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21E)0'5)1'ÿ21625)ÿ.302ÿ9)1)+.33/ÿ216348)0ÿ.1/ÿ2')5ÿ2>ÿ9+200ÿ21625)ÿ>+25ÿ'()ÿ21E)0'5)1'ÿ2>ÿ*2+,219ÿ
6.-2'.3ÿ.1/ÿ1)'ÿ9.21ÿ.''+2;4'.;3)ÿ'2ÿ'()ÿ21E)0'5)1'ÿ2>ÿ*2+,219ÿ6.-2'.3ÿ.18ÿ21')+)0'ÿ82E28)180ÿ.1142:
'2)0ÿ+2/.3'2)0ÿ.18ÿ+)1'0ÿ8)+2E)8ÿ>+25ÿ.ÿ'+.8)ÿ2+ÿ;4021)00ÿ2>ÿ'+.8219ÿ21ÿ>21.162.3ÿ210'+45)1'0ÿ2+ÿ625:
5282'2)0ÿ)E)1ÿ2>ÿ'()ÿ'.3-./)+ÿ.6'2E)3/ÿ-.+'262-.')0ÿ21ÿ'(.'ÿ;4021)004ÿÿNÿ"44F4ÿKKÿ67A)BABÿ6 A6BACBÿ
A9 DB4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ!)0-2')ÿ;)219ÿ6255213/ÿ+)>)++)8ÿ'2ÿ.0ÿ'()ÿG41).+1)8ÿ21625)ÿ=)826.+)ÿ'.3Hÿ2+ÿG41).+1)8ÿ21:
625)ÿ=)826.+)ÿ621'+2;4'221Hÿ'(20ÿ'.3ÿ20ÿ12'ÿ')6(126.33/ÿ.ÿ=)826.+)ÿ'.3ÿ;)6.40)ÿ+)E)14)0ÿ9)1)+.')8ÿ
>+25ÿ'()ÿ'.3ÿ.+)ÿ12'ÿ8)826.')8ÿ'2ÿ'()ÿ=)826.+)ÿS+40'ÿ>4184ÿÿNÿ"44F4ÿKÿ6 4ÿ
ÿD4ÿNÿ"44F4ÿKÿ6 A.BLA;B4ÿ
ÿD4ÿNÿPQRÿ12')ÿD4ÿÿS()ÿC4D?ÿ04+'.3ÿ.--32)0ÿ'2ÿ'()ÿ3)00)+ÿ2>ÿA2Bÿ'()ÿ2182E284.3U0ÿ1)'ÿ21E)0'5)1'ÿ
21625)ÿ>2+ÿ'()ÿ'.3.;3)ÿ/).+ÿ2+ÿA22Bÿ'()ÿ)36)00ÿ2>ÿ5282>2)8ÿ.8<40')8ÿ9+200ÿ21625)ÿ>2+ÿ'()ÿ'.3.;3)ÿ/).+ÿ
2E)+ÿ.ÿ'(+)0(238ÿ.5241'4ÿ"44F4ÿKÿ6 A.BAB4ÿS()ÿ'(+)0(238ÿ.5241'ÿ20ÿ@97 ÿ>2+ÿ5.++2)8ÿ'.3-./)+0ÿ
>23219ÿ<221'ÿ+)'4+10ÿ@97 ÿ>2+ÿ5.++2)8ÿ'.3-./)+0ÿ>23219ÿ0)-.+.')ÿ+)'4+10ÿ.18ÿ@9 ÿ>2+ÿ.33ÿ2'()+ÿ
2182E284.304ÿÿ"44F4ÿK6 A;B4ÿÿS(20ÿ'.3ÿ.302ÿ.--32)0ÿ'2ÿ6)+'.21ÿ)0'.')0ÿ.18ÿ'+40'04ÿÿ"44F4ÿKÿ6 A.BA9B4ÿ
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'()32*('+,ÿ,-.'/409ÿÿ1'2-3/'ÿ,4'*ÿ52ÿ+2,ÿ'-6+ÿ7-8'/ÿ62902<,/ÿ-+5ÿ2,4'6ÿ:26(/ÿ
2:ÿ,'24+2328*ÿ-6'ÿ+2,ÿ/39;'2,ÿ,2ÿ,4'ÿ963+,ÿ2:ÿ,4'/'ÿ,-.'/4ÿÿ=2+/'>3'+,3*ÿ-ÿ
6'532,?2+ÿ?+ÿ,4'ÿ+3(9'6ÿ2:ÿ43(-+/ÿ'()32*'5ÿ7?33ÿ?+'@?,-93*ÿ6'/33,ÿ?+0ÿ-6ÿ6'532A
,?2+ÿ?+ÿ,4'ÿ-(23+,ÿ2:ÿ'()32*('+,ÿ,-.'/ÿ2233'2,'5ÿ9*ÿ,4'ÿ82@'6+('+,4ÿÿB?@'+ÿ
,4-,ÿ'()32*('+,ÿ,-.'/ÿ22()6?/'ÿ-+ÿ?()26,-+,ÿ/2362'ÿ2:ÿ:'5'6-3ÿ,-.ÿ6'@'+3'ÿ
-+5ÿ4'3)ÿ:?+-+2'ÿC22?-3ÿC'236?,*ÿ-+5ÿ2'6,-?+ÿD'5?2-6'ÿ9'+':?,/ÿ-ÿ5'23?+'ÿ?+ÿ
,4'/'ÿ,-.'/ÿ4-@'ÿ,4'ÿ)2,'+,?-3ÿ,2ÿ/?8+?:?2-+,3*ÿ-::'2,ÿ,4'ÿ82@'6+('+,E/ÿ-9?3?,*ÿ
,2ÿ22+,?+3'ÿ,2ÿ:3+5ÿ?,/ÿ'.)'+5?,36'/40Fÿ
@'+ÿ,42384ÿ,4'ÿ82@'6+('+,ÿ7?33ÿ+2,ÿ4-@'ÿ,2ÿ(-G'ÿ6',?6'('+,ÿ26ÿD'5?A
2-6'ÿ?+/36-+2'ÿ5?/936/'('+,/ÿ,2ÿ6292,/ÿ,4'ÿ82@'6+('+,ÿ7?33ÿ+2+',4'3'//ÿ:-2'ÿ
/?8+?:?2-+,ÿ9358',-6*ÿ)6'//36'/4ÿÿH4'ÿ2366'+,ÿC22?-3ÿC'236?,*ÿ/*/,'(ÿ?/ÿ:3+5'5ÿ
2+ÿ-ÿ)-*A-/A*23ÿ82ÿ9-/?/ÿ74?24ÿ('-+/ÿ,4-,ÿ-/ÿ,4'ÿ+3(9'6ÿ2:ÿ43(-+ÿ726G'6/ÿ
5'23?+'/ÿ3'//ÿ)-*6233ÿ,-07.ÿ6'@'+3'ÿ7?33ÿ9'ÿ-@-?3-93'ÿ,2ÿ:3+5ÿ,4'ÿ2366'+,3*ÿ6',?6'5ÿ
-+5ÿ5?/-93'5ÿ726G'6/4ÿÿI36,4'6(26'ÿ82@'6+('+,ÿ'.)'+5?,36'/ÿ-6'ÿ3?G'3*ÿ,2ÿ
8627ÿ?:ÿ6292,/ÿ5?/)3-2'ÿ43(-+ÿ726G'6/ÿ9'2-30/'ÿ-55?,?2+-3ÿ9'+':?,ÿ)6286-(/ÿ
7?33ÿ9'ÿ+'2'//-6*ÿ,2ÿ/3))26,ÿ,4'ÿ3+'()32*'54ÿÿH4'ÿ2366'+,ÿ/*/,'(ÿ52'/ÿ+2,ÿ
,'24+?2-33*ÿ-223(33-,'ÿ)-*6233ÿ,-.'/ÿ?+ÿ-ÿC22?-3ÿC'236?,*ÿH63/,ÿI3+5ÿ93,ÿ6-A
,4'6ÿ3/'/ÿ,4'ÿ:3+5/ÿ,2ÿ)-*ÿ9'+':?,/ÿ,2ÿ2366'+,ÿ9'+':?2?-6?'/ÿ-+5ÿ,6'-,/ÿ-+*ÿ/36A
)33/ÿ-/ÿ-+ÿ-55?,?2+-3ÿ/2362'ÿ2:ÿ,-.ÿ6'@'+3'ÿ:26ÿ,4'ÿ:'5'6-3ÿ82@'6+('+,ÿ,2ÿ/)'+5ÿ
ÿ
ÿ094ÿ1J %JÿKIÿHLÿI"C=%$ÿC 1"=ÿJ4C4ÿ!EHÿKIÿHLÿH %CJ MÿI"#%$ÿDK#HL$MÿH %CJ Mÿ
CH%HD#HÿKIÿ ="HCÿ%#!ÿKJH$%MCÿKIÿHLÿJ#"H!ÿCH%HCÿBK1 #D#HÿIK ÿI"C=%$ÿM% ÿ
9 7ÿHL KJBLÿCHD1 ÿ< ÿ9 7ÿ%#!ÿKHL ÿ "K!Cÿ<6ÿ,934ÿN9 7Oÿ4,,)/8PP7774:?/2-34,6'-/A
36*482@P:/6')26,/P6),P(,4H6'-/C,(,P(,/74)5:4ÿÿ()32*('+,ÿ,-.'/ÿ6')6'/'+,ÿ,4'ÿ/'22+5A3-68'/,ÿ
/2362'ÿ2:ÿ:'5'6-3ÿ6'@'+3'/ÿ-:,'6ÿ?+5?@?53-3ÿ?+22('ÿ,-.'/4ÿÿ=K#B4ÿ1J!BHÿKII"=ÿHLÿ1J!BHÿ%#!ÿ
=K#KD"=ÿKJH$KKQÿ9 ÿHKÿ99 ÿ-,ÿR ÿN9 Oÿ4,,)/8PP7774292482@P/?,'/P5':-33,P:?3'/P F,4A
22+86'//A9 A9 0P6')26,/PF9< A23,322GS4)5:Tÿÿ1J %JÿKIÿHLÿI"C=%$ÿC 1"=ÿUVWÿ-,ÿ<6ÿ
,9344ÿÿC,-,'/ÿ-3/2ÿ6'2'?@'ÿ-ÿ/?8+?:?2-+,ÿ/2362'ÿ2:ÿ,-.ÿ6'@'+3'ÿ:62(ÿ'()32*('+,ÿ,-.'/ÿ2+ÿ3-926ÿ?+22('ÿ
74?24ÿ/,-,'/ÿ2:,'+ÿ3/'ÿ,2ÿ4'3)ÿ:3+5ÿ/,-,'ÿ3+'()32*('+,ÿ-+5ÿ5?/-9?3?,*ÿ?+/36-+2'4ÿÿ=L%!ÿCHK#ÿXÿ
&"$$"%Dÿ=L#ÿ=H 4ÿK#ÿ1J!BHÿXÿK$"=Mÿ "K "H"Cÿ"#H K!J=H"K#ÿHKÿJ#D$KMD#Hÿ
"#CJ %#=ÿÿNY33*ÿ< ÿ9 6Oÿ4,,)/8PP777429))4268P/?,'/P5':-33,P:?3'/P-,2(/P:?3'/P9AA93?4)5:Tÿ
Zÿ[\U]]^ÿ_^ÿ`WÿZWaWbÿcdVeÿ!"C%1"$"HMÿC= HCÿ4,,)/8PP77745?/-9?3?,*/'A
26',/422(P726G(-+/A22()A>3'/,?2+A944,(3ÿN3-/,ÿ@?/?,'5ÿK2,4ÿFÿ9 0O4ÿ
ÿ0<4ÿfÿC?(2+ÿUVWÿ+2,'ÿ70TÿUVWÿ+2,'/ÿ70R ÿ ÿ-+5ÿ-222()-+*?+8ÿ,'.,4ÿ
ÿ064ÿfÿC?(2+ÿUVWÿ+2,'ÿ70TÿUVWÿ+2,'/ÿ70R ÿ ÿ-+5ÿ-222()-+*?+8ÿ,'.,4ÿ
ÿ0F4ÿfÿY2?+,ÿ=2((4ÿ2+ÿH-.-,?2+ÿH'24+?2-3ÿ.)3-+-,?2+ÿ2:ÿ,4'ÿ'@'+3'ÿ62@?/?2+/ÿ2:ÿ,4'ÿg '2A
2+2?3?-,?2+ÿ%2,ÿ2:ÿ9 hÿ-/ÿ%('+5'5ÿ?+ÿ=2(9?+-,?2+ÿ7?,4ÿ,4'ÿg-,?'+,ÿ62,'2,?2+ÿ-+5ÿ%::265-93'ÿ
=-6'ÿ%2,hÿ<6ÿND-64ÿ9 ÿ9 Oÿ4,,)/8PP7774;2,482@P)393?2-,?2+/44,(3i:3+2j/,-6,527+X?5j<7<TÿUk
VWÿ+2,'/ÿ09R06ÿ-+5ÿ-222()-+*?+8ÿ,'.,4ÿ
ÿ074ÿfÿ!-@?5ÿY24+ÿl]mÿÿ_U]\nÿopÿÿf\]ÿf\UW^ÿWUÿqUmÿ]]^ÿZWaÿ
L "H%BÿIKJ#!4ÿNC'),4ÿ9ÿ9 6Oÿ4,,)/8PP77744'6?,-8'4268P/22?-3A/'236?,*P6')26,P(?/3'-5?+8A,4'A
)393?2A427A,4'A/22?-3A/'236?,*A,63/,A:3+5A6'-33*A726G/4ÿ
ÿ04ÿfÿ=3?::265ÿUVWÿ+2,'ÿ76TÿUVWÿ+2,'ÿF94ÿ
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(2)ÿ2*+,)ÿ-.)-2/,/400ÿÿ%112)234536ÿ7ÿ),2.1*324ÿ34ÿ*+,ÿ4.89,)ÿ742ÿ:75,/ÿ2(ÿ
,8-326,2ÿ:2);,)/ÿ:333ÿ/3543(3174*36ÿ7((,1*ÿ42*ÿ2436ÿ*+,ÿ52<,)48,4*=/ÿ(3474>
1373ÿ79333*6ÿ*2ÿ(34741,ÿ?21373ÿ?,1.)3*6ÿ742ÿ@,2317),ÿ9.*ÿ73/2ÿ2*+,)ÿ52<,)48,4*ÿ
-)25)78/ÿ*+7*ÿ174ÿ-2*,4*37336ÿ+,3-ÿ*+2/,ÿ4,57*3<,36ÿ7((,1*,2ÿ96ÿ*+,ÿ7.*287*324ÿ
),<23.*3244ÿ
"4ÿ7223*324ÿ*2ÿ-76)233ÿ*7B,/ÿ*+,ÿ*7Bÿ122,ÿ73/2ÿ38-2/,/ÿ74ÿ34128,ÿ*7Bÿ24ÿ7ÿ
:2);,)=/ÿ:75,/ÿ:+310+ÿ128-)3/,/ÿ*+,ÿ37)5,/*ÿ/2.)1,ÿ2(ÿ(,2,)73ÿ*7Bÿ),<,4.,ÿ(2)ÿ
*+,ÿC4?4ÿ52<,)48,4*4ÿÿ&2);,)=/ÿ,7)4345/ÿ7),ÿ/.9D,1*ÿ*2ÿ(,2,)73ÿ34128,ÿ*7Bÿ
)7*,/ÿ)745345ÿ()28ÿ Eÿ*2ÿ'47E ÿ:3*+ÿ*+,ÿ4,:ÿF7Bÿ%1*ÿ*,8-2)7)336ÿ32:,)345ÿ
*+,ÿ*2-ÿ)7*,ÿ*2ÿ'Eÿ9,5344345ÿ34ÿ9 04ÿÿF+,ÿ87D2)3*6ÿ2(ÿ/*7*,/ÿ73/2ÿ/.9D,1*ÿ
*+3/ÿ/78,ÿ34128,ÿ*2ÿ7ÿ/*7*,ÿ34128,ÿ*7B4ÿ
G24<,)/,36ÿ2*+,)ÿ/2.)1,/ÿ2(ÿ34128,ÿ7),ÿ/.9D,1*ÿ*2ÿ7ÿ8.1+ÿ/8733,)ÿ34128,ÿ
*7Bÿ9.)2,44ÿÿ"4ÿ-7)*31.37)ÿ34128,ÿ2,)3<,2ÿ()28ÿ9./34,//ÿ-)2(3*/ÿ742ÿ34<,/*>
8,4*/ÿ3/ÿ5,49,)7336ÿ*7B,2ÿ24ÿ7ÿ4,*ÿ97/3/ÿ.433;,ÿ:75,/ÿ:+31+ÿ7),ÿ*7B,2ÿ24ÿ7ÿ
5)2//ÿ97/3/4ÿÿF+3/ÿ(2)8ÿ2(ÿ34128,ÿ2(*,4ÿ73/2ÿ9,4,(3*/ÿ()28ÿ4.8,)2./ÿ742ÿ
5,4,)2./ÿ*7Bÿ2,2.1*324/ÿ3413.2345ÿ711,3,)7*,2ÿ2,-),137*324ÿ742ÿ),/,7)1+ÿ742ÿ
2,<,32-8,4*ÿ*7Bÿ-),(,),41,/ÿ:+31+ÿ(.)*+,)ÿ),2.1,ÿ*+,ÿ,((,1*3<,ÿ*7Bÿ)7*,ÿ24ÿ
*+3/ÿ34128,4'ÿ"4128,ÿ2,)3<,2ÿ()28ÿ17-3*73ÿ5734/ÿ742ÿH.733(3,2ÿ23<32,42/ÿ9,4>
,(3*ÿ()28ÿ7ÿ-),(,),4*373ÿ*7Bÿ)7*,ÿ2(ÿ.-ÿ*2ÿ9E ÿ7/ÿ128-7),2ÿ*26ÿ*+,ÿ'Eÿ*7Bÿ)7*,ÿ
38-2/,2ÿ24ÿ3792)ÿ742ÿ/28,ÿ*6-,/ÿ2(ÿ34<,/*8,4*ÿ34128,4ÿÿI232,)/ÿ2(ÿ*+3/ÿ
ÿ

ÿ004ÿJ2+4ÿKLMÿ42*,ÿ074ÿÿ"4ÿ2*+,)ÿ:2)2/ÿN0*+,ÿ?21373ÿ?,1.)3*6ÿ*)./*ÿ(.42ÿ3/ÿ8,),36ÿ74ÿ7112.4*345ÿ
2,<31,Oÿ*+7*ÿ;,,-/ÿ*)71;/ÿ2(ÿ*+,ÿ-76)233ÿ*7B,/ÿ-732ÿ96ÿ*7B-76,)/ÿ742ÿ*+,ÿ-76)233ÿ*7Bÿ1233,1*324/ÿ*+7*ÿ*+,ÿ
(,2,)73ÿ52<,)48,4*ÿ./,/ÿ(2)ÿ2*+,)ÿ-.)-2/,/4ÿÿPÿQRÿ
ÿ04ÿGS#T4ÿUC!TFÿSVV"GÿKLMÿ42*,ÿ09ÿ7*ÿÿ ÿ*934>WÿÿGS#T4ÿUC!TFÿSVV"GÿSF"S#?ÿ
VS ÿ !CG"#TÿFIÿ!V"G"F8ÿ9 ÿFSÿ997ÿ7*ÿ ÿX9 7Yÿ+**-/8ZZ:::4192452<Z/3*,/Z2,>
(7.3*Z(33,/Z 6*+>1245),//>9 [>9 7Z),-2)*/Z[969>9.25,*2-*324/4-2(ÿX/+2:345ÿ*+7*ÿ(2)ÿ*+,ÿ(3/173ÿ
6,7)ÿ9 7ÿ*+,ÿ52<,)48,4*ÿ1233,1*,2ÿ6Eÿ2(ÿ3*/ÿ*2*73ÿ*7Bÿ),<,4.,/ÿ()28ÿ3423<32.73ÿ34128,ÿ*7B,/ÿ742ÿ
'6Eÿ()28ÿ-76)233ÿ*7B,/Y4ÿÿS(ÿ*+,ÿ3423<32.73ÿ34128,ÿ*7B,/ÿ1233,1*,2ÿ7--)2B387*,36ÿ*:2>*+3)2/ÿ:,),ÿ
3,<3,2ÿ24ÿ:75,ÿ34128,ÿ7/ÿ2--2/,2ÿ*2ÿ34<,/*8,4*ÿ34128,ÿ*+,),96ÿ),/.3*345ÿ34ÿ:75,ÿ34128,ÿ5,4,)7*345ÿ
792.*ÿ7[Eÿ2(ÿ*2*73ÿ(,2,)73ÿ*7Bÿ),<,4.,/4ÿÿPÿ2/,4937**ÿKLMÿ42*,ÿ704ÿ
ÿ4ÿF7BÿG.*/ÿ742ÿJ29/ÿ%1*ÿ.94ÿ$4ÿ#24ÿ [> ÿ\ÿ ÿ'ÿ?*7*4ÿ9[6ÿ9[6][ÿX9 YÿX1223(3,2ÿ
7*ÿ"44G4ÿ\ÿÿX9 0YY4ÿÿF+,ÿ4,:ÿF7Bÿ%1*ÿ),2.1,/ÿ*+,ÿ)7*,/ÿ71)2//ÿ733ÿ9)71;,*/8ÿ9,5344345ÿ34ÿ9 0ÿ*+,ÿ
3423<32.73ÿ34128,ÿ*7Bÿ)7*,/ÿ:333ÿ9,ÿ E ÿ9E ÿ99E ÿ96E ÿ'9E ÿ'[E ÿ742ÿ'E4ÿÿ^QRÿÿI2:,<,)ÿ*+3/ÿ
),2.1*324ÿ34ÿ*7Bÿ)7*,/ÿ3/ÿ2436ÿ*,8-2)7)6ÿ742ÿ3/ÿ/,*ÿ*2ÿ),<,)*ÿ971;ÿ*2ÿ9 ÿ*7Bÿ)7*,/ÿ34ÿ9974ÿÿ^QRÿ
ÿ4ÿ@S T%#ÿ?G% US Sÿ?F%Fÿ"#!"1"!C%$ÿ"#GS@ÿF%_ÿ %F?ÿ%#!ÿU %G`F?ÿVS ÿ9 0ÿ7*ÿ
]9ÿXF%_ÿVSC#!4ÿV3/173ÿV71*ÿ#24ÿ[7ÿ9 0Yÿ+**-/8ZZ(33,/4*7B(2.427*32442)5Z9 0'[ ' 0ZF7B>
V2.427*324>VV[7>4-2(4ÿ
ÿ94ÿPÿ"44G4ÿ\ÿ79X7YÿX9 0YÿX7332:345ÿ7ÿ2,2.1*324ÿ(2)ÿN733ÿ*+,ÿ2)2347)6ÿ742ÿ4,1,//7)6ÿ,B-,4/,/ÿ
-732ÿ2)ÿ341.)),2ÿ2.)345ÿ*+,ÿ*7B793,ÿ6,7)ÿ34ÿ17))6345ÿ24ÿ746ÿ*)72,ÿ2)ÿ9./34,//OYWÿ?23,2ÿaÿF+287/ÿKLMÿ
42*,ÿ0ÿ7*ÿ4ÿ
ÿ'4ÿPÿ"44G4ÿ\\ÿ'0X7Y]X9Yÿ6X7Yÿ70ÿX9 0Y4ÿ
ÿ64ÿPÿ"44G4ÿ\ÿX+YÿXDY4ÿÿF+3/ÿ34128,ÿ876ÿ73/2ÿ9,ÿ/.9D,1*ÿ*2ÿ*+,ÿ'40Eÿ\ÿ6 ÿ/.)*7B4ÿÿ"44G4ÿÿ
\ÿ6 X7YXYÿX1YXYÿX9 0Y4ÿ
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'()*ÿ2+ÿ,-.2/*ÿ0312ÿ2*-*+,'ÿ+32/ÿ0ÿ',/*ÿ4035*ÿ2+ÿ/2-*(ÿ)*31)*.',4*6ÿ2*.051*ÿ
'7*(ÿ/0(ÿ2+'*-7ÿ8*+*3ÿ0-8ÿ12/*',/*1ÿ*4*-ÿ.2/)3*'*3(ÿ*1.0)*ÿ)0(,-9ÿ'0:*1ÿ2-ÿ
.0),'03ÿ90,-14ÿÿ!*+*3303ÿ0312ÿ*-023*1ÿ'7*,3ÿ/2-*(ÿ'2ÿ932;ÿ0'ÿ0ÿ32;*3ÿ30'*ÿ,-ÿ
'7*ÿ.23)230'*ÿ+23/ÿ)3,23ÿ'2ÿ)0(,-9ÿ,'ÿ25'ÿ01ÿ8,4,8*-814ÿ
<23*24*3ÿ'7*ÿ3*.*-'ÿ=0:ÿ%.'ÿ*:'*-81ÿ088,',2-03ÿ2*-*+,'1ÿ'2ÿ7238*31ÿ2+ÿ
'7*1*ÿ'()*1ÿ2+ÿ,-.2/*4ÿÿ>23ÿ,-1'0-.B*ÿ'7*ÿ=0:ÿ%.'ÿ3*85.*1ÿ'7*ÿ/0:,/5/ÿ.23?
)230'*ÿ'0:ÿ30'*ÿ+32/ÿ@6Aÿ'2ÿ9A4ÿÿ"-ÿ088,',2-ÿ251,-*11ÿ,-.2/*ÿ*03-*8ÿ,-ÿ0ÿ
)03'-*317,)ÿ123*ÿ)32)3,*'2317,)ÿ23ÿ2'7*3ÿ)011?'732597ÿ*-','(ÿ.0-ÿ2*-*+,'ÿ+32/ÿ
0-ÿ088,',2-03ÿ9Aÿ,-.2/*ÿ8*85.',2-4ÿÿ%3'72597ÿ30223ÿ,-.2/*ÿ*03-*8ÿ,-ÿ'7,1ÿ
*-','(ÿ+23/ÿ.0-ÿ0312ÿ2*-*+,'ÿ+32/ÿ'7*ÿ9Aÿ8*85.',2-ÿ'7,1ÿ8*85.',2-ÿ82*1ÿ-2'ÿ
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ÿP[Mbÿ"#!4ÿ!%"$nÿHES!#EÿUD*14ÿ99ÿ9 Wÿ,))<(8TT999442(-*9(4+25T'7)4+3*T9 T9T72A
12)A)';A92-)A,*3<XÿH355*7(ÿYZ[ÿ-2)*ÿ974ÿÿ
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())2*+,-ÿ+).ÿ/-)+3(0()1ÿ,-23)2321(2+3ÿ/4214-55ÿ+).ÿ/42.62,(*(,74'9ÿ
#-8ÿ,-23)23217ÿ(5ÿ29,-)ÿ+ÿ:+;24ÿ.4(*-4ÿ924ÿ-22)2:(2ÿ1428,3ÿ+).ÿ/42<
14-554''ÿÿ%.*+)2-:-),5ÿ()ÿ42=2,(25ÿ+6,2:+,(2)ÿ+).ÿ+4,(9(2(+3ÿ(),-33(1-)2-ÿ+4-ÿ
3(>-37ÿ,2ÿ.2ÿ,3-ÿ5+:-ÿ+5ÿ,3(5ÿ,-23)23217ÿ.4+:+,(2+337ÿ()24'-6+5-5ÿ/42.62,(*(,7ÿ
+).ÿ(:/42*-5ÿ,3-ÿ?6+3(,7ÿ29ÿ122.5ÿ+).ÿ5-4*(2-5ÿ/42.62-.4 ÿÿ%5ÿ)2,-.ÿ=7ÿ,3-ÿ
#+,(2)+3ÿ@2(-)2-ÿ+).ÿA-23)23217ÿB26)2(3ÿC D!ÿ2)ÿ%"ÿ3+05ÿ+34-+.7ÿ=-16)ÿ
4-+/()1ÿ:+;24ÿ=-)-9(,5ÿ,2ÿ,3-ÿ/6=3(2ÿ()ÿ9(-3.5ÿ+5ÿ.(*-45-ÿ+5ÿ3-+3,3ÿ2+4-ÿ,4+)5'<F
/24,+,(2)ÿ,3-ÿ-)*(42):-),ÿ24(:()+3ÿ;65,(2-ÿ+).ÿ-22)2:(2ÿ()2365(2)4E ÿÿ
G(*-)ÿ,3-ÿ)6:-4265ÿ=-)-9(,5ÿ,3+,ÿ+6,2:+,(2)ÿ/42*(.-5ÿ924ÿ522(-,7ÿ.-,-44()1ÿ
,3-ÿ.-*-32/:-),ÿ29ÿ+4,(9(2(+3ÿ(),-33(1-)2-ÿ+).ÿ4-3+,-.ÿ,-23)2321(-5ÿ8(33ÿ63,(<
:+,-37ÿ3+4:ÿ4+,3-4ÿ,3+)ÿ(:/42*-ÿ2*-4+33ÿ522(+3ÿ8-39+4-4ÿÿH24-2*-4ÿ,+I()1ÿ
42=2,5ÿ8263.ÿ)-1+,(*-37ÿ(:/+2,ÿ+ÿ226),47J5ÿ(),-4)+,(2)+3ÿ22:/-,(,(*-ÿ/25(,(2)ÿ
83(23ÿ8263.ÿ.4(*-ÿ/42.62,(2)ÿ+=42+.ÿ+).ÿ'9764,3-4ÿ-I+2-4=+,-ÿ,3-ÿ3255ÿ29ÿ;2=5ÿ
1428()1ÿ()-?6+3(,7ÿ+).ÿ325,ÿ,+Iÿ4-*-)6-54 ÿÿA3-4-924-ÿ-*-)ÿ,32613ÿ8-ÿ)--.ÿ
,2ÿ+..4-55ÿ,3-ÿ)-1+,(*-ÿ(:/3(2+,(2)5ÿ29ÿ+6,2:+,(2)ÿ(,ÿ(5ÿ-55-),(+3ÿ,2ÿ.2ÿ52ÿ()ÿ+ÿ
:+))-4ÿ,3+,ÿ.2-5ÿ)2,ÿ(:/-.-ÿ())2*+,(2)ÿ=6,ÿ4+,3-4ÿ3+4)-55-5ÿ,3-ÿ=-)-9(,5ÿ29ÿ
+6,2:+,(2)4ÿ
'4ÿA+Iÿ%*2(.+)2-ÿ"556-5ÿ
%ÿ42=2,ÿ,+Iÿ+352ÿ:+7ÿ=-ÿ56=;-2,ÿ,2ÿ5(1)(9(2+),ÿ,+Iÿ+*2(.+)2-ÿ,-23)(?6-5ÿ
,3-4-=7ÿ3(:(,()1ÿ(,5ÿ-99-2,(*-)-55ÿ+,ÿ+23(-*()1ÿ(,5ÿ12+354ÿÿA3(5ÿ(5ÿ/+4,37ÿ=-2+65-ÿ
+ÿ42=2,ÿ(5ÿ4-3+,(*-37ÿ:2=(3-4ÿÿ%6,2:+,(2)ÿ29ÿ;2=5ÿ(5ÿ29,-)ÿ24-+,-.ÿ=7ÿ529,8+4-ÿ
,3+,ÿ.2-5ÿ)2,ÿ4-?6(4-ÿ+ÿ/375(2+3ÿ5,462,64-ÿ83(23ÿ+33285ÿ:+)7ÿ29ÿ,3-5-ÿ575,-:5
ÿ
,2ÿ=-ÿ325,-.ÿ()ÿ,3-ÿC2326.Eÿ24ÿ2)ÿ,3-ÿ(),-4)-,ÿ+).ÿ,2ÿ=-ÿ+22-55-.ÿ4-:2,-374'ÿÿ
ÿ

ÿ'94ÿKÿB265()5ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ94ÿÿ22)2:(5,5ÿ1-)-4+337ÿ+14--ÿ,3+,ÿ+)ÿ2/,(:+3ÿ,+Iÿ575,-:ÿ53263.ÿ
)2,ÿ3().-4ÿ/42.62,(*(,74ÿKÿ-,-4ÿ%4ÿ!(+:2).ÿDÿO+:-5ÿ%4ÿH(443--5ÿPMQRÿÿSÿTLRUÿ
TNSLUÿVWÿTNSLUÿXYYUUZÿ7ÿ%H4ÿB[#4ÿ 14ÿ\ÿ96]9Fÿ^ _4ÿÿ`LÿÿG6-44-(42ÿ-,ÿ+34ÿ
LMNÿ)2,-ÿF'ÿ+,ÿÿ'Fÿ^22)236.()1ÿ,3+,ÿ+ÿ42=2,ÿ,+Iÿ(5ÿ2/,(:+3ÿ83-)ÿ,3-4-ÿ(5ÿ/+4,(+3ÿ+6,2:+,(2)ÿ=-2+65-ÿ
,3-ÿ,+Iÿ2+)ÿ3-3/ÿ()24-+5-ÿ,3-ÿ8+1-5ÿ29ÿ426,()-ÿ824>-45ÿ832ÿ8263.ÿ2,3-48(5-ÿ=-ÿ.(5/3+2-.ÿ=7ÿ:+<
23()-5_4ÿ
ÿ''4ÿ %Bÿ%G%"#@AÿAaÿH%Ba"#ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿÿ+,ÿ\bÿÿcB4ÿ[dd"Bÿ[dÿAaÿ @"!#AÿLMNÿ
)2,-ÿ9 ÿ+,ÿbÿÿ%==2,,ÿDÿe21-)523)-(.-4ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ\ÿ+,ÿF'4ÿ
ÿ'64ÿKÿcB4ÿ[dd"Bÿ[dÿAaÿ @"!#AÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ9 ÿ+,ÿbÿ#%AJ$ÿ@B"4ÿDÿABa4ÿB[f#B"$ÿLMNÿ
)2,-ÿ9 ÿ+,ÿÿFbÿ!-3*+6IÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ \ÿ+,ÿ66bÿB265()5ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ94ÿ
ÿ'F4ÿ#%AJ$ÿ@B"4ÿDÿABa4ÿB[f#B"$ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ9 ÿ+,ÿÿ^+3,-4+,(2)ÿ()ÿ24(1()+3_4ÿ
ÿ'74ÿKÿa2>-ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ67ÿ+,ÿFbÿ-7)23.5ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ'bÿ@6::-45ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ974ÿ
ÿ'4ÿKÿ%3:-.ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ7\ÿ+,ÿ'bÿB+:/=-33ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ '4ÿÿa28-*-4ÿ,3(5ÿ(5ÿ)2,ÿ+38+75ÿ,3-ÿ
2+5-8ÿ52:-ÿC42=2,5Eÿ.2ÿ4-?6(4-ÿ+ÿ/375(2+3ÿ5,462,64-ÿ5623ÿ+5ÿ.4(*-43-55ÿ2+454ÿÿKÿ@3(33-4ÿLMNÿ)2,-ÿ
674ÿÿH24-2*-4ÿ,3-ÿ-I,-),ÿ29ÿ,3(5ÿ(556-ÿ5(1)(9(2+),37ÿ.-/-).5ÿ2)ÿ328ÿ42=2,5ÿ+4-ÿ.-9()-.ÿ924ÿ/64/25-5ÿ
29ÿ,3-ÿ42=2,ÿ,+I4ÿÿKÿLMNÿ@-2,(2)ÿ"""4e44ÿ
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"(ÿ)*(+ÿ,(-.*(/0'-?ÿ.1,-ÿ)*20-ÿ,.ÿ32--,430ÿ.2ÿ)250ÿ.10ÿ67242.8ÿ.2ÿ*ÿ(29ÿ27ÿ32:9
.*;ÿ<=7,->,/.,2(4 ÿÿ@0/*=-0ÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿA0(07*33+ÿ/70*.0-ÿ*ÿ.*;ÿ*.ÿ.10ÿ-2=7/0ÿ
B,404ÿ.10ÿ32/*.,2(ÿ2Cÿ.10ÿ7242.Dÿ,(ÿ.10ÿ*4-0(/0ÿ2Cÿ-=4-.*(.,*3ÿ,(.07(*.,2(*3ÿ.*;ÿ
70C27)ÿ*ÿ/2)3*(+ÿ:,.1'ÿ-=CC,/,0(.ÿ*>5*(/0ÿ33*((,(Aÿ/*(ÿ32.0(.,*33+ÿ*52,>ÿ
.10ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿ*3.2A0.1074 ÿÿ50(ÿ,Cÿ*ÿ/2)3*(+ÿ,-ÿ=(*430ÿ.2ÿ7032/*.0ÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ
.10ÿ*>23.,2(ÿ2Cÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿ)*+ÿ70-=3.ÿ,(ÿ/2)3*(,0-ÿ7032/*.,(Aÿ.2ÿ2.107ÿ<=7,-9
>,/.,2(-ÿ.1*.ÿ>2ÿ(2.ÿ,)32-0ÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ.*;46ÿ
%3-2ÿ40/*=-0ÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿ,-ÿ0--0(.,*33+ÿ*ÿ.*;ÿ2(ÿ*ÿ-30/,C,/ÿ.+30ÿ2Cÿ/27329
7*.0ÿ372C,.-ÿ,.ÿ:2=3>ÿC=7.6107ÿ,(/0(.,5,E0ÿ.10ÿ=-0ÿ2Cÿ*AA70--,50ÿ.*;ÿ33*((,(Aÿ
)0.12>-ÿ.1*.ÿ0;,-.ÿ.2>*+4 ÿÿ%ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿ,-ÿ*3-2ÿ3,203+ÿ.2ÿ*>>ÿ)270ÿ/2)330;,.+ÿ
,(.2ÿ2=7ÿ.*;ÿ-+-.0)469ÿÿ&,.1ÿ*>>,.,2(*3ÿ/2)330;,.+ÿ.1070ÿ,-ÿ*(ÿ,(/70*-0>ÿ7,-2ÿ
2Cÿ.*;ÿ(2(9/2)33,*(/0ÿ*-ÿ/2)3*(,0-ÿ)*+ÿ(2.ÿ2(2:ÿ12:ÿ)=/1ÿ.*;ÿ.10+ÿ*70ÿ
70F=,70>ÿ.2ÿ3*+ÿ*(>ÿ2Cÿ0(C27/0)0(.ÿ>,CC,/=3.,0-ÿ*-ÿ.*;ÿ*6'=.127,.,0-ÿ)*+ÿ(2.ÿ40ÿ
*430ÿ.2ÿ507,C+ÿ.10ÿ*//=7*/+ÿ2Cÿ.10ÿ*--07.0>ÿ.*;ÿ3,*4,3,.+4 ÿ
64ÿ!0-,A(ÿ")330)0(.*.,2(ÿ*(>ÿ%>),(,-.7*.,50ÿ"--=0-ÿ
G,(*33+ÿ050(ÿ,Cÿ.10ÿ*4250ÿ/2(/07(-ÿ/*(ÿ40ÿ*>>70--0>ÿ*/.=*33+ÿ>0-,A(,(Aÿ
,)330)0(.,(Aÿ*(>ÿ*>),(,-.07,(Aÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿ/70*.0-ÿ-,A(,C,/*(.ÿ/1*330(A0-4ÿÿ
H10-0ÿ6>6,CC,/=3.,0-ÿ2//=7ÿ40/*=-0ÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ>20-ÿ(2.ÿ*/.=*33+ÿ0*7(ÿ,(/2)0ÿ27ÿ3*+ÿ
.*;0-4 ÿÿH1,-ÿA,50-ÿ7,-0ÿ.2ÿ.10ÿF=0-.,2(8ÿ&1*.ÿ,-ÿ.10ÿ.*;ÿ4*-0ÿC27ÿ.10ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿ
*(>ÿ12:ÿ:2=3>ÿ,.ÿ40ÿ)0*-=70>Iÿÿ1*7,2=-ÿ:*+-ÿ.2ÿ,)330)0(.ÿ*ÿ7242.ÿ.*;ÿ1*50ÿ
400(ÿ-=AA0-.0>ÿ4=.ÿ0*/1ÿC*/0ÿ-=4-.*(.,*3ÿ1=7>30-46Jÿ
G27ÿ,(-.*(/0ÿA2507()0(.-ÿ)*+ÿ.*;ÿ.10ÿ,(/70*-0>ÿ372C,.-ÿA0(07*.0>ÿ4+ÿ*ÿ
3*4279>,-33*/,(Aÿ7242.ÿ4+ÿ-=4<0/.,(Aÿ.10ÿ6,)3=.0>ÿ1+32.10.,/*3ÿ-*3*7+ÿ.10ÿ729
42.-ÿ-12=3>ÿ70/0,50ÿC72)ÿ0F=,5*30(.ÿ:272ÿ>2(0ÿ4+ÿ1=)*(-8ÿ.2ÿ.10ÿ-*)0ÿ.+30ÿ
ÿ

ÿ'?4ÿKÿL73+ÿM*E=7ÿÿÿNOPQÿ 'ÿR%$"G4ÿ$4ÿ14ÿÿ7S7'ÿB9 JDTÿR*)34033ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ
'TÿW25*/05ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ974ÿ
ÿ'4ÿKÿH12)3-2(ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ7?Tÿ%1)0>ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ7?ÿ*.ÿ'4ÿÿX(>07ÿ/=770(.ÿ3*:ÿ,.ÿ,-ÿ=(/30*7ÿ
:1070ÿ.10ÿ7242.ÿ,-ÿA0(07*.,(Aÿ5*3=08ÿ"-ÿ,.ÿ*.ÿ.10ÿ32/*.,2(ÿ2Cÿ.10ÿ1*7>:*70ÿ.10ÿ-2C.:*70ÿ30*7(,(Aÿ*3A29
7,.1)-ÿ27ÿ-2)0:1070ÿ03-0IÿÿKÿ%1)0>ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ7?ÿ*.ÿ'4ÿÿH10-0ÿ/2)32(0(.-ÿ)*+ÿ40ÿ32/*.0>ÿ,(ÿ
>,CC070(.ÿ<=7,->,/.,2(-YÿÿKÿQYÿÿH1=-ÿ.1,-ÿ>0.07),(*.,2(ÿ,-ÿ,)327.*(.ÿ40/*=-0ÿ,.ÿ*CC0/.-ÿ:10.107ÿ27ÿ(2.ÿ
.10ÿ,(/2)0ÿ,-ÿ.*;*430ÿ,(ÿ.10ÿX(,.0>ÿZ.*.0-4ÿÿKÿQYÿ
ÿ64ÿH12)3-2(ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ7?4ÿ
ÿ64ÿKÿPUVÿ(2.0-ÿ'S6ÿ*(>ÿ*//2)3*(+,(Aÿ.0;.4ÿ
ÿ694ÿKÿ%442..ÿ[ÿ@2A0(-/1(0,>07ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ?ÿ*.ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ6'4ÿKÿH12)3-2(ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ7?TÿW25*/05ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ974ÿ
ÿ664ÿ*=3SR12=>1=7+ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ'Tÿ2-0(43*..ÿPUVÿ(2.0ÿ7?4ÿ
ÿ6J4ÿ\*(,-ÿ1*72=C*2,-ÿ]ÿÿÿ^ÿ L_RHÿZ\#!"R%HÿBG044ÿ9 ÿ9 Dÿ1..3-8̀:̀::43729
<0/.9-+(>,/*.0427A/̀2))0(.*7+4̀,339A*.0-9.*;92(97242.-94+9+*(,-95*72=C*2,-99 994ÿ
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2(ÿ)*+2,-ÿ.*/ÿ0.12233ÿ3.4-5ÿ.5ÿ3.622ÿ)*+2,-467ÿÿ78-ÿ22623ÿ92:3/ÿ-)38-2ÿ8.;-ÿ
.ÿ3-<.3ÿ0-252*.3)31ÿ5),)3.2ÿ32ÿ38.3ÿ2(ÿ.ÿ6:5)*-55ÿ22<.*)=.3)2*ÿ.*/ÿ6-ÿ5:6>-+3ÿ
32ÿ38-ÿ3.4ÿ/)2-+331ÿ22ÿ38-ÿ29*-2ÿ2(ÿ38-ÿ22623ÿ92:3/ÿ6-ÿ3).63-ÿ(22ÿ38-ÿ3.446ÿ
78)5ÿ.0022.+8ÿ)5ÿ:*922?.63-ÿ)*ÿ02.+3)+-4ÿÿ@.3+:63.A3)*<ÿ829ÿ,.*1ÿ8:,.*ÿ
922?-25ÿ.ÿ22623ÿ/)503.+-5ÿ)5ÿ)*+2-/)631ÿ02263-,.3)+4 ÿÿ"*ÿ02.+3)+-ÿ226235ÿ2(B
3-*ÿ3.?-ÿ2;-2ÿ3.5?5ÿ6-(22-ÿ3.?)*<ÿ2;-2ÿ.*ÿ-*3)2-ÿ>26ÿ98)+68ÿ,.?-5ÿ()*/)*<ÿ.ÿ
3)*?ÿ6-39--*ÿ38-ÿ22623ÿ.*/ÿ38-ÿ/)503.+-/ÿ922?-2ÿ/)(()+:334 ÿÿC2,-3),-5ÿ.:B
32,.3)2*ÿ/)503.+-5ÿ52,-ÿ922?-25ÿ6:3ÿ+2-.3-5ÿ/-,.*/ÿ(22ÿ*-9ÿ922?-25ÿ32ÿ+2,B
03-3-ÿ.ÿ/)((-2-*3ÿ3.5?ÿ22ÿ0-2(22,5ÿ+2,03-3-31ÿ*-9ÿ>265ÿ38.3ÿ.ÿ8:,.*ÿ922?-2ÿ
*-;-2ÿ0-2(22,-/ÿ02-;)2:5314Dÿ%33-2*.3);-31ÿ.ÿ22623ÿ,.1ÿ+2,03-,-*3ÿ2.38-2ÿ
38.*ÿ/)503.+-ÿ.ÿ8:,.*ÿ922?-2ÿ6:3ÿ/)((-2-*3).3)*<ÿ6-39--*ÿ>26B-*8.*+)*<ÿ.*/ÿ
>26B/)503.+)*<ÿ226235ÿ)5ÿ2(3-*ÿ/)(()+:334DÿÿE);-*ÿ38-5-ÿ)55:-5ÿ)3ÿ)5ÿF*-.231ÿ),B
0255)63-ÿ32ÿ022;-ÿ.ÿ/)2-+3ÿ+222-3.3)2*ÿ6-39-D9-*ÿ38-ÿ),03-,-*3.3)2*ÿ2(ÿ.:32,.B
3)2*ÿ3-+8*232<1ÿ.*/ÿ38-ÿ*-3ÿ3255ÿ2(ÿ>2654G ÿÿH22-2;-2ÿ-;-*ÿ)(ÿ5:+8ÿ+222-3.B
3)2*ÿ9-2-ÿ0255)63-ÿ22ÿ*23ÿ2-I:)2-/ÿ32ÿ32)<<-2ÿ38-ÿ3.4ÿ/D-'3-2,)*)*<ÿ38-ÿ22623J5ÿ
810238-3)+.3ÿ5.3.21ÿ92:3/ÿ+2-.3-ÿ)35ÿ29*ÿ5-3ÿ2(ÿ)55:-54 ÿ
%ÿ5),)3.2ÿ6:3ÿ0-28.05ÿ-;-*ÿ,22-ÿ02263-,.3)+ÿ.0022.+8ÿ92:3/ÿ6-ÿ32ÿ),B
025-ÿ3D86-ÿ22623ÿ3.4ÿ2*ÿ38-ÿ.,2:*3ÿ2(ÿ)*+2,-ÿ<-*-2.3-/ÿ61ÿ38-ÿ:5-ÿ2(ÿ.:32,.B
3)2*4 ÿÿ78)5ÿ2.)5-5ÿ38-ÿI:-53)2*8ÿ829ÿ/2ÿ9-ÿ,-.5:2-ÿ38-ÿ022()35ÿ22ÿ;.3:-ÿ+2-B
.3-/ÿ61ÿ38-ÿ22623ÿ22ÿ.:32,.3)2*ÿ022<2.,Kÿÿ26235ÿ.*/ÿ8:,.*ÿ922?-25ÿ2(3-*ÿ
922?ÿ32DD<-38-2ÿ32ÿ+2,03-3-ÿ.ÿ>26ÿ.*/ÿ>2)*331ÿ+2*32)6:3-ÿ32ÿ38-ÿ;.3:-ÿ022B
/:+-/4 ÿÿ72ÿ.332+.3-ÿ38-ÿ)*+2,-ÿ6-39--*ÿ38-ÿ/)((-2-*3ÿ3.622ÿ.*/ÿ22623ÿ
ÿ
ÿ674ÿL6-252*ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ6PÿÿQ2?-ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ67ÿ.3ÿ64ÿ
ÿ64ÿRÿQ2?-ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ67ÿ.3ÿ6PÿL6-252*ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ6Pÿ@-3).ÿ$:3-26.+8-2ÿRMSTÿÿUÿ
TÿVOÿRSÿWXÿC&"CCÿ"#YLÿZH.24ÿ ÿ9 [ÿ833058\\999459)55)*(24+8\-*<\6:5)*-55\.:32B
,.3-/B922?(22+-]3.4B226235B(22B53-.3)*<B>265\697D764ÿ
ÿ6A4ÿRÿ782,052*ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ7A4ÿ
ÿ64ÿRÿ25-*63.33ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ7A4ÿ
ÿD4ÿRÿ@2:5)*5ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ9Pÿ^2;.+-;ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ97Pÿ1.22:(.?)5ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ6D4ÿ
ÿD4ÿ#2.8ÿC,)38ÿ_`ÿ_Oÿ_ÿUSSÿa`ÿÿÿb$LLHb EÿZY-64ÿ9Aÿ9 [ÿ
833058\\99946322,6-2<4+2,\;)-9\.23)+3-5\9 B9B9A\98.3B5B922*<B9)38B6)33B<.3-5B22623B3.44ÿ
ÿD94ÿ@2:5)*5ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ9PÿÿMNOÿ*23-5ÿ6cDÿ.*/ÿ.++2,0.*1)*<ÿ3-434ÿ
ÿD'4ÿRÿ1.22:(.?)5ÿMNOÿ*23-ÿ6D4ÿÿY22ÿ)*53.*+-ÿ38-ÿ22623J5ÿ810238-3)+.3ÿ5.3.21ÿ+2:3/ÿ023-*3).331ÿ
6-ÿ6.5-/ÿ2*ÿ38-ÿ/)503.+-/ÿ-,0321--5Jÿ3.53ÿ.**:.3ÿ5.3.21ÿ.,2:*354ÿÿdTeÿÿ78)5ÿ<);-5ÿ2)5-ÿ32ÿI:-53)2*5ÿ
5:+8ÿ.58ÿQ29ÿ92:3/ÿ38)5ÿ*:,6-2ÿ6-ÿ./>:53-/ÿ2;-2ÿ3),-KÿÿdTeÿÿ&8.3ÿ5.3.21ÿ92:3/ÿ6-ÿ),0:3-/ÿ32ÿ38-ÿ
22623ÿ98-*ÿ)3ÿ0-2(22,5ÿ.ÿ*-9ÿ>26ÿ22ÿ98-*ÿ)3ÿ+2-.3-5ÿ*-9ÿ>265ÿ(22ÿ8:,.*ÿ922?-25KÿÿRÿ@2:5)*5ÿMNOÿ
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()*2+(*,2-ÿ*./0(*0-,-1ÿ*2ÿ2,3/)4*ÿ*.0ÿ3(52/ÿ+(/60*ÿ070-ÿ82/ÿ(ÿ3.2/*9*0/+ÿ2)9
/(*,2-ÿ1270/-+0-*ÿ0:40-2,*)/03ÿ82/ÿ*.030ÿ(-2ÿ2*.0/ÿ50-708,*ÿ4/21/(+3ÿ(/0ÿ
3,603;ÿ*2ÿ,-</0(30ÿ*2ÿ.034ÿ3)442/*ÿ*.0ÿ2,343(<02ÿ=2/60/34 ÿÿ>,-(33;ÿ5;ÿ3)59
?0<*,-1ÿ3(52/ÿ,-<2+0ÿ*2ÿ(ÿ.0(7,0/ÿ*(:ÿ5)/20-ÿ*.(-ÿ<(4,*(3ÿ,-<2+0ÿ*.0ÿ4(;/233ÿ
*(:ÿ3;3*0+ÿ42*0-*,(33;ÿ(/*,8,<,(33;ÿ(<<030/(*03ÿ*.0ÿ3.,8*ÿ8/2+ÿ3(52/ÿ*2ÿ<(4,*(34 ÿ
"-ÿ4(/*,<)3(/ÿ*.0ÿ<)//0-*ÿ0+432;+0-*ÿ*(:ÿ3;3*0+ÿ/0@),/03ÿ0+432;0/3ÿ*2ÿ
4(;ÿ.(38ÿ28ÿ*.0ÿ4(;/233ÿ*(:ÿ,+42302ÿ2-ÿ*.0,/ÿ0+432;003Aÿ0(/-,-13Bÿ=.,<.ÿ,-9
</0(303ÿ*.0ÿ<23*ÿ28ÿ.)+(-ÿ=2/60/3ÿ/03(*,70ÿ*2ÿ<(4,*(3ÿ0@),4+0-*4 ÿÿC2ÿ(72,2ÿ
*.,3ÿ(22,*,2-(3ÿ<23*ÿ(-2ÿ(2+,-,3*/(*,70ÿ5)/20-ÿ0+432;0/3ÿ+(;ÿ50ÿ,-<0-*,7,D02ÿ
*2ÿ)30ÿ/252*3ÿ2/ÿ2*.0/ÿ<(4,*(3ÿ0@),4+0-*ÿ,-ÿ43(<0ÿ28ÿ.)+(-ÿ=2/60/3ÿ070-ÿ=.0-ÿ
,*ÿ,3ÿ-2*ÿ2*.0/=,30ÿ0<2-2+,<(33;ÿ088,<,0-*ÿ*2ÿ22ÿ324 ÿÿC.,3ÿ2,3*2/*,2-ÿ<(-ÿ429
*0-*,(33;ÿ8)/*.0/ÿ0:(<0/5(*0ÿ(-;ÿ2,3/)4*,2-ÿ28ÿ*.0ÿ3(52/ÿ+(/60*ÿ,-</0(30ÿ*.0ÿ
-002ÿ82/ÿ32<,(3ÿ50-08,*ÿ4/21/(+3ÿ(-2ÿ20</0(30ÿ*.0ÿ8)-2,-1ÿ(7(,3(530ÿ*2ÿ8,-(-<0ÿ
*.030ÿ4/21/(+34Bÿÿ%3ÿ2-0ÿ<2++0-*(*2/ÿ2530/702ÿEC.0ÿ50**0/ÿ+(<.,-03ÿ509
<2+0ÿ(*ÿ3)53*,*)*,-1ÿ82/ÿ.)+(-ÿ3(52/ÿ*.0ÿ5,B110/ÿ-01(*,70ÿ0880<*ÿ(-;ÿ*(:ÿ2/ÿ
+(-2(*0ÿ=,33ÿ.(70ÿ2-ÿ.)+(-ÿ0+432;+0-*4F ÿÿC.)3ÿ=,*.ÿ*.,3ÿ-0=ÿ()*2+(9
*,2-ÿ0/(ÿ(-ÿ0+432;+0-*95(302ÿ*(:ÿ3;3*0+ÿ-2ÿ32-10/ÿ+(603ÿ30-304ÿ
C2ÿ(22/033ÿ*.030ÿ,33)03ÿ2-0ÿ24*,2-ÿ,3ÿ*2ÿ<2+430*03;ÿ/040(3ÿ*.0ÿ4(;/233ÿ*(:ÿ
3;3*0+ÿ(-2ÿ/043(<0ÿ,*ÿ=,*.ÿ(ÿ3033Bÿ93(52/982<)302ÿ*(:ÿ3;3*0+ÿ*.(*ÿ<2)32ÿ50**0/ÿ
8)-2ÿ32<,(3ÿ,-3)/(-<0ÿ4/21/(+34 ÿÿ3,+,-(*,-1ÿ*.B0'ÿ4(;/233ÿ*(:ÿ=2)32ÿ/02)<0ÿ
*.0ÿ.,/,-1ÿ2,3,-<0-*,70ÿ</0(*02ÿ5;ÿ*.0ÿ*(:ÿ3;3*0+4 ÿÿ"*ÿ=2)32ÿ(332ÿ42*0-*,(33;ÿ
,+4/270ÿ=2/60/3Aÿ0<2-2+,<ÿ=038(/0ÿ5;ÿ,-</0(3,-1ÿ*.0ÿ(8*0/9*(:ÿ=(103ÿ28ÿ
=2/60/3ÿ(-2ÿ</0(*,-1ÿ(ÿ*(:ÿ3;3*0+ÿ*.(*ÿ*/0(*3ÿ3(52/ÿ,-<2+0ÿ+2/0ÿ,-ÿ4(/,*;ÿ=,*.ÿ
<(4,*(3ÿ,-<2+04B6ÿÿ%523,3.,-1ÿ*.0ÿ4(;/233ÿ*(:ÿ=2)32ÿ(332ÿ.034ÿ(22/033ÿ
ÿ

ÿ 74ÿGÿH50/32-ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ64ÿ
ÿ 4ÿGÿ>H !ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ9ÿ(*ÿ9 LBMÿ%552**ÿNÿO210-3<.-0,20/ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿBÿ(*ÿ7'L77MÿIJKÿ
P0<*,2-ÿ""4Q4ÿ
ÿ B4ÿGÿ>H !ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ9ÿ(*ÿ9 LBMÿ%552**ÿNÿO210-3<.-0,20/ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿBÿ(*ÿ7'L76MÿIJKÿ
-2*03ÿ LB'ÿ(-2ÿ(<<2+4(-;,-1ÿ*0:*4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿGÿCRÿPQH#!ÿS%QR"#ÿ%TÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ ÿ(*ÿ9'L6Mÿ%552**ÿNÿO210-3<.-0,20/ÿIJKÿ
-2*0ÿBÿ(*ÿU ÿ7'L76MÿP2302ÿNÿC.2+(3ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿBÿ(*ÿLB4ÿÿVIÿÿS,<.(03ÿP,+627,<ÿÿ
WXYZÿÿB9ÿ[4ÿQR"4ÿ$4ÿ14ÿB ÿ99ÿ\9 U]ÿ\-2*,-1ÿ*.(*ÿE+23*ÿ0<2-2+,3*3ÿ503,070ÿ*.(*ÿ*.0ÿ
,-<,20-<0ÿ8(333ÿ4/,+(/,3;ÿ2-ÿ3(52/ÿ,-<2+0ÿ(-2ÿ/02)<03ÿ=(103F]4ÿ
ÿB4ÿGÿ>H !ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ9ÿ(*ÿ9 LBMÿIJKÿ(/*ÿ""4ÿ
ÿB4ÿCRÿPQH#!ÿS%QR"#ÿ%TÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿÿ(*ÿ964ÿ
ÿB94ÿGÿ>H !ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ9ÿ(*ÿ9 LBMÿ%552**ÿNÿO210-3<.-0,20/ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿBÿ(*ÿ7Bÿ MÿIJKÿ
^Kÿ-2*03ÿB'LBÿ(-2ÿ(<<2+4(-;,-1ÿ*0:*4ÿ
ÿB'4ÿGÿ>H !ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ9ÿ(*ÿ9 LBMÿ%552**ÿNÿO210-3<.-0,20/ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿBÿ(*ÿ ÿ\-2*,-1ÿ
*.(*ÿE(ÿ/040(3ÿ28ÿ*.0ÿ0+432;0/ÿ<2-*/,5)*,2-3ÿ*2ÿ*.0ÿP2<,(3ÿP0<)/,*;ÿ(-2ÿS02,<(/0ÿ3;3*0+3Fÿ=2)32ÿ4)*ÿ
.)+(-3ÿ(-2ÿ()*2+(*02ÿ=2/60/3ÿ2-ÿ*.0ÿ3(+0ÿ30703ÿ,-ÿ*0/+3ÿ28ÿ=(10ÿ*(:03ÿ,-ÿ(-ÿ0+432;0/A3ÿ0;03]4ÿ
ÿB64ÿGÿ>H !ÿIJKÿ-2*0ÿ9ÿ(*ÿ9 LBMÿIJKÿ-2*03ÿ LB'ÿ(-2ÿ(<<2+4(-;,-1ÿ*0:*4ÿ
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()**)+,3-)./ÿ)01.2.0-ÿ)0ÿ-1.ÿ+,22.0-ÿ/3/-.4ÿ2*ÿ()**.2.0-)5-)06ÿ7.-8..0ÿ35722ÿ)09
+24.ÿ50(ÿ+5:)-53ÿ)0+24.;5ÿ-5/<ÿ-15-ÿ15/ÿ7.+24.ÿ422.ÿ+24:3.=ÿ2>.2ÿ-)4.4?@ÿÿ
"-ÿ82,3(ÿ53/2ÿ1.3:ÿ5((2.//ÿ-1.ÿ57)3)-3ÿ2*ÿ1)619)0+24.ÿ-5=:53.2/ÿ-2ÿ()/6,)/.ÿ
35722ÿ)0+24.?ÿ75/ÿ+5:)-53ÿ)0+24.ÿ5ÿ:2273.4ÿ-15-ÿ-1.ÿA5=ÿ%+-ÿ2*ÿ9 ÿ62.5-33ÿ
.=5+.275-./4 ÿÿB28.>.2ÿ-1)/ÿ:22:2/53ÿ53/2ÿ15/ÿ)-/ÿ3)4)-5-)20/8ÿ/:.+)*)+5333ÿ)-ÿ
82,3(ÿ02-ÿ/-2:ÿ-1.ÿ-2.0(ÿ5853ÿ*224ÿ35722ÿ50(ÿ-2852(/ÿ+5:)-53ÿ/23>.ÿ)0+24.ÿ
)0.C,53)-3ÿ22ÿ)0+2.5/.ÿ62>.204.0-ÿ-5=ÿ2.>.0,./ÿD)0ÿ*5+-ÿ)-ÿ82,3(ÿ/)60)*)+?50-33ÿ
(.+2.5/.ÿ-5=ÿ2.>.0,./Eÿ50(ÿ453ÿ02-ÿ7.ÿ:23)-)+5333ÿ*.5/)73.ÿ5-ÿ-1)/ÿ-)4.4 ÿ
%02-1.2ÿ2:-)20ÿ)/ÿ-2ÿ.=.4:-ÿ.4:323.2/ÿ*224ÿ45<)06ÿ.4:3234.0-ÿ-5=ÿ
:534.0-/ÿ20ÿ-1.ÿ856./ÿ50(ÿ/5352)./ÿ2*ÿ-1.)2ÿ.4:323../4??ÿÿF2()*3)06ÿ-1.ÿ:539
2233ÿ-5=ÿ)0ÿ-1)/ÿ4500.2ÿ82,3(ÿ2.(,+.ÿ-1.ÿ+2/-ÿ50(ÿ7,2(.0ÿ20ÿ.4:323.2/ÿ*22ÿ
1)2)06ÿ1,450ÿ822<.2/ÿ-1.2.73ÿ:2-.0-)5333ÿ2.(,?+)06ÿ-1.ÿ-5=ÿ358G/ÿ223.ÿ)0ÿ)09
+.0-)>)H)06ÿ.4:323.2/ÿ-2ÿ,/.ÿ+5:)-53ÿ2>.2ÿ357224 ÿÿI*ÿ+2,2/.ÿ1,450ÿ822<.2/ÿ
52.ÿ/-)33ÿ422.ÿ+2/-33ÿ-150ÿ2272-/ÿ)0ÿ-15-ÿ-1.3ÿ2.C,)2.ÿ1.53-1ÿ)0/,250+.ÿ/)+<ÿ
(53/ÿ>5+5-)20ÿ(53/ÿ50(ÿ52.ÿ,0573.ÿ-2ÿ822<ÿ+20-)0,2,/334 ÿÿJ,-ÿ-1)/ÿ42()*)9
+5-)20ÿ2*ÿ-1.ÿ:532233ÿ-5=ÿ/3/-.4ÿ82,3(ÿ5-ÿ3.5/-ÿ2.(,+.ÿ50ÿ52-)*)+)53ÿ)0+.0-)>.ÿ-2ÿ
,/.ÿ+5:)-53ÿ5-ÿ-1.ÿ.=:.0/.ÿ2*ÿ357224ÿ
F2()*)+5-)20/ÿ+50ÿ53/2ÿ7.ÿ45(.ÿ-2ÿ-1.ÿ:532233ÿ-5=ÿ/3/-.4ÿ-2ÿ1.3:ÿ:22>)(.ÿ
2.3).*ÿ-2ÿ822<.2/ÿ812ÿ*5+.ÿ(.+3)0)06ÿ856./ÿ5/ÿ5ÿ2./,3-ÿ2*ÿ)0+2.5/.(ÿ5,-245-)204ÿÿ
K22ÿ)0/-50+.ÿ20.ÿ:2//)7)3)-3ÿ)/ÿ-2ÿ.=.4:-ÿ5ÿ+.2-5)0ÿ542,0-ÿ2*ÿ35722ÿ)0+24.ÿ
ÿ
ÿ?@4ÿLÿMÿN52.0ÿO4ÿJ,2<.ÿPQMÿÿRSTUÿÿVQMÿ9ÿK$%4ÿA%Wÿ14ÿ@ ÿD9 ?Eÿ
D(./+2)7)06ÿ0,4.22,/ÿ853/ÿ-2ÿ()/6,)/.ÿ35722ÿ)0+24.ÿ5/ÿ+5:)-53ÿ)0+24.ÿ)0ÿ22(.2ÿ-2ÿ4)0)4)H.ÿ-1.ÿ-5=9
:53.2G/ÿF.()+52.ÿ-5=ÿ3)57)3)-3EXÿ5-2)+)5ÿ4ÿ!)33.3ÿYUZÿÿ[MÿLMQQU\ÿ]MTÿÿÿLM]^
P_QM`_ÿÿ@6ÿA%Wÿ$%&4ÿ7@ÿD9 EÿD02-)06ÿ-1.ÿ()**)+,3-)./ÿ)0ÿ()/-)06,)/1)06ÿ7.-8..0ÿ>52)2,/ÿ
*224/ÿ2*ÿ)0+24.E4ÿ
ÿ?74ÿLÿJ,2<.ÿaQUÿ02-.ÿ?@4ÿ
ÿ?4ÿLÿ52-ÿ""4ÿÿB28.>.2ÿ7.+5,/.ÿ-1.ÿ2.+.):-ÿ2*ÿF.()+52.ÿ7.0.*)-/ÿ(2./ÿ02-ÿ6.0.25333ÿ>523ÿ8)-1ÿ
.520)06/ÿ-1)/ÿ+24420ÿ526,4.0-ÿ565)0/-ÿ42()*3)06ÿ-1.ÿ:532233ÿ-5=ÿ53/2ÿ15/ÿ)-/ÿ8.5<0.//./4ÿÿLÿJ,2<.ÿ
aQUÿ02-.ÿ?@ÿ5-ÿ7?Xÿ&)3352(ÿJ4ÿA53322ÿLaMSÿb`UMMÿÿYÿQMScÿ6?ÿA%Wÿ#IAdÿ9'ÿ
96ÿD9 @EÿD(.420/-25-)06ÿ128ÿ-1.ÿ3)0<ÿ7.-8..0ÿ:532233ÿ-5=./ÿ50(ÿ7.0.*)-/ÿ2.+.)>.(ÿ)/ÿ8.5<.0)06E4ÿÿ
F22.2>.2ÿ4503ÿ2*ÿe0-1.ÿ+24:3)+5-)20/ÿ2*ÿ+,22.0-ÿ358ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ52.ÿ2.C,)2.(ÿ73ÿ-1.ÿ,0(.233)06ÿ)4:.25-)>.ÿ
-2ÿ-).ÿd2+)53ÿd.+,2)-3ÿ7.0.*)-ÿ.3)6)7)3)-3ÿ-2ÿ.520)06/4fÿÿLÿ!)33.3ÿaQUÿ02-.ÿ?@ÿ5-ÿ94ÿÿA1,/ÿ-1.2.ÿ
52.ÿ2.5/20/ÿ-15-ÿ-1)/ÿ2:-)20ÿ/12,3(ÿ7.ÿ+20/)(.2.(ÿ(./:)-.ÿ:23)-)+53ÿ2::2/)-)204ÿÿLÿaQUÿ02-./ÿ?'g?7ÿ
50(ÿ5++24:503)06ÿ-.=-4ÿ
ÿ??4ÿLÿ%772--ÿhÿJ26.0/+10.)(.2ÿaQUÿ02-.ÿ?ÿ50(ÿ5++24:503)06ÿ-.=-4ÿÿA1)/ÿ+1506.ÿ82,3(ÿ53/2ÿ
2.C,)2.ÿ45<)06ÿ5ÿ:52533.3ÿ+1506.ÿ8)-1ÿ2./:.+-ÿ-2ÿ/.3*9.4:323.(ÿ-5=:53.2/Xÿ/:.+)*)+5333ÿ50ÿ.C,)>53.0-ÿ
542,0-ÿ2*ÿ-5=ÿ20ÿ/.3*9.4:323.(ÿ.520)06/ÿ82,3(ÿ15>.ÿ-2ÿ7.ÿ.=.4:-ÿ*224ÿ-5=5-)204ÿÿLÿaQUÿ02-./ÿ
g@ÿ50(ÿ5++24:503)06ÿ-.=-ÿD.=:35)0)06ÿ128ÿ/.3*9.4:323.(ÿ822<.2/ÿ:53ÿ-1.ÿ856.ÿ-5=./ÿ-15-ÿ82,3(ÿ
2-1.28)/.ÿ15>.ÿ7..0ÿ:5)(ÿ73ÿ50ÿ.4:323.2E4ÿ
ÿ?4ÿLÿKI !ÿaQUÿ02-.ÿ9ÿ5-ÿ9 g?Xÿ%772--ÿhÿJ26.0/+10.)(.2ÿaQUÿ02-.ÿ?ÿ5-ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ4ÿLÿ&)33ÿi)/1ÿjÿkÿÿlmUÿP_QM`Unÿoÿ]UÿbUMcÿdF%$$Jpd"#dd4ÿ
OB I#4OIF ÿ1--:/8qq/45337,/)0.//4+12204+24q5>.256.9.4:323.2/9+2/-/9:.2/200.39@7641-43ÿD35/-ÿ
>)/)-.(ÿI+-4ÿ?ÿ9 ?EXÿaQUÿ02-.ÿ@7ÿ50(ÿ5++24:503)06ÿ-.=-4ÿ
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)*2+ÿ,-.*233ÿ/-0124ÿÿ%3/1*3-/4513.ÿ6237*122ÿ8293:ÿ82324:1*ÿ*1;13-8/437ÿ-ÿ
93451*2-3ÿ*91)93:-<31ÿ=-71ÿ/-0ÿ8*1:4/ÿ23ÿ-ÿ8-,,1:ÿ-+293/ÿ2)ÿ151*.ÿ=2*>1*?2ÿ
1-*343724 ÿÿ@A121ÿ/.,12ÿ2)ÿ+1-29*12ÿ=293:ÿ:18*1-21ÿ/A1ÿ+-*743-3ÿ/-0ÿ23ÿ3-;
<2*ÿ1-*34372ÿ/A1*1<.ÿ438*1-2437ÿ-ÿ=2*>1*?2ÿ-)/1*;/-0ÿ4382+14ÿ
-8Aÿ2)ÿ/A1ÿ+2:4)48-/4232ÿ/2ÿ/A1ÿ,-.*233ÿ/-0ÿ2.2/1+ÿ,*2,221:ÿ-<251ÿ=293:ÿ
*1293/ÿ43ÿ-ÿ24734)48-3/ÿ:183431ÿ43ÿ7251*3+13/ÿ*1513'912ÿ-3:ÿ:1,*451ÿB284-3ÿB1;
89*4/.ÿ-3:ÿC1:48-*1ÿ2)ÿ+98A;311:1:ÿ*15139124 ÿÿ%2ÿ-ÿ*1293/ÿ-:2,/437ÿ-3.ÿ
2)ÿ/A121ÿ8A-3712ÿ=293:ÿ-322ÿ*1D94*1ÿ/A1ÿ43/*2:98/423ÿ2)ÿ-ÿ31=ÿ/-0ÿ2*ÿ/-012ÿ/A-/ÿ
8-3ÿ7131*-/1ÿ29<2/-3/4-3ÿ*1513912ÿ/2ÿ)93:ÿB284-3ÿB189*4/.ÿC1:48-*1ÿ2*ÿ-3.ÿ
*1,3-81+13/ÿ2284-3ÿ4329*-381ÿ,*27*-+46ÿÿ@A42ÿ=293:ÿ,*254:1ÿ,2348.+->1*2ÿ
=4/Aÿ-3ÿ2,,2*/934/.ÿ/2ÿ43/*2:981ÿ-ÿ/-0ÿ/A-/ÿ:212ÿ32/ÿ22313.ÿ*13.ÿ23ÿ3-<2*ÿ43;
82+14ÿÿ%ÿ/-0ÿ/A-/ÿ*13412ÿ23ÿ-ÿ<*2-:1*ÿ/-0ÿ<-21ÿ8293:ÿA13,ÿ+434+4E1ÿ/A1ÿ89**13/ÿ
:42/2*/423-*.ÿ1))18/ÿ2)ÿ/A1ÿ,-.*233ÿ/-0ÿ2.2/1+ÿ23ÿ1+,32.1*2?ÿ921ÿ2)ÿ3-<2*ÿ43;
82+1ÿ+-04+4E1ÿ/A1ÿ2,/4+-3ÿ-3328-/423ÿ2)ÿ43512/+13/2ÿ-3:ÿ,*254:1ÿ22+1ÿ*1;
341)ÿ/2ÿ=2*>1*24Fÿÿ!12,4/1ÿ/A121ÿ,2/13/4-3ÿ<131)4/2ÿ134+43-/437ÿ298Aÿ-ÿ
ÿ
ÿ4ÿGÿC48A-13ÿH4ÿI*-1/EÿÿÿJKLÿMÿNÿOPQÿ7ÿ#%@?$ÿ@%RÿH4ÿ6ÿ6'S'9ÿ
T9 6UÿT,*2,22437ÿ-ÿ,-.*233ÿ/-0ÿ8*1:4/ÿ/A-/ÿ=293:ÿ1))18/4513.ÿ134+43-/1ÿ,-.*233ÿ/-012ÿ)2*ÿ81*/-43ÿ32=;
4382+1ÿ)-+43412U4ÿÿ"3ÿ2/A1*ÿ=2*:2ÿ6237*122ÿ8293:ÿ43/*2:981ÿ-ÿE1*2;*-/1ÿ<*-8>1/ÿ)2*ÿ,-.*233ÿ/-0ÿ,9*;
,2212ÿ/2ÿA13,ÿ32=1*;4382+1ÿA2921A23:24ÿÿGÿMVÿ
ÿ94ÿGÿ%+1*48-3ÿ18251*.ÿ-3:ÿ143512/+13/ÿ%8/ÿ2)ÿ9 ÿ9<4ÿ$4ÿ#24ÿ ;FÿWÿ ÿ9'ÿB/-/4ÿ
Fÿ'S9ÿT*1,1-31:ÿ9 6UÿT13-8/437ÿ/A1ÿXC->437ÿ&2*>ÿ-.ÿ@-0ÿ6*1:4/Yÿ=A48Aÿ-9/A2*4E1:ÿ-ÿ*1;
)93:-<31ÿ/-0ÿ8*1:4/ÿ1D9-3ÿ/2ÿ749Zÿ2)ÿ-ÿ=2*>1*?2ÿ=-712ÿ9,ÿ/2ÿ[6 ÿ)2*ÿ243731ÿ/-0,-.1*2ÿ-3:ÿ[( ÿ)2*ÿ
+-**41:ÿ/-0,-.1*2ÿ-3:ÿ,A-21:ÿ29/ÿ)2*ÿA47A1*;4382+1ÿ/-0,-.1*2U\ÿ$13ÿ]9*+-3ÿ^ÿÿ_KMÿÿ̀aÿ
bMMcd_cÿeKOKÿÿÿfg ]BÿT%974ÿ'ÿ9 UÿA//,28hh===4)2*<12482+h24/12h<13/;
=-.h9 h(h'h-;/-0;8*1:4/;/2;7451;+4::31;83-22;=2*>1*2;-;*-421hi:::(F9-1)9ÿT,*2,22437ÿ4+,31;
+13/-/423ÿ2)ÿ-ÿ<*2-:;<-21:ÿ1%@ÿ/2ÿ)43-381ÿ-ÿX ÿ,1*813/ÿ*1)93:-<31ÿ/-0ÿ8*1:4/ÿ23ÿ/A1ÿ)4*2/ÿ[6 ÿ
2)ÿ151*.ÿ=2*>1*?2ÿ1-*34372Yÿ-3:ÿ/A1ÿX8-,ÿ23ÿ/A1ÿ8*1:4/ÿ=293:ÿ<1ÿ43:101:ÿ/2ÿ-ÿ*233437ÿ-51*-71ÿ2)ÿI*222ÿ
!2+12/48ÿ*2:98/YU4ÿ"3ÿ9 ÿ6237*122ÿ*1,3-81:ÿ/A1ÿXC->437ÿ&2*>ÿ-.ÿ@-0ÿ6*1:4/Yÿ=4/Aÿ-ÿ/1+,2*-*.ÿ
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>+416)0+4ÿ
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6):1()3ÿ(2+ÿ8+6(123ÿ6 ÿ,50()*ÿ1,ÿ)ÿ,(+:ÿ13ÿ(2+ÿ01;2(ÿ410+6(12349Fÿÿ"(ÿ+3,50+,ÿ
(2)(ÿ(2+ÿ13629+ÿ;+3+0)(+4ÿ?=ÿ02?2(,ÿ)34ÿ2(2+0ÿ6):1()3ÿ13/+,(9+3(,ÿ1,ÿ9)7(ÿ3+),(ÿ
:)0(1)33=ÿ,5?@+6(ÿ(2ÿ)ÿ629:)0)?3+ÿ()*ÿ)30+)4=ÿ19:2,+4ÿ23ÿ3)?20ÿ13629+4 ÿG21,ÿ
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35+,ÿ.2162ÿ.133ÿ;092.ÿ2/+0ÿ(19+ÿ),ÿ(2+ÿ4233)0ÿ(20+,2234ÿ)9253(,ÿ)0+ÿ32(ÿ13<
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(2)*+*,ÿ-.*ÿ/*0-122ÿ6 ÿ34,-56ÿ5332ÿ.53ÿ1-3ÿ3171-5-1223ÿ528ÿ53ÿ340.ÿ13ÿ
22-ÿ5ÿ9*,:*0-ÿ-223ÿ:2,ÿ34;<*0-12=ÿ0591-53ÿ12027*ÿ-2ÿ52ÿ*>41+53*2-ÿ57242-ÿ2:ÿ
95?,233ÿ-56*34ÿÿ@1,3-ÿ;*0543*ÿ-.*ÿ/*0-122ÿ6 ÿ34,-56ÿ223?ÿ59931*3ÿ5ÿ'4ABÿ-56ÿ
-2ÿ2*-ÿ12+*3-7*2-ÿ12027*ÿ1:ÿ-.*ÿ-5695?*,C3ÿD7281:1*8ÿ58<43-*8ÿ=,233ÿ12027*Eÿ
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-.13ÿ5881-12253ÿ-56ÿ).*,*53ÿ52ÿ*>41+53*2-ÿ57242-ÿ92:ÿ35;2,ÿ12027*ÿ)2438ÿ;*ÿ
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ÿ96'4ÿGOÿPPÿ%7(<T2)21ÿMÿU33(>ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ9ÿ20ÿALÿD237()ÿQ4ÿR21)/2)ÿVÿWXPYÿKZZÿ
ÿ[\]K^ÿ_JZÿAFÿ=%`ÿ#a=@ÿÿb9 FcLÿd33();26,ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ9ÿ20ÿ7A7NAF4ÿ
ÿ9664ÿGÿ72)/ÿMÿd63736ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ9''ÿ20ÿ6Lÿ$2+(/ÿd25329ÿeIfÿ_JZÿghKÿÿihZÿ
ijfÿÿFÿ1%4ÿ$4ÿ 14ÿ6 ÿA'ÿb6cLÿ@(4>27(*ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ ÿ20ÿF94ÿ
ÿ96A4ÿGÿR21)/2)ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ96'Lÿd33();26,ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ9ÿ20ÿ7A7ÿb)20()-ÿ0120ÿl013ÿ?)(03,ÿ@0203/ÿ
232)-ÿ9(01ÿ42/0ÿ20136ÿ2,72)*3,ÿ3*2)24(3/ÿ(/ÿ133,ÿ;2*>ÿ;8ÿ932>)3//ÿ()ÿ,342),ÿ)20ÿ*25(023ÿ/+5538mc4ÿ
ÿ9674ÿGÿR21)/2)ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ96'4ÿ
ÿ964ÿGÿhPÿ20ÿ 4ÿÿ"0ÿ(/ÿ23/2ÿ52//(;33ÿ0120ÿ*3602()ÿ02:ÿ563.363)*3/ÿ/+*1ÿ2/ÿ3:53)/()-ÿ26ÿ2**3336203,ÿ
,3563*(20(2)ÿ*2+3,ÿ63/+30ÿ()ÿ33//ÿ?4@4ÿ()73/043)0ÿ620136ÿ012)ÿ4263ÿ,+3ÿ02ÿ;3127(2623ÿ;(2/3/ÿ2.ÿ.(64/4ÿÿ
$(38ÿ$4ÿH20*133,36ÿ%**2+)0()-ÿ.26ÿH3127(2623ÿD2)/(,3620(2)/ÿ()ÿH+/()3//ÿ=2:ÿ3.2648ÿ=13ÿD2/3ÿ2.ÿ
:53)/()-ÿ6ÿbR2)4ÿ96ÿ9 cÿb+)5+;3(/13,ÿ42)+/*6(50cÿb272(32;33ÿ20ÿ1005/8nn52536/4//6)4*24n/23'n52<
536/4*.4o2;/062*0p(,q96FFAcÿb2;/367()-ÿ0120ÿl.(64/ÿ92+3,ÿ63/52),ÿ33//ÿ02ÿ013ÿ52/(0(73ÿ()73/043)0ÿ
()*3)0(73/ÿ*63203,ÿ;8ÿ3:53)/()-ÿ012)ÿ062,(0(2)23ÿ*26526203ÿ.()2)*3ÿ013268ÿ/+--3/0/mÿ2),ÿ0120ÿ3:53)/()-ÿ
428ÿ63/+30ÿ()ÿ33//ÿ?4@4ÿ()73/043)0/ÿ012)ÿ201369(/3ÿ92+3,ÿ;3ÿ013ÿ*2/3c4ÿ
ÿ96F4ÿGÿR21)/2)ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ96'4ÿ
ÿ964ÿGÿ%7(<T2)21ÿMÿU33(>ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ9ÿ20ÿ6NAFLÿ72)/ÿMÿd63736ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ9''ÿ20ÿ6Lÿ
r242-3ÿIJKÿ)203ÿ9ÿ20ÿ'77ÿ696N974ÿ
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()*+,-ÿ3).2/ÿ+,0212ÿ12/2ÿ32)4+35ÿ(3),ÿ0)6+()3ÿ+,0212ÿ+,02,(+4+728ÿ3+-39+,9
0212ÿ()*6)52/8ÿ(2ÿ1+803)/)0(2/+72ÿ3).2/ÿ+,0212ÿ)8ÿ0)6+()3ÿ+,0212ÿ(32/2.5ÿ
8+-,+:+0),(35ÿ1+,+1+7+,-ÿ(32+/ÿ()*ÿ.;/<2,49=ÿÿ>3+8ÿ(562ÿ2:ÿ()*ÿ)42+<),02ÿ:;/9
(32/ÿ;,<2/1+,28ÿ(32ÿ()*ÿ858(21ÿ.5ÿ0/2)(+,-ÿ<2)9<=?2+-3(ÿ328828ÿ;,,20288)/5ÿ
()*ÿ)<1+,+8(/)(+2,ÿ028(8ÿ),<ÿ:;/(32/ÿ+,2@;)3+(54 ÿÿ>3282ÿ+88;28ÿ)/2ÿ2*)02/9
.)(2<ÿ)8ÿ+(ÿ02,(+,;28ÿ(2ÿ.20212ÿ12/2ÿ<+::+0;3(ÿ(2ÿ<+8(+,-;+83ÿ.2(?22,ÿ3).2/ÿ
+,0212ÿ),<ÿ0)6+()3ÿ+,021249=9ÿ
%<4),028ÿ+,ÿ/2.2(+08ÿ),<ÿ2(32/ÿ:2/18ÿ2:ÿ)/(+:+0+)3ÿ+,(233+-2,02ÿ6/282,(ÿ),ÿ
)<<2<ÿ+162(;8ÿ:2/ÿ()*+,-ÿ0)6+()34ÿÿA+/8(ÿ)8ÿ<+80;882<ÿ).242ÿ(32ÿ-/2?+,-ÿ;82ÿ
2:ÿ);(21)(+2,ÿ+8ÿ(/),8:2/1+,-ÿ(32ÿ3).2/ÿ1)/B2(ÿ),<ÿ+8ÿ3+B235ÿ(2ÿ/28;3(ÿ+,ÿ)ÿ<29
0/2)82ÿ+,ÿ3).2/ÿ+,0212ÿ:2/ÿ)ÿ62/+2<ÿ2:ÿ(+1249='ÿ&+(3ÿ)ÿ<203+,+,-ÿ/2(;/,ÿ(2ÿ3).2/ÿ
)ÿ()*ÿ858(21ÿ(3)(ÿ32)4+35ÿ/23+28ÿ2,ÿ(32ÿ()*)(+2,ÿ2:ÿ3).2/ÿ+,0212ÿ?+33ÿ.2ÿ;,8;89
()+,).324ÿÿ>)*+,-ÿ0)6+()3ÿ)ÿ/)6+<35ÿ9-=/62?+,-ÿ82;/02ÿ2:ÿ6/2<;0(+2,ÿ?+33ÿ3236ÿ
1+(+-)(2ÿ(32ÿ<203+,2ÿ+,ÿ()*ÿ/242,;284 ÿ
C202,<ÿ);(21)(+2,ÿ+8ÿ3+B235ÿ(2ÿ200;/ÿ/2-)/<3288ÿ2:ÿ?32(32/ÿ2/ÿ,2(ÿ0)6+()3ÿ
+,0212ÿ+8ÿ8;.D20(ÿ(2ÿ()*)(+2,49==ÿÿE)/B2(ÿ:2/028ÿ)3/2)<5ÿ2,02;/)-2ÿ()*9=67)52/8ÿ
(2ÿ+,428(ÿ+,ÿ/2.2(+08ÿ)/(+:+0+)3ÿ+,(233+-2,02ÿ),<ÿ2(32/ÿ:2/18ÿ2:ÿ0)6+()34 ÿÿ>)*ÿ
+,02,(+428ÿ(2ÿ6;9=/03)82ÿ0)6+()3ÿ)882(8ÿ)/2ÿ3+B235ÿ(2ÿ/28;3(ÿ+,ÿ),ÿ242/+,428(12,(ÿ
+,ÿ);(21)(+2,4 ÿÿ>325ÿ02,(/+.;(2ÿ(2ÿ)ÿ1+8)3320)(+2,ÿ2:ÿ/282;/028ÿ),<ÿ)/2ÿ
3+B235ÿ(2ÿ)00232/)(2ÿ(32ÿ83+:(ÿ:/21ÿ(32ÿ;82ÿ2:ÿ3).2/ÿ(2?)/<8ÿ(32ÿ;82ÿ2:ÿ0)6+()3ÿ
(32/2.5ÿ90=F2,(/+.;(+,-ÿ(2ÿ:;/(32/ÿD2.ÿ328828ÿ.;<-2(ÿ<2:+0+(8ÿ),<ÿ202,21+0ÿ+,29
@;)3+(54 ÿÿG2,42/8235ÿ()*+,-ÿ0)6+()3ÿ+,0212ÿ?2;3<ÿ.2((2/ÿ6/212(2ÿ202,21+0ÿ
-/2?(3ÿ.5ÿ1+,+1+7+,-ÿ+,2@;)3+(5ÿ/2<;0+,-ÿ2*+8(+,-ÿ202,21+0ÿ<+8(2/(+2,8ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9=4ÿHÿ"EAÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ9' ÿ)(ÿ6LÿA32+8032/ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ9ÿ)(ÿ'9LÿM)1)-2ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ99Fÿ)(ÿ=Lÿ
N32+,.)/<OÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ99ÿ)(ÿ6=P64ÿÿ>/2)(+,-ÿ<+::2/2,(ÿ(5628ÿ2:ÿ0)6+()3ÿ+,0212ÿ<+::2/2,(35ÿ:2/ÿ()*ÿ
6;/62828ÿ)382ÿ+,02,(+4+728ÿ()*6)52/8ÿ(2ÿ03)88+:5ÿ02/()+,ÿ0)6+()3ÿ+,428(12,(8ÿ)8ÿ()*9:)42/2<ÿ+,428(12,(84ÿÿ
Hÿ"EAÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ9' ÿ)(ÿ64ÿ
ÿ9=4ÿHÿ4),8ÿQÿN/242/ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ9''ÿ)(ÿ6LÿM)1)-2ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ99Fÿ)(ÿ=ÿ7=P77LÿN32+,.)/<ÿ
IJKÿ,2(2ÿ9ÿ)(ÿ7=FP=4ÿ
ÿ9=94ÿHÿN)3,-ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ99 ÿ)(ÿ7 ÿR)/-;+,-ÿ(3)(ÿ(32ÿ()*ÿ3)?ÿ8;.8+<+728ÿ0)6+()3ÿ2?,2/8Sÿ02,42/9
8+2,ÿ2:ÿ(32+/ÿ?2/B2/8Sÿ3).2/ÿ+,(2ÿ+,(23320(;)3ÿ0)6+()3ÿ?3+03ÿ1)B28ÿ(32ÿ()*ÿ3)?S8ÿ<+8(+,0(+2,ÿ.2(?22,ÿ
3).2/ÿ+,0212ÿ),<ÿ0)6+()3ÿ+,0212ÿ,2ÿ32,-2/ÿ12),+,-:;3TLÿA32+8032/ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ9ÿ)(ÿ'P7ÿR2.82/4+,-ÿ
(3)(ÿ:2;,<2/8Sÿ8(20Bÿ6)/(,2/83+6ÿ2@;+(5ÿ),<ÿ0)//+2<ÿ+,(2/28(ÿ2)/,ÿ0)6+()3ÿ-)+,8ÿ2882,(+)335ÿ)332?ÿ()*9
6)52/8ÿ(2ÿ02,42/(ÿ(32+/ÿ3).2/ÿ2::2/(8ÿ+,(2ÿ0)6+()3ÿ-)+,8T4ÿ
ÿ9='4ÿHÿIJKÿC20(+2,8ÿ""4%PU4ÿ
ÿ9=64ÿHÿN32+,.)/<ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ9ÿ)(ÿ='4ÿ
ÿ9==4ÿHÿC232<ÿQÿ>321)8ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿFÿ)(ÿ9P'ÿ64ÿ
ÿ9=74ÿHÿ%..2((ÿQÿU2-2,803,2+<2/ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿFÿ)(ÿ6=P6LÿV2/)1ÿE)/-)3+2(3ÿWÿÿXYÿZKÿ
[Y\Yÿ]K^_ÿÿ̀ÿZÿaYYbKcÿdJKYÿ97ÿ1%4ÿ>%eÿ14ÿ6'ÿ66P=ÿ6ÿR9 TLÿ
U)(0323<2/ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ96 ÿ)(ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ9=4ÿHÿf23,82,ÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ96'ÿ)(ÿLÿIJKÿC20(+2,ÿ""4G4ÿ
ÿ9=F4ÿHÿf23,82,OÿIJKÿ,2(2ÿ96'ÿ)(ÿ LÿIJKÿ,2(28ÿ=ÿ ÿ969ÿ),<ÿ)00216),5+,-ÿ(2*(4ÿ
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)*+,-+.ÿ/0ÿ-1+ÿ-,2ÿ303-+4ÿ,5.ÿ6*278.859ÿ-1+ÿ927+*54+5-ÿ:8-1ÿ,ÿ3,*9+*ÿ*+7+5;+ÿ
/,3+ÿ:8-1ÿ:18)1ÿ-2ÿ8579A+3-ÿ85ÿ1;4,5ÿ),68-,3<-1+ÿ=423-ÿ8462*-,5-ÿ),68-,3ÿ
3-2)>?ÿ2@ÿ2;*ÿ+)252404 ÿ
B18*.ÿ-1+3+ÿ,;-24,-825ÿ-+)1523298+3ÿ62-+5-8,330ÿ@;*-1+*ÿ485848C+ÿ-1+ÿ.83D
-85)-825ÿ/+-:++5ÿ),68-,3ÿ,5.ÿ3,/2*ÿ85)24+ÿ:18)1ÿ)24/85+.ÿ:8-1ÿ-1+ÿ.836,*D
,-+ÿ-,2ÿ-*+,-4+5-ÿ2@ÿ),68-,3ÿ,5.ÿ3,/2*ÿ83ÿ38>+30ÿ-2ÿ6*+3+5-ÿ,..8-825,3ÿ-,2D9,4859ÿ
2662*-;58-8+3497ÿÿ26+*-3ÿ6*+.8)-ÿ-1,-ÿE2/3ÿ85ÿ-1+ÿ5+:ÿ-+)1523298),3ÿ+*,ÿ,*+ÿ
38>+30ÿ-2ÿ)2463+4+5-ÿ-1+ÿ-,3>3ÿ)2463+-+.ÿ/0ÿ*2/2-34ÿÿ%3ÿ-1+ÿ*+3,-8253186ÿ/+D
-:++5ÿ),68-,3ÿ,5.ÿ3,/2*ÿ/+)24+3ÿ@;*-1+*ÿ85-+*.+6+5.+5-ÿ85ÿ+)25248)ÿ6*2.;)D
-825ÿ-1+ÿ927+*54+5-F3ÿ,/838-0ÿ-2ÿ.83-859;831ÿ/+-:++5ÿ3,/2*ÿ,5.ÿ),68-,3ÿ85)24+ÿ
83ÿ38>+30ÿ-2ÿ/+)24+ÿ42*+ÿ)1,33+59859ÿ,5.ÿ,*/8-*,*0497ÿÿB183ÿ85ÿ-;*5ÿ85)*+,3+3ÿ
-,26,0+*ÿ9276962*-;58-8+3ÿ-2ÿ)257+*-ÿ3,/2*ÿ85)24+ÿ85-2ÿ),68-,3ÿ85)24+ÿ@2*ÿ-,2ÿ
6;*623+34 ÿÿ&8-1ÿ-1+ÿ*83+ÿ85ÿ,;-24,-825ÿ42*+ÿ)323+30ÿ-0859ÿ-29+-1+*ÿ),68-,3ÿ
,5.ÿ3,/2*ÿ85ÿ+)25248)ÿ6*2.;)-825ÿ8-ÿ4,>+3ÿ+7+5ÿ3+33ÿ3+53+ÿ-2ÿ*+G;8*+ÿ-1+ÿ.83D
,99*+9,-825ÿ2@ÿ-1+ÿ*+-;*5ÿ@2*ÿ6;*623+3ÿ2@ÿ-,2859ÿ-1+4ÿ,-ÿ.8@@+*+5-ÿ*,-+3497'ÿ
H85,330ÿ,;-24,-825ÿ+2,)+*/,-+3ÿ-1+ÿ-,2ÿ303-+4F3ÿ+@@+)-ÿ25ÿ+)25248)ÿ85+D
G;,38-04ÿÿB1+ÿ);**+5-ÿ-,2ÿ303-+4ÿ,3*+,.0ÿ/+5+@8-3ÿ),68-,3ÿ2:5+*3ÿ,-ÿ-1+ÿ+26+53+ÿ
2@ÿ:2*>+*3ÿ/0ÿ;5.+*D-,2859ÿ),68-,3ÿ85)24+4ÿÿ%;-24,-825ÿ83ÿ38>+30ÿ-2ÿ@;*-1+*ÿ
/+5+@8-ÿ-1+3+ÿ3,4+ÿ),68-,3ÿ2:5+*3ÿ/0ÿ,332:859ÿ-1+4ÿ-2ÿ),68-,38C+ÿ-1+ÿ6*2@8-3ÿ
9+5+*,-+.ÿ/0ÿ-1+ÿ,..8-825,3ÿ6*2.;)-897768-0ÿ-1,-ÿ,;-24,-825ÿ/*8593ÿ,-ÿ-1+ÿ+26+53+ÿ
2@ÿ32:Dÿ,5.ÿ48..3+D)3,33ÿ:2*>+*34 ÿÿB1;3ÿ-1+ÿ3;/3-,5-8,3ÿ-,2ÿ6*+@+*+5)+3ÿ
9*,5-+.ÿ-2ÿ4,50ÿ1891D85)24+ÿ),68-,3ÿ2:5+*3ÿ@;*-1+*ÿ)25-*8/;-+ÿ-2ÿ-1+ÿ.83-*8D
/;-825,3ÿ+@@+)-3ÿ2@ÿ,;-24,-8254ÿÿB,2859ÿ),68-,3ÿ85)24+ÿ:2;3.ÿ1+36ÿ485848C+ÿ
-1+ÿ:8.+5859ÿ+)25248)ÿ9,6ÿ/+-:++5ÿ),68-,3ÿ2:5+*3ÿ,5.ÿ:2*>+*3497Aÿ
"5ÿ3;4ÿ-1+ÿ*83+ÿ85ÿ,;-24,-825ÿ83ÿ25+ÿ42*+ÿ@,)-2*ÿ85ÿ@,72*ÿ2@ÿ-,2859ÿ),68-,3ÿ
85)24+
ÿ,5.ÿ312;3.ÿ/+ÿ-,>+5ÿ85-2ÿ,))2;5-ÿ85ÿ,5,30C859ÿ)1,59+3ÿ-2ÿ-1+ÿ-,2ÿ303D
-+44977ÿÿB183ÿ)1,59+ÿ:2;3.ÿ1+36ÿ*,83+ÿ*+7+5;+ÿ*+.83-*8/;-+ÿ:+,3-1ÿ-2ÿ,33+78,-+ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9A4ÿIÿJ3+85/,*.ÿKLMÿ52-+ÿ9ÿ,-ÿ7A7N7OÿKLMÿP+)-825ÿ"14%494ÿ
ÿ974ÿIÿJ,159ÿKLMÿ52-+ÿ99 ÿ,-ÿ7 N ÿ7'N674ÿ
ÿ974ÿIÿJ,159ÿKLMÿ52-+ÿ99 ÿ,-ÿ7'N67ÿQ,*9;859ÿ-1,-ÿ-1+ÿ*83+ÿ2@ÿ85-+33+)-;,3ÿ),68-,3ÿ,3*+,.0ÿ)*+D
,-+3ÿ-183ÿ-06+ÿ2@ÿ85-+*.+6+5.+5-ÿ*+3,-8253186ÿ:18)1ÿ4,>+3ÿ8-ÿ.8@@8);3-ÿ-2ÿ.83,99*+9,-+ÿ+)25248)ÿ6*2D
.;)-825ÿ85-2ÿ3,/2*ÿ85)24+ÿ,5.ÿ),68-,3ÿ85)24+R4ÿ
ÿ9794ÿIÿJ,159ÿKLMÿ52-+ÿ99 ÿ,-ÿ76ÿQ52-859ÿ,ÿ=:8.+36*+,.ÿ,/838-0ÿ-2ÿ)257+*-ÿ3+3@D3;6638+.ÿ3,/2*ÿ
85-2ÿ),68-,3ÿ9,85?R4ÿ
ÿ97'4ÿIÿSTÿ,-ÿ7674ÿ
ÿ9764ÿIÿKLMÿ52-+3ÿ7N77ÿ,5.ÿ,))246,50859ÿ-+2-4ÿ
ÿ97A4ÿIÿ"JBBUÿKLMÿ52-+ÿA9ÿ,-ÿ''N6ÿQ+263,85859ÿ-1,-ÿ=,5ÿ+@@+)-87+ÿ-,2ÿ*,-+ÿ2@ÿ'ÿ6+*)+5-ÿ8@ÿ
,6638+.ÿ-2ÿ,33ÿ@2*43ÿ2@ÿ),68-,3ÿ),5ÿ/0ÿ8-3+3@ÿ,))2;5-ÿ@2*ÿ,ÿ7+*0ÿ38958@8),5-ÿ.+)25)+5-*,-825ÿ2@ÿ:+,3-1?ROÿ
%91825ÿ+-ÿ,34ÿKLMÿ52-+ÿ9ÿ,-ÿ94ÿ
ÿ9774ÿV,50ÿ3)123,*3ÿ3;662*-ÿ-1+ÿ85-*2.;)-825ÿ2@ÿ,ÿ6*29*+3387+ÿ)253;46-825ÿ-,2ÿ853-+,.ÿ2@ÿ2;*ÿ);**+5-ÿ
85)24+ÿ-,2ÿ303-+44ÿÿIWÿTTÿX,5>4,5ÿYÿ&+83/,)1ÿKLMÿ52-+ÿ99(OÿZ2.*2:ÿKLMÿ52-+ÿ99(ÿ,-ÿA4ÿÿ
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()*+,-3(./ÿ-)0ÿ(12324*ÿ*52)21(5ÿ*66(5(*)5/497ÿÿ4*)ÿ.72,87ÿ.7(9ÿ57-)8*ÿ
:2,30ÿ)2.ÿ-003*99ÿ.7*ÿ22.*).(-3ÿ0*53()*ÿ()ÿ;2<9ÿ0,*ÿ.2ÿ-,.21-.(2)ÿ(.ÿ:2,30ÿ
1()(1(=*ÿ.7*ÿ.->ÿ3-:?9ÿ()63,*)5*ÿ2)ÿ23212.()8ÿ-,.21-.(2)ÿ-.ÿ.7*ÿ*>2*)9*ÿ26ÿ
7,1-)ÿ:23@*39ÿ-)0ÿ0(9.23.()8ÿ*1232/*39?ÿ7(3()8ÿ572(5*9497AÿÿB7,9ÿ.7(9ÿ57-)8*ÿ
:2,30ÿ-003*99ÿ921*ÿ26ÿ.7*ÿ52)5*3)9ÿ3-(9*0ÿ</ÿ.7*ÿ32<2.ÿ.->ÿ<,.ÿ:(.72,.ÿ.7*ÿ
32<2.ÿ.->?9ÿ()9,312,).-<3*ÿ-01()(9.3-.(4*ÿ(99,*9ÿ-)0ÿ(.9ÿ-55212-)/()8ÿ-.C
.*12.9ÿ.2ÿ7()0*3ÿ5*3.-()ÿ.*57)2328(5-3ÿ-04-)5*1*).94ÿ
94ÿ32229-39ÿ.2ÿB->ÿD-2(.-3ÿ")521*ÿ
B7*ÿ-<24*ÿ0(95,99(2)ÿ8(4*9ÿ3(9*ÿ.2ÿ.7*ÿ+,*9.(2)8ÿ72:ÿ972,30ÿ:*ÿ.->ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ
()521*E97ÿ%3.72,87ÿ-)ÿ-)-3/9(9ÿ26ÿ.7*ÿ),1*32,9ÿ:-/9ÿ.2ÿ(123*1*).ÿ-ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ
.->ÿ(9ÿ2,.9(0*ÿ.7*ÿ9522*ÿ26ÿ.7(9ÿ-3.(53*ÿ.7(9ÿ%3.(53*ÿ-38,*9ÿ.7-.ÿ623ÿ.7*ÿ3*-92)9ÿ
0*953(<*0ÿ-<24*ÿD2)83*99ÿ972,30ÿ52)9(0*3ÿ*3(1()-.()8ÿ.7*ÿ0(9.()5.(2)ÿ<*C
.:**)ÿ3-<23ÿ-)0ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ()521*ÿ623ÿ.->ÿ2,3229*9ÿ-)0ÿ5,3.-(3()8ÿ5*3.-()ÿ.-9>ÿ*>C
2*)0(.,3*9ÿ.7-.ÿ9(8)(6(5-).3/ÿ9,<9(0(=*ÿ.7*ÿ53*-.(2)ÿ26ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ()521*4 ÿÿ".ÿ
ÿ

F2:*4*3ÿ-ÿ52)9,12.(2)ÿ.->ÿ:2,30ÿ)2.ÿ9234*ÿ1-)/ÿ26ÿ.7*ÿ52)5*3)9ÿ3-(9*0ÿ</ÿ.7*ÿ-,.21-.(2)ÿ3*423,C
.(2)4ÿÿGÿH-1*9ÿI:-@ÿJKLÿMNKOPÿQÿÿRSLTÿÿÿUSOÿ9VÿDW #$$ÿH4$4ÿXÿ
YZ4ÿW$?[ÿ ÿ9V\7ÿ]9 V^4ÿÿ_23ÿ()9.-)5*ÿ̀00*92(.*ÿ(.9ÿ.7*23*.(5-3ÿ-04-).-8*ÿ()ÿ*52)21(5ÿ*66(C
5(*)5/ÿ-ÿ52)9,12.(2)ÿ.->ÿ(9ÿ)2.ÿ-)ÿ-0*+,-.*ÿ4*7(53*ÿ.2ÿ-003*99ÿ.7*ÿ232<3*1ÿ26ÿ832:()8ÿ:*-3.7ÿ()*C
+,-3(./aÿ<*5-,9*ÿ(.ÿ:2,30ÿ)2.ÿ9(8)(6(5-).3/ÿ(12-5.ÿ.7*ÿ-55,1,3-.(2)ÿ-)0ÿ.3-)91(99(2)ÿ26ÿ:*-3.74ÿÿMJbÿ
ÿ974ÿGÿ_W !ÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿ9ÿ-.ÿ9 \Acÿ"IBB[ÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿV9ÿ-.ÿ''\6cÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿ969ÿ-)0ÿ
-55212-)/()8ÿ.*>.4ÿ
ÿ97AbÿGÿ_W !ÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿ9ÿ-.ÿ9 \Aÿ])2.()8ÿ.7-.ÿ.7*ÿ5,33*).ÿ3-<23C625,9*0ÿ.->ÿ9/9.*1ÿ()53*-9*9ÿ
.7*ÿ529.ÿ26ÿ7,1-)ÿ:23@*39ÿ3*3-.(4*ÿ.2ÿ-,.21-.(2)ÿ.*57)2328/^4ÿ
ÿ974ÿGÿKSRÿd*5.(2)ÿ"14Z44ÿÿ_23ÿ2,3229*9ÿ26ÿ.7(9ÿ-3.(53*ÿ`5-2(.-3ÿ()521*aÿ8*)*3-33/ÿ3*6*39ÿ.2ÿ
3*.,3)9ÿ2)ÿ()4*9.1*).9ÿ:7(57ÿ-3*ÿ26.*)ÿ4(*:*0ÿ-9ÿ52123(9*0ÿ26ÿ̀.7*ÿ3*-3ÿ3(9@C63**ÿ3-.*ÿ26ÿ3*.,3)ÿ.7*ÿ
3(9@ÿ23*1(,1ÿ-)0ÿ()63-1-38()-3ÿ3*.,3)4aÿÿGÿ#2*3ÿZ4ÿD,))()87-1ÿÿÿeÿUSOÿMLfÿ
JÿÿULÿeÿÿgÿV9ÿB%hÿ$4ÿ14ÿ ÿ9'ÿ]7^4ÿÿi23*ÿ8*)*3-33/ÿ(.ÿ()53,0*98ÿ](^ÿ.7*ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ
()521*ÿ26ÿ()0(4(0,-3ÿ()4*9.239ÿ:7(57ÿ521*9ÿ()ÿ.7*ÿ6231ÿ26ÿ().*3*9.ÿ0(4(0*)09ÿ3*).-3ÿ()521*ÿ32/-3C
.(*9ÿ-)0ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ8-()9cÿ]((^ÿ.7*ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ()521*ÿ26ÿ6(319ÿ:7(57ÿ()53,0*9ÿ129.ÿ)*.ÿ<,9()*99ÿ()521*cÿ-)0ÿ
](((^ÿ(12,.*0ÿ3*).-3ÿ()521*ÿ6321ÿ2:)*3C255,2(*0ÿ72,9()84ÿÿGÿDW#j4ÿZY!jBÿW__"DÿB%h"#jÿ
D%"B%$ÿ"#DWi8ÿ__DB"1ÿi% j"#%$ÿB%hÿ %BdÿY#! ÿ9 6ÿ$%&ÿ%#!ÿd$DB!ÿW$"D[ÿ
WB"W#dÿ6\7ÿ]9 6^ÿ7..298kk:::45<24824k2,<3(5-.(2)k6A cÿI3*()<-30ÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿ9ÿ-.ÿ794ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿGÿKSRÿd*5.(2)ÿ"14Z44ÿÿW.7*3ÿ95723-39ÿ7-4*ÿ2*39,-9(4*3/ÿ-38,*0ÿ623ÿ.7*ÿ)**0ÿ.2ÿ-<23(97ÿ.7*ÿ
0(9.()5.(2)ÿ<*.:**)ÿ3-<23ÿ-)0ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ()521*ÿ()ÿ52).*>.9ÿ2,.9(0*ÿ26ÿ.7*ÿ-,.21-.(2)ÿ0(95,99(2)4ÿÿGlÿ
bbÿ_3*(957*3ÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿ9ÿ-.ÿ\7ÿ]52)53,0()8ÿ.7-.ÿ<*5-,9*ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ()521*ÿ(9ÿ26.*)ÿ-ÿ0(98,(9*0ÿ6231ÿ
26ÿ3-<23ÿ()521*ÿ</ÿ:*-3.7/ÿ.->2-/*39ÿD2)83*99ÿ972,30ÿ.->ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ-)0ÿ3-<23ÿ()521*ÿ-.ÿ-ÿ,)(6231ÿ3-.*ÿ
.2ÿ(12324*ÿ()521*ÿ*+,-3(./ÿ()ÿ.7*ÿY)(.*0ÿd.-.*9^cÿI-7)8ÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿ99 ÿ-.ÿ766\6Aÿ]-38,()8ÿ623ÿ.7*ÿ
*3(1()-.(2)ÿ26ÿ.7*ÿ.->ÿ23*6*3*)5*ÿ623ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ8-()9ÿ-)0ÿ0(4(0*)0ÿ()521*ÿ<*5-,9*ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ-)0ÿ3-<23ÿ26.*)ÿ
:23@ÿ().*30*2*)0*).3/ÿ()ÿ53*-.()8ÿ*52)21(5ÿ()521*ÿ-)0ÿ972,30ÿ<*ÿ.->*0ÿ*+,-33/ÿ2)ÿ.7*ÿ3*.,3)ÿ26ÿ.7*(3ÿ
()4*9.1*).^cÿd(1@24(5ÿKSRÿ)2.*ÿ ÿ-.ÿAVÿ]9,88*9.()8ÿ.7-.ÿ7-312)(=()8ÿ.7*ÿ0(66*3*).ÿ.->ÿ3-.*9ÿ
(1229*0ÿ2)ÿ5-2(.-3ÿ-)0ÿ3-<23ÿ1-/ÿ<*ÿ)*5*99-3/ÿ()ÿ230*3ÿ.2ÿ1()(1(=*ÿ.7*ÿ.->ÿ9/9.*1?9ÿ*66*5.ÿ2)ÿ0(9C
.23.()8ÿ()4*9.1*).ÿ0*5(9(2)9ÿ-)0ÿ52).3(<,.()8ÿ.2ÿ-)ÿ,)0*3()4*9.1*).ÿ()ÿ*0,5-.(2)^4ÿÿ")ÿ-00(.(2)ÿ3*5*).ÿ
95723-397(2ÿ(9ÿ<*8())()8ÿ.2ÿ3*528)(=*ÿ.7-.ÿ.7*ÿ3(9*ÿ()ÿ32<2.(59ÿ53*-.*9ÿ-)ÿ-00(.(2)-3ÿ)**0ÿ.2ÿ-<23(97ÿ.->ÿ
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()**2+,(ÿ,-./01ÿ-33ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ32+4ÿ/0ÿ*-+/,5ÿ6/,7ÿ3-82+ÿ+-,74+ÿ,7-0ÿ(/013/01ÿ2),ÿ
+282,(ÿ2+ÿ24+,-/0ÿ,5*4(ÿ29ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ92+ÿ,-.-,/20ÿ-(ÿ()114(,4:ÿ85ÿ,74ÿ+282,ÿ,-.49 ÿ
"0ÿ*-+,/2)3-+ÿ;201+4((ÿ(72)3:ÿ43/3/0-,4ÿ,74ÿ3-<2+ÿ,-.ÿ*+494+4024(ÿ1+-0,4:ÿ
,2ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ/022344ÿÿ=/>40ÿ,74ÿ?)4(,/20-834ÿ+-,/20-34(ÿ1/>40ÿ92+ÿ,74ÿ*+494+40,/-3ÿ
2-*/,-3ÿ1-/0(ÿ,-.ÿ+-,4ÿ-0:ÿ,74ÿ+4-(20(ÿ-82>4ÿ92+ÿ,-./01ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ/02234ÿ;20@
1+4((ÿ(72)3:ÿ1/>4ÿ(4+/2)(ÿ220(/:4+-,/20ÿ,2ÿ/02+4-(/01ÿ,74ÿ326ÿ,-.ÿ+-,4ÿ2)++40,35ÿ
/3*2(4:ÿ20ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ1-/0(ÿ-0:ÿ:/>/:40:ÿ/02234ÿ(2ÿ,7-,ÿ/02234ÿ*+2:)24:ÿ85ÿ
2-*/,-3ÿ/(ÿ,-.4:ÿ-,ÿ,74ÿ(-34ÿ+-,4ÿ-(ÿ/02234ÿ*+2:)24:ÿ85ÿ3-82+4ÿÿA2ÿ-2223*3/(7ÿ
,7/(ÿ27-014ÿ;201+4((ÿ22)3:ÿ(/3*35ÿ-823/(7ÿ,74ÿ:/(,/02,/20ÿ84,6440ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ
1-/0(ÿ-0:ÿ2+:/90-9+5ÿ/02234ÿ-0:ÿ-**35ÿ-ÿ(/0134ÿ*+21+4((/>4ÿ,-.ÿ+-,4ÿ(274:)34ÿ
,2ÿ-33ÿ/022344 ÿÿB!2/01ÿ(2ÿ62)3:ÿ+4:9)2'4ÿ/04?)-3/,5ÿ-,ÿ,74ÿ>4+5ÿ,2*ÿ-0:ÿ/,ÿ
62)3:ÿ22(,ÿ3/,,34ÿ/0ÿ,4+3(ÿ29ÿ499/2/40254C ÿÿ",ÿ62)3:ÿ-3(2ÿ3/0/3/D4ÿ(/10/9/2-0,ÿ
422023/2ÿ:/(,2+,/20(ÿ(/3*3/95ÿ,74ÿ,-.ÿ22:4ÿ-0:ÿ3/0/3/D4ÿ,74ÿ,-.ÿ*+494+4024ÿ
92+ÿ+282,(ÿ2>4+ÿ7)3-0ÿ62+E4+(496ÿÿF2+42>4+ÿ,7/(ÿ,5*4ÿ29ÿ27-014ÿ/(ÿ02,ÿ)0@
*+424:40,4:4ÿÿ"0ÿ9-2,ÿ,74ÿA-.ÿ492+3ÿ%2,ÿ29ÿG7ÿ,-.4:ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ1-/0(ÿ/0ÿ*-+/,5ÿ
6/,7ÿ2+:/0-+5ÿ/02234ÿ-,ÿ+-,4(ÿ)*ÿ,2ÿ9GH4ÿ
;201+4((ÿ(72)3:ÿ-3(2ÿ,-+14,ÿ,74ÿ,-.ÿ22:4ÿ*+2>/(/20(ÿ,7-,ÿ40-834ÿ,-.*-54+(ÿ
,2ÿ4.*40(4ÿ2+ÿ:4:)2,ÿ,74ÿ22(,ÿ29ÿ-ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ/0>4(,340,ÿ*+/2+ÿ,2ÿ,74ÿ,/34ÿ,7-,ÿ,745ÿ
-+4ÿ422023/2-335ÿ)(4:ÿ()279ÿ-I(ÿ,74ÿ-22434+-,4:ÿ:4*+42/-,/20ÿ:4:)2,/20ÿ*+2>/@
(/20ÿ-0:ÿ820)(ÿ4.*40(/014 ÿÿA7/(ÿ/(ÿ204ÿ29ÿ,74ÿ32(,ÿ(/10/9/2-0,ÿ84049/,(ÿ
ÿ
*+494+4024(ÿ+43-,4:ÿ,2ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ/022344ÿÿJKÿLLÿ%882,,ÿMÿN2140(2704/:4+ÿOPQÿ02,4ÿGÿ-,ÿIRISÿ
T234:ÿMÿA723-(ÿOPQÿ02,4ÿGÿ-,ÿ9IR97ÿ'6R'4ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿJÿOPQÿ02,4ÿ9 ÿ-0:ÿ-2223*-05/01ÿ,4.,4ÿÿU2+ÿ-ÿ:/(2)((/20ÿ-0:ÿ2+/,/?)4ÿ29ÿ,74ÿ+282,ÿ,-.ÿ(44ÿ
OPQÿ-+,ÿ"""4ÿ
ÿ994ÿJÿVQÿ02,4(ÿ9'R6ÿ-0:ÿ-2223*-05/01ÿ,4.,4ÿÿW,74+ÿ34,72:(ÿ-3(2ÿ4./(,ÿ92+ÿ3/0/3/D/01ÿ,74ÿ
,-.ÿ*+494+4024ÿ2)++40,35ÿ1+-0,4:ÿ,2ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ1-/0(4ÿÿU2+ÿ/0(,-024ÿ/0(,4-:ÿ29ÿ-823/(7/01ÿ,74ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ1-/0(ÿ
,-.ÿ;201+4((ÿ22)3:ÿ+-/(4ÿ,74ÿ,-.ÿ+-,4ÿ20ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ1-/0(ÿ(2ÿ,7-,ÿ/,ÿ/(ÿ,74ÿ(-34ÿ-(ÿ,74ÿ,2*ÿ+-,4ÿ20ÿ2+:/0-+5ÿ
/02234ÿ-(ÿ/,ÿ:/:ÿ/0ÿ,74ÿA-.ÿ492+3ÿ%2,ÿ29ÿG7ÿ-0:ÿ/023):4ÿ-::/,/20-3ÿ34-()+4(ÿ,2ÿ3/0/3/D4ÿ,74ÿ
322E@/0ÿ49942,ÿ8)027/01ÿ274++5@*/2E/01ÿ29ÿ32((4(ÿ-0:ÿ->2/:-024ÿ29ÿ)0+4-3/D4:ÿ1-/0(4ÿÿJÿ%>/@X20-7ÿ
MÿY43/EÿOPQÿ02,4ÿ9ÿ-,ÿIR7ÿZ()114(,/01ÿ-:2*,/01ÿ-ÿ(/0134ÿ,-.ÿ+-,4ÿ92+ÿ-33ÿ/02234ÿ8),ÿ/023):/01ÿ
24+,-/0ÿ2->4-,(ÿ,2ÿ3-E4ÿ)*ÿ92+ÿ,74ÿ9-2,ÿ,7-,ÿ64ÿ7->4ÿ-ÿ+4-3/D-,/20@8-(4:ÿ(5(,43[4ÿÿ%3,4+0-,/>435ÿ+2@
94((2+ÿ\34/08-+:ÿ+4223340:(ÿ+4,-/0/01ÿ-ÿ:)-3ÿ/02234ÿ,-.ÿ(,+)2,)+4ÿ-0:ÿ)(/01ÿ-ÿ(*42/-3ÿ,-.ÿ,223ÿ,2ÿ
(4*-+-,4ÿ3-82+ÿ-0:ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ/02234ÿ6740ÿ/0,4+3/0134:4ÿÿ\34/08-+:ÿOPQÿ02,4ÿ9ÿ-,ÿI'ÿ79R94ÿÿ%2@
22+:/01ÿ,2ÿ\34/08-+:ÿ4>40ÿ,72)17ÿ,74ÿ,-.ÿ-**3/4:ÿ,2ÿ2-*/,-3ÿ1-/0(ÿ62)3:ÿ84ÿ-ÿ93-,ÿ,-.ÿ/,ÿ62)3:ÿ84ÿ
*+21+4((/>4ÿ842-)(4ÿ/,ÿ62)3:ÿ84ÿ34-()+4:ÿ-0:ÿ/3*2(4:ÿ-00)-3354ÿÿJÿ]Lÿ-,ÿ777R64ÿ
ÿ9'4ÿU34/(274+ÿOPQÿ02,4ÿ9ÿ-,ÿ694ÿ
ÿ964ÿJÿÿVQ^ÿ]ÿÿÿQ^ÿVÿ_Pÿ̀abÿcÿdQÿeVQÿÿdLL_^^Lÿ
ÿfgÿhÿiÿ]ÿÿJLÿjLÿ_^^Lÿ 9,7ÿ;2014ÿ'7RIÿZ9 9[ÿZ(,-,4340,ÿ29ÿ$420-+:ÿ4ÿN)+@
3-0ÿ +294((2+ÿ T5+-2)(4ÿ k0/>4+(/,5[ÿ 7,,*(8ll6-5(-0:34-0(472)(4412>l6*@220,40,l)*@
32-:(l9 l l9 99U;4*:94ÿ
ÿ9I4ÿ"44;4ÿmmÿ7Gÿ ÿÿZ9 G[4ÿÿA7/(ÿ-**+2-27ÿ/(ÿ223*-+-834ÿ,2ÿ,74ÿ-**+2-27ÿ,-E40ÿ85ÿT2),7ÿ
\2+4-ÿ6/,7ÿ,74ÿ/0,+2:)2,/20ÿ29ÿ/,(ÿB+282,ÿ,-.4CÿÿJÿn2E4ÿOPQÿ02,4ÿ67ÿ-,ÿI4ÿÿ"0(,4-:ÿ29ÿ,-./01ÿ
+282,(ÿ,74ÿT2),7ÿ\2+4-0ÿ341/(3-,/20ÿ+4:)24(ÿ,74ÿ,-.ÿ:4:)2,/20(ÿ->-/3-834ÿ,2ÿ223*-0/4(ÿ/0>4(,/01ÿ/0ÿ
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())2*+,+ÿ-2ÿ./012,00,0ÿ(2+ÿ123,0-2*0ÿ45165ÿ5(0ÿ.,69277,ÿ,3,2ÿ72*,ÿ01821)16(2-ÿ
12ÿ3185-ÿ2)ÿ-5,ÿ65(28,0ÿ7(+,ÿ.9ÿ-5,ÿ*,6,2-ÿ:(;ÿ%6-4 ÿ:5,0,ÿ<*23101220ÿ,2(.3,ÿ
(ÿ627<(29ÿ-2ÿ+,+/6-ÿ-5,ÿ620-ÿ2)ÿ(/-27(-122ÿ-,65223289ÿ(2+ÿ2-5,*ÿ6(<1-(3ÿ12=
3,0-7,2-0ÿ<*12*ÿ-2ÿ-5,ÿ-17,ÿ-5,ÿ(00,-ÿ,6222716(339ÿ+,6312,0ÿ12ÿ3(3/,ÿ45,*,(0ÿ
-5,ÿ620-ÿ2)ÿ5/7(2ÿ3(.2*ÿ10ÿ2239ÿ+,+/6-1.3,ÿ(-ÿ-5,ÿ-17,ÿ-5,ÿ42*>,*?0ÿ4(8,0ÿ(*,ÿ
<(1+49 ÿÿ%3-52/85ÿ-510ÿ6/**,2-ÿ-(;ÿ126,2-13,ÿ7(9ÿ126*,(0,ÿ42*>,*ÿ<*2+/6-131-9ÿ
(2+ÿ<2-,2-1(339ÿ(302ÿ126*,(0,ÿ4(8,0ÿ)2*ÿ42*>,*0ÿ-5(-ÿ*,7(12ÿ12ÿ-5,ÿ3(.2*ÿ)2*6,ÿ
-510ÿ.,2,)1-ÿ10ÿ+10-2*-122(*99ÿ(@2+ÿ10ÿ72*,ÿ31>,39ÿ-2ÿ.,ÿ*,62/<,+ÿ.9ÿ./012,00,0ÿ12ÿ
-5,ÿ)2*7ÿ2)ÿ5185,*ÿ<*2)1-04 ÿÿ"2ÿ(++1-122ÿ-510ÿ126,2-13,ÿ10ÿ.2-5ÿ620-39ÿ(2+ÿ12ÿ
7(29ÿ6(0,0ÿ/22,6,00(*94ÿÿ%0ÿ$139ÿA(-65,3+,*ÿ<212-0ÿ2/-ÿ-5,ÿ.,5(312*(3ÿ622=
01+,*(-1220ÿ2)ÿ)1*70ÿ0/88,0-ÿ-5(-ÿB,6222716ÿ620-ÿ*,623,*9ÿ62/<3,+ÿ41-5ÿ(ÿ
324,*ÿ0-(-/-2*9ÿ*(-,ÿ42/3+ÿ12+/6,ÿ(ÿ3(*8,*ÿ126*,(0,ÿ129ÿCD
ÿ123,0-7,2-ÿ(7228ÿ

</.316ÿ(2+ÿ3,*9ÿ3(*8,ÿ627<(21,0ÿ-5(2ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,;<,201284E ÿ
F,*-(12ÿ<*23101220ÿ-5(-ÿ,2(.3,ÿ6(<1-(3ÿ242,*0ÿ-2ÿ+,),*ÿ2*ÿ,3,2ÿ627<3,-,39ÿ
,06(<,ÿ-(;(-122ÿ,2-1*,39ÿ052/3+ÿ(302ÿ.,ÿ*,62201+,*,+4ÿÿ"2ÿ<(*-16/3(*ÿ-5,ÿ*,(31=
G(-122ÿ<*1261<3,ÿ45165ÿ(33240ÿ6(<1-(3ÿ242,*0ÿ-2ÿ+,),*ÿ8(120ÿ/2-13ÿ-5,9ÿ+10<20,ÿ
2)ÿ-5,ÿ(00,-ÿ2*ÿ2-5,*410,ÿ,28(8,ÿ12ÿ(22-5,*ÿ*,(31G(-122ÿ,3,2-ÿ10ÿ22,ÿ0/65ÿ<*2=
31012249@ÿÿ:5,ÿ*,(31G(-122ÿ<*1261<3,ÿ<*231+,0ÿ6(<1-(3ÿ242,*0ÿ41-5ÿ(ÿ0/.0-(2-1(3ÿ
.,2,)1-8ÿ1-ÿ,2(.3,0ÿ123,0-2*0ÿ-2ÿ12+,)121-,39ÿ+,),*ÿ-(;,0ÿ22ÿ6(<1-(3ÿ8(120ÿ-5,*,.9ÿ
,2(.3128ÿ-5,7ÿ-2ÿ62201+,*(.39ÿ*,+/6,ÿ-5,1*ÿ,)),6-13,ÿ-(;ÿ*(-,0ÿ41-5ÿ*,0<,6-ÿ-2ÿ
-5(-ÿ123,0-7,2-ÿ45,*,(0ÿ12627,ÿ8,2,*(-,+ÿ)*27ÿ3(.2*ÿ10ÿ8,2,*(339ÿ-(;,+ÿ17=
7,+1(-,3949@ÿÿ:2ÿ-(;ÿ-5,0,ÿ-42ÿ0-*,(70ÿ2)ÿ12627,ÿ12ÿ<(*1-9ÿ22,ÿ2<-122ÿ42/3+ÿ
.,ÿ-2ÿ(+2<-ÿ7(*>=-2=7(*>,-ÿ2*ÿ(2ÿ(66*/(3=.(0,+ÿ-(;ÿ12ÿ<3(6,ÿ2)ÿ-5,ÿ*,(31G(-122ÿ
*,H/1*,7,2-49@9ÿÿ#/7,*2/0ÿ<*2<20(30ÿ,;10-ÿ)2*ÿ-(;128ÿ6(<1-(3ÿ22ÿ(2ÿ(66*/(3=
ÿ

(/-27(-122ÿ-,652232894ÿÿIÿJKÿ
ÿ974ÿIÿ:(;ÿF/-0ÿ(2+ÿL2.0ÿ%6-ÿ/.4ÿ$4ÿ#24ÿ M= ÿNÿ'9 ÿ'ÿD-(-4ÿ9M6ÿ9 MOÿP9 Qÿ
P62+1)1,+ÿ(-ÿ"44F4ÿNÿ7@P>QÿP9 @QQ4ÿÿ:5,ÿ9 ÿ:(;ÿ%6-ÿ-,7<2*(*139ÿ126*,(0,0ÿ-5,ÿ.,2,)1-0ÿ-2ÿ6(<1-(3ÿ
242,*0ÿ.9ÿ(3324128ÿ-(;<(9,*0ÿ-2ÿ177,+1(-,39ÿ+,+/6-ÿ-5,ÿRÿ620-ÿ2)ÿ(2ÿ(00,-ÿ<3(6,+ÿ12ÿ0,*316,ÿ()-,*ÿ
D,<-,7.,*ÿ9 ÿ9 ÿ(2+ÿ.,)2*,ÿL(2/(*9ÿ ÿ99'4ÿÿIÿJKÿÿ%)-,*ÿ-5,ÿ-(;(.3,ÿ9,(*ÿ999ÿ-5,ÿ Sÿ
(3324(26,ÿ10ÿ<5(0,+ÿ+242ÿ.9ÿ9Sÿ<,*ÿ6(3,2+(*ÿ9,(*4ÿÿTJKÿÿ:5,ÿ2,4ÿ:(;ÿ%6-ÿ(302ÿ,;<(2+0ÿ-510ÿ.22/0ÿ
+,<*,61(-122ÿ+,+/6-122ÿ-2ÿ1263/+,ÿ/0,+ÿ(00,-0ÿ(0ÿ4,33ÿ(0ÿ2,4ÿ(00,-04ÿÿTJKÿ
ÿ9 4ÿIÿ%..2--ÿUÿA28,20652,1+,*ÿVWRÿ22-,ÿ@ÿ(-ÿ7'O7M4ÿ
ÿ9@4ÿIÿ$,,ÿX(28ÿÿYZZÿ[ZZÿ\Jÿÿ]Rÿ^V_ÿ̀abVcÿYÿÿ[ZZÿIRÿTcd
Rÿ:eÿ"#: F:ÿP!,64ÿ6ÿ9 ÿ 8M9ÿ%fQÿ5--<08gg-5,12-,*6,<-4627g9 g9g6g-(;=.133=<*231=
0122=4133=3,(+=-2=72*,=(/-27(-122=,;,6/-13,0=.2(0-=-2=4(33=0-*,,-=123,0-2*0ghÿ #1623,ÿ i22+>12+ÿ
RV_WÿÿjZÿkcÿlÿ^mnÿÿÿJÿ[ZZÿTbRÿo_WZn_ÿ#&D&pÿP#234ÿMÿ
9 ÿ78MÿfQÿ5--<8gg44442,404,,>4627g-(;=<3(2=*2.2-0=q2.0=0,2(-,=*,</.316(20= 9'4ÿ
ÿ94ÿA(-65,3+,*ÿVWRÿ22-,ÿ96 ÿ(-ÿ'M4ÿ
ÿ9@4ÿIÿ"44F4ÿNÿ ÿP9 @QhÿVWRÿ22-,ÿ7ÿP,;<3(12128ÿ-5,ÿ*,(31G(-122ÿ<*1261<3,Q4ÿ
ÿ9@4ÿIÿ%31=r22(5ÿUÿs,31>ÿVWRÿ22-,ÿ9ÿ(-ÿ'O6ÿP,;<3(12128ÿ524ÿ-5,ÿ*,(31G(-122ÿ<*1261<3,ÿ
,262/*(8,0ÿ+,),**(3ÿ45165ÿ*,+/6,0ÿ-5,ÿ,)),6-13,ÿ-(;ÿ*(-,QhÿVWRÿ22-,0ÿ O7ÿ(2+ÿ(6627<(29128ÿ-,;-4ÿ
ÿ9@94ÿ%31=r22(5ÿUÿs,31>ÿVWRÿ22-,ÿ9ÿ(-ÿ9ÿM@O74ÿ
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()*+*ÿ+,*-.)/ÿ20ÿ2,ÿ)ÿ1.)3+2)-+2,3()*+*494'ÿÿ526.7.1ÿ8),9ÿ20ÿ-:.*.ÿ8.-:2/*ÿ
)1.ÿ;23+-+<)339ÿ=,;2;=3)1ÿ),/ÿ62=3/ÿ;2-.,-+)339ÿ+,7237.ÿ),ÿ)//+-+2,)3ÿ.3.8.,-ÿ
20ÿ<28;3.>+-94946ÿÿ?-:.1ÿ8.-:2/*ÿ)3*2ÿ.>+*-ÿ021ÿ.3+8+,)-+,@ÿ-:.ÿ(.,.0+-*ÿ20ÿ-:.ÿ
1.)3+2)-+2,ÿ1.A=+1.8.,-ÿ021ÿ-)>+,@ÿ<);+-)3ÿ@)+,*ÿ-:)-9ÿ4/B2ÿ,2-ÿ+,7237.ÿ)<<1=)33
()*./ÿ-)>)-+2,ÿ*=<:ÿ)*ÿ)ÿ1.-12*;.<-+7.ÿ<);+-)3ÿ-)> ÿ21ÿ)//+,@ÿ),ÿ+,-.1.*-ÿ
<:)1@.ÿ=;2,ÿ1.)3+2)-+2,4947ÿ
",ÿ)//+-+2,ÿ-2ÿ8+,+8+2+,@ÿ-:.ÿ(.,.0+-*ÿ-:)-ÿ)ÿ1.)3+2)-+2,3()*./ÿ-)>ÿ*9*-.8ÿ
;127+/.*ÿ-2ÿ<);+-)3ÿ26,.1*ÿC2,@1.**ÿ*:2=3/ÿ)3*2ÿ.3+8+,)-.ÿ-:.ÿ*-.;3=;ÿ+,ÿ9)4,ÿ
)**.-D*ÿ()*+*ÿ-:)-ÿ<);+-)3ÿ26,.1*ÿ1.<.+7.ÿ=;2,ÿ-:.ÿ/.)-:ÿ20ÿ-:.ÿ-1),*0.1214 ÿÿ
E:+*ÿ;127+*+2,ÿ.,)(3.*ÿ<);+-)3ÿ26,.1*ÿ-2ÿ<28;3.-.39ÿ)72+/ÿ-)>)-+2,ÿ20ÿ@)+,*ÿ
6:+<:ÿ+*ÿ9.-ÿ),2-:.1ÿ.>;.,*+7.ÿ),/ÿ=,,.<.**)19ÿ*=(*+/9ÿ021ÿ<);+-)3ÿ26,.1*4944ÿ
",ÿ*:21-ÿ-:.ÿ<=11.,-ÿ-)>ÿ<2/.ÿ<2,-)+,*ÿ8),9ÿ;127+*+2,*ÿ-:)-ÿ)3326ÿ<);+-)3ÿ
+,<28.ÿ-2ÿ;)1-+)339ÿ21ÿ<28;3.-.39ÿ.*<);.ÿ-)>)-+2,4ÿÿ526.7.1ÿ+,7.*-+,@ÿ+,ÿ:=3
8),ÿ<);+-)3ÿ),/ÿ8)F+,@ÿ2-:.1ÿ-)1@.-./ÿ@27.1,8.,-ÿ+,7.*-8.,-*ÿ-:)-ÿ+,<1.)*.ÿ
-:.ÿ7)3=.ÿ20ÿ:=8),ÿ621F.1*ÿ-2ÿ-:.ÿ.<2,289ÿ8)9ÿ(.ÿ821.ÿ(.,.0+<+)3ÿ-2ÿ-:.ÿ
.<2,289ÿ2974.1)33ÿ-:),ÿ=*+,@ÿ3+8+-./ÿ1.*2=1<.*ÿ-2ÿ;127+/.ÿ8),9ÿ20ÿ-:.*.ÿ<);+-)3ÿ
+,<.,-+7.*4 ÿÿE:=*ÿC2,@1.**ÿ*:2=3/ÿ1..7)3=)-.ÿ-:.ÿ<2,-+,=./ÿ,.<.**+-9ÿ20ÿ
8),9ÿ20ÿ-:.*.ÿ<);+-)3ÿ-)>ÿ;1.0.1.,<.*ÿ+,ÿ),ÿ.0021-ÿ-2ÿ821.ÿ0=339ÿ-)>ÿ<);+-)3ÿ
+,<28.4ÿ
HIÿJKKLÿMLNOÿPQÿ
!.*;+-.ÿ-:.ÿ021.@2+,@ÿ.7.,ÿ+0ÿ-:.ÿ<:),@.*ÿ;12;2*./ÿ)(27.ÿ-2ÿ1.0218ÿ-:.ÿ
;)91233ÿ),/ÿ+,<28.ÿ-)>ÿ*9*-.8ÿ)1.ÿ)/2;-./ÿ,2-ÿ)33ÿ20ÿ-:.ÿ;12(3.8*ÿ1)+*./ÿ(9ÿ
-:.ÿ)=-28)-+2,ÿ1.723=-+2,ÿ)1.ÿ1.*237./4ÿÿE:.ÿ;12;2*./ÿ-)>ÿ<:),@.*ÿ6+33ÿ3+F.39ÿ
@.,.1)-.ÿ)//+-+2,)3ÿ-)>ÿ1.7.,=.*ÿ8+,+8+2.ÿ.<2,28+<ÿ+,.A=)3+-9ÿ),/ÿ8)9ÿ
ÿ
ÿ94'4ÿRÿKIÿ)-ÿ94ÿ
ÿ9464ÿRÿKIÿ)-ÿ9S'4ÿ
ÿ94B4ÿRÿT6)FÿUQVÿ,2-.ÿ977ÿ)-ÿ99ÿW*=@@.*-+,@ÿ-:)-ÿX0*=<:ÿ)ÿ*9*-.8ÿ)**.**.*ÿ-)>ÿ3+)(+3+-+.*ÿ2,39ÿ
6:.,ÿ),ÿ+,7.*-21ÿ1.<.+7.*ÿ<)*:ÿ0326*ÿ0128ÿ+,7.*-8.,-*ÿ(=-ÿ<)3<=3)-.*ÿ-:2*.ÿ3+)(+3+-+.*ÿ()*./ÿ2,ÿ-:.ÿ
+8;=-./ÿ:+*-21+<)3ÿ7)3=.ÿ20ÿ-:2*.ÿ+,7.*-8.,-*YZ4ÿ
ÿ9474ÿRÿ%7+3[2,):ÿ\ÿ].3+FÿUQVÿ,2-.ÿ9ÿ)-ÿ'4ÿÿ"0ÿ-:.ÿ1.)3+2)-+2,ÿ;1+,<+;3.ÿ1.8)+,*ÿ)//+-+2,)3ÿ
8.)*=1.*ÿ8)9ÿ,../ÿ-2ÿ(.ÿ-)F.,ÿ-2ÿ)//1.**ÿ-:.ÿ;12(3.8ÿ20ÿ-:.ÿ32<F3+,ÿ.00.<-ÿ)1+*+,@ÿ0128ÿ),ÿ+,<1.)*.ÿ
+,ÿ-:.ÿ<);+-)3ÿ@)+,*ÿ-)>ÿ1)-.4ÿÿR^ÿIIÿ%7+3[2,):ÿ\ÿ].3+FÿUQVÿ,2-.ÿ9ÿ)-ÿBÿW1.<288.,/+,@ÿ-)>+,@ÿ
<);+-)3ÿ@)+,*ÿ)-ÿ-:.ÿ*)8.ÿ1)-.ÿ)*ÿ21/+,)19ÿ+,<28.ÿ(=-ÿ.><3=/+,@ÿ;1+,<+;)3ÿ1.*+/.,<.*ÿ0128ÿ-)>)-+2,ÿ),/ÿ
,2-ÿ*.--+,@ÿ-:.ÿ<28(+,./ÿ-)>ÿ1)-.ÿ-22ÿ:+@:Z_ÿ̀3.+*<:.1ÿUQVÿ,2-.ÿ9ÿ)-ÿ69ÿW*=@@.*-+,@ÿ)ÿ1.7+*+2,ÿ20ÿaÿ
99ÿ20ÿ-:.ÿ-)>ÿ<2/.ÿ-2ÿX8+-+@)-.ÿ-:.ÿ32<F3+,ÿ.00.<-ÿ2,ÿ*8)33ÿ(=*+,.**ÿ26,.1*YZ4ÿ
ÿ944ÿRÿ"44C4ÿaÿ 6ÿW9 4Z4ÿ
ÿ9444ÿRÿ%7+3[2,):ÿ\ÿ].3+FÿUQVÿ,2-.ÿ9ÿ)-ÿ64ÿ
ÿ944ÿRÿb1+),ÿ4ÿ$.(26+-2ÿPÿÿcÿdÿefgÿÿhUgÿHQLÿB9ÿE%iÿ#?Ejÿ
49BÿWZ_ÿj+8F27+<ÿUQVÿ,2-.ÿ ÿ)-ÿ4S4B4ÿ
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()*+,-.,ÿ/0,ÿ1.,ÿ22ÿ013-)ÿ3-42+5ÿ41/ÿ/0,ÿ*0-)6,.ÿ7(33ÿ)2/ÿ.122(*(,)/38ÿ*21)/,+9
-*/ÿ/0,ÿ:+,;(*/,;ÿ;(.+1:/(2)ÿ22ÿ/0,ÿ*1++,)/ÿ72+<22+*,ÿ/0,ÿ),6-/(=,ÿ.2*(-3ÿ-);ÿ
:,+.2)-3ÿ7,32-+,ÿ(3:3(*-/(2).ÿ-..2*(-/,;ÿ7(/0ÿ1),3:3283,)/ÿ-);ÿ/0,ÿ6+279
()6ÿ(),>1-3(/8ÿ6-:4ÿ%**2+;()638ÿ9/-?ÿ:23(*8ÿ-32),ÿ*-))2/ÿ.23=,ÿ-33ÿ22ÿ/0,ÿ(..1,.ÿ
+-(.,;ÿ48ÿ/0,ÿ+242/(*.ÿ+,=231/(2)4 ÿÿ")./,-;ÿ/-?ÿ:23(*8ÿ),,;.ÿ/2ÿ4,ÿ/-<,)ÿ()/2ÿ
-**21)/ÿ/26,/0,+ÿ7(/0ÿ62=,+)3,)/ÿ+,613-/(2)ÿ-);ÿ/-+6,/,;ÿ62=,+)3,)/ÿ.:,);9
()6ÿ/2ÿ4,//,+ÿ-;;+,..ÿ.23,ÿ22ÿ/0,.,ÿ*2)*,+).49ÿÿ@2ÿ*21+.,ÿ-*0(,=()6ÿ/0,.,ÿ
/8:,.ÿ22ÿ*0-)6,.ÿ()ÿ/0,ÿ*1++,)/ÿ,)=(+2)3,)/ÿ9-39.2ÿ4+()6.ÿ1:ÿ:23(/(*-3ÿ,*2)238ÿ
*2)*,+).ÿ70(*0ÿ7213;ÿ),,;ÿ/2ÿ4,ÿ-;;+,..,;4 ÿ
?(./()6ÿ.*023-+.0(:ÿ.,/.ÿ22+/0ÿ-ÿ:3,/02+-ÿ22ÿ:+2:2.-3.ÿ22+ÿ027ÿ/2ÿ-;;+,..ÿ
/0,ÿ(..1,.ÿ:+,.,)/,;ÿ48ÿ/0,ÿ*1++,)/ÿ-1/23-/(2)ÿ+,=231/(2)49'ÿÿ-*0ÿ22ÿ/0,.,ÿ
:+2:2.-3.ÿ7(33ÿ+,>1(+,ÿ-)ÿ-;;(/(2)-3ÿ.21+*,ÿ22ÿ/-?ÿ+,=,)1,.ÿ/2ÿ2()-)*,ÿ70(*0ÿ
21+/0,+ÿ.1::2+/.ÿ+,22+3()6ÿ21+ÿ*1++,)/ÿ/-?ÿ.8./,3ÿ/2ÿ/-?ÿ*-:(/-3ÿ-);ÿ-;;ÿ-;;(9
/(2)-3ÿ.21+*,.ÿ22ÿ/-?ÿ+,=,)1,496ÿÿ%3/02160ÿ/0(.ÿ%+/(*3,ÿ;2,.ÿ)2/ÿ1);,+/-<,ÿ-ÿ
2133ÿ)2+3-/(=,ÿ-)-38.(.ÿ22ÿ/0,.,ÿ-;;(/(2)-3ÿ:23(*8ÿ:+2:2.-3.ÿ(/ÿ.,/.ÿ22+/0ÿ.23,ÿ
:143(*ÿ:23(*8ÿ2:/(2).ÿ22+ÿ/0,ÿ:1+:2.,ÿ22ÿ(331./+-/()6ÿ/0,ÿ:2/,)/(-3ÿ/8:,ÿ22ÿ62=9
,+)3,)/ÿ-*/(2)ÿ/0-/ÿ(.ÿ),*,..-+8ÿ/2ÿ-;;+,..ÿ/0,.,ÿ(..1,.ÿ-);ÿ708ÿ/0,.,ÿ2:/(2).ÿ
-+,ÿ:+,2,+-43,ÿ/2ÿ-ÿ+242/ÿ/-?4ÿ
@),ÿ*2332)ÿ:+2:2.-3ÿ(.ÿ/2ÿ()*+,-.,ÿ/0,ÿ62=,+)3,)/A.ÿ()=,./3,)/ÿ()ÿ019
3-)ÿ*-:(/-349Bÿÿ")ÿ:-+/(*13-+ÿ/0,ÿ62=,+)3,)/ÿ*213;ÿ:+2=(;,ÿ-;;(/(2)-3ÿ21);.ÿ
ÿ

ÿ94ÿCÿDE4ÿ@FF"Eÿ@FÿGHÿ I"!#GÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ9 ÿ-/ÿ'M6ÿN.166,./()6ÿ=-+(21.ÿ)2)/-?ÿ./+-/9
,6(,.ÿ/2ÿ-;;+,..ÿ/0,ÿ-1/23-/(2)ÿ(..1,O4ÿ
ÿ94ÿCÿPQ5ÿI(3<2=(*ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ ÿ-/ÿRMRB4ÿÿ%ÿ/02+2160ÿ-)-38.(.ÿ22ÿ/0,.,ÿ+,613-/2+8ÿ-);ÿ
.:,);()6ÿ*0-)6,.ÿ(.ÿ4,82);ÿ/0,ÿ.*2:,ÿ22ÿ/0(.ÿ%+/(*3,4ÿÿCÿDE4ÿ@FF"Eÿ@FÿGHÿ I"!#GÿJKLÿ
)2/,ÿ9 ÿ-/ÿ6ÿN)2/()6ÿ/0-/ÿ-1/23-/(2)ÿ+-(.,.ÿ.,=,+-3ÿ:23(*8ÿ>1,./(2).ÿ-);ÿ/0-/ÿ-;;+,..()6ÿ/0,3ÿS7(33ÿ4,ÿ
-ÿ.(6)(2(*-)/ÿ:23(*8ÿ*0-33,)6,ÿ22+ÿ/0,ÿ),?/ÿ%;3()(./+-/(2)ÿ-);ÿ(/.ÿ.1**,..2+.TO4ÿ
ÿ994ÿCÿF3,(.*0,+ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ9ÿ-/ÿÿ)4RÿN24.,+=()6ÿ/0-/ÿ:23(/(*-3ÿ()./(/1/(2).ÿ-+,ÿ(3:,+2,*/ÿ-);ÿ
/0-/ÿ/0,ÿS:23(/(*-3ÿ:+,2,+,)*,.ÿ22ÿ=2/,+.Tÿ.0213;ÿ4,ÿ-**21)/,;ÿ22+ÿ()ÿ/0,ÿ.*023-+38ÿ;,4-/,ÿ22ÿ/-?ÿ+,22+3O4ÿÿ
")ÿ:-+/(*13-+ÿ-.ÿ3-42+A.ÿ.0-+,ÿ22ÿ()*23,ÿ*2)/()1,.ÿ/2ÿ;,*3(),ÿ.2ÿ;2,.ÿ(/.ÿ4-+6-()()6ÿ:27,+4ÿÿCÿU-..,+ÿ
%4;(0ÿVÿI/,:0-)ÿ!-))()6,+ÿWÿXKYÿÿZ[Yÿ\ÿÿ]QCQÿ^LÿCLÿ\ÿ_[`abÿcÿÿ
cYdÿ\ÿCÿPÿ_PJLdÿ^eYÿZÿ ÿ9ÿN"fFÿ&2+<()6ÿ-:,+ÿ#24ÿ g7 ÿ9 Oÿ
0//:.8gg7774(3242+6g,)g143(*-/(2).g&g"..1,.g9 g g96g&0-/9?:3-().9/0,9!,*3(),9229/0,9h9I9
6BR75ÿF3,(.*0,+ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ9ÿ-/ÿ7ÿN24.,+=()6ÿ/0-/ÿ()*23,ÿ(),>1-3(/8ÿS/0+,-/,).ÿ/0,ÿ;,32*+-/(*ÿ:29
3(/(*-3ÿ:+2*,..TO4ÿÿG01.ÿ/2ÿ,22,*/(=,38ÿ*21)/,+ÿ(),>1-3(/8ÿ-);ÿ,)0-)*,ÿ/0,ÿ3(<,3(022;ÿ/0-/ÿ:+293-42+ÿ
:23(*(,.ÿ-+,ÿ(3:3,3,)/,;ÿ7,ÿ7213;ÿ),,;ÿ/2ÿ./+,)6/0,)ÿ/0,ÿ,*2)23(*ÿ:2.(/(2)ÿ22ÿ3-42+ÿ/0+2160ÿ3-42+ÿ
1)(2).ÿ2+ÿ2/0,+ÿ3,/02;.ÿ/2ÿ6(=,ÿ(/ÿ-ÿ:23(/(*-3ÿ=2(*,4ÿÿCÿ%4;(0ÿVÿ!-))()6,+ÿJKLÿ-/ÿ ÿ94ÿÿ%ÿ2133ÿ
;(.*1..(2)ÿ22ÿ/0,.,ÿ:23(/(*-3ÿ*2)*,+).ÿ(.ÿ21/.(;,ÿ/0,ÿ.*2:,ÿ22ÿ/0(.ÿ%+/(*3,4ÿÿCÿLYYdÿPQÿ
ÿ9'4ÿCÿDE4ÿ@FF"Eÿ@FÿGHÿ I"!#GÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ9 ÿ-/ÿ'M6Qÿ
ÿ964ÿCÿ%442//ÿVÿi26,).*0),(;,+ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿRÿ-/ÿ B5ÿJKLÿI,*/(2).ÿ"14%Mi4ÿ
ÿ9B4ÿCjÿQQÿ#%GA$ÿIE"4ÿVÿGEH4ÿE@h#E"$ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ9 ÿ-/ÿM'5ÿ"fFÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ9' ÿ-/ÿ9M'5ÿ
GHÿIE@#!ÿf%EH"#ÿ%kÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿÿ-/ÿ9RM95ÿ%442//ÿVÿi26,).*0),(;,+ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿRÿ-/ÿ75ÿ
H2<,ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ67ÿ-/ÿ'M65ÿI23,;ÿVÿG023-.ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿRÿ-/ÿ67M65ÿlY\Lÿÿÿjÿ
cJ`ÿXmJYÿÿÿÿ_eÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ'5ÿE21.().ÿJKLÿ)2/,ÿ95ÿ!,ÿE0-)/ÿJKLÿ
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(2ÿ)*+,2-.ÿ(/.ÿ019273)(3ÿ.44.5()-.6.77ÿ268ÿ255.77ÿ(2ÿ.8152()26ÿ268ÿ92,:.,ÿ,.;
(,2)6)6<ÿ737(.*74 ÿÿ=/)7ÿ5/26<.ÿ*23ÿ52*.ÿ)6ÿ(/.ÿ42,*ÿ24ÿ8),.5(ÿ<2-.,6*.6(ÿ
7+.68)6<ÿ715/ÿ27ÿ)65,.27)6<ÿ4.8.,2333ÿ4168.8ÿ.8152()26ÿ<,26(ÿ+,2<,2*7ÿ,.;
815)6<ÿ)6(.,.79(ÿ,2(.7ÿ26ÿ7(18.6(ÿ32267ÿ268ÿ)65,.27)6<ÿ3226ÿ3)*)(7ÿ26ÿ4.8.,23ÿ
7(18.6(ÿ322674 ÿÿ%3(.,62()-.33ÿ(/.ÿ)6-.7(*.6(ÿ526ÿ>.ÿ*28.ÿ(/,21</ÿ)65,.27.8ÿ
(2?ÿ.?+.68)(1,.7ÿ,.32(.8ÿ(2ÿ32>2,ÿ715/ÿ27ÿ(,2)6)6<ÿ268ÿ/),)6<9ÿ)@65.6()-.7ÿ42,ÿ
.*+323.,7ÿ268ÿ*2,.ÿ.?+267)-.ÿ(1)()26ÿ5,.8)(7ÿ268ÿ8.815()2674 ÿ
%3(/21</ÿ163):.33ÿ(2ÿ+,.-.6(ÿ2ÿ32>2,ÿ*2,:.(ÿ8)7,1+()26ÿ(/)7ÿ+23)53ÿ5/26<.ÿ
)7ÿ5,)()523ÿ(2ÿ)65,.27)6<ÿ(/.ÿ3):.3)/228ÿ(/2(ÿ(/.ÿ32>2,ÿ42,5.ÿ)7ÿ2>3.ÿ(29ÿ2501),.ÿ(/.ÿ
7:)337ÿ6.5.772,3ÿ(2ÿ52*+3.*.6(ÿ21(2*2()26A7ÿ,23.ÿ)6ÿ(/.ÿ.5262*34 ÿ%7ÿ62(.8ÿ
)6ÿ2ÿ,.+2,(ÿ+,.+2,.8ÿ>3ÿ(/.ÿ?.51()-.ÿB44)5.ÿ24ÿ(/.ÿ,.7)8.6(ÿC&/)3.ÿ,.32()-.ÿ
92<.7ÿ8.+.68ÿ26ÿ(/.ÿ8.*268ÿ42,ÿ8)44.,.6(ÿ3.-.37ÿ24ÿ7:)33ÿ9/)5/ÿ)7ÿ+2,()2333ÿ2ÿ
4165()26ÿ24ÿ(.5/6232<3ÿ92<.7ÿ2372ÿ8.+.68ÿ26ÿ(/.ÿ71++33ÿ24ÿ32>2,ÿ2(ÿ-2,)217ÿ
7:)33ÿ3.-.37ÿ9/)5'/ÿ)7ÿ)6431.65.8ÿ>3ÿ(/.ÿ8)7(,)>1()26ÿ24ÿ.8152()2623ÿ2++2,(16)(3ÿ
268ÿ2((2)6*.6(4D ÿ
%7ÿ)6ÿ+27(ÿ+.,)287ÿ24ÿ(.5/6232<)523ÿ28-265.*.6(ÿ)6-.7()6<ÿ)6ÿ/1*26ÿ52+;
)(23ÿ526ÿ/.3+ÿ*)()<2(.ÿE>1(ÿ62(ÿ+,.-.6(Fÿ(/.ÿ.44.5(7ÿ24ÿ(.5/6232<)523ÿ16.*+323;
*.6(ÿ,.713()6<ÿ4,2*ÿ(/.ÿ)65,.27.8ÿ17.ÿ24ÿ,2>2()57ÿ268ÿ2(/.,ÿ'2,()4)5)23ÿ)6(.33);
<.65.G268ÿ)(ÿ526ÿ82ÿ72ÿ9)(/21(ÿ)*+.8)6<ÿ)662-2()264 ÿÿH2,.2-.,ÿ
)65,.27)6<ÿ(2?ÿ.?+.68)(1,.7ÿ,.32(.8ÿ(2ÿ32>2,ÿ52138ÿ/.3+ÿ.0123)I.ÿ(/.ÿ(,.2(*.6(ÿ
24ÿ52+)(23ÿ268ÿ32'>92,ÿ)652*.ÿ42,ÿ>.((.,ÿ(/26ÿ2ÿ,2>2(ÿ(2?ÿ9)(/ÿ)(7ÿ+.623)I)6<ÿ.44.5(ÿ
26ÿ)662-2()264 ÿÿ"(ÿ*23ÿ2372ÿ/.3+ÿ,.815.ÿ)652*.ÿ)6.0123)(3ÿ>3ÿ+2(.6()2333ÿ
ÿ
62(.ÿ74ÿ
ÿ974ÿJÿ#%=A$ÿKL"4ÿMÿ=LN4ÿLBO#L"$ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿ9 ÿ2(ÿ9ÿ97Sÿ=NÿKLB#!ÿH%LN"#ÿ%TÿPQRÿ
62(.ÿÿ2(ÿ9@U9SÿT2,3ÿ4ÿH2,5/26(ÿV-266.ÿ%4ÿK(.-.67ÿMÿW2*.7ÿH4ÿN.66.773ÿXYZ[ÿ\]^
QYZ]ÿ_ÿ̀YXZÿaQbÿcdÿÿRÿÿÿeRÿfRYgÿW4ÿ1B$O="B#ÿMÿ=LN4ÿh.>4ÿ
9 6ÿ2(ÿ97ÿ'4ÿ
ÿ94ÿJÿK)*:2-)5ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿ ÿ2(ÿ9'U'94ÿ
ÿ9@4ÿJÿgiÿ2(ÿ9'4ÿ
ÿ94ÿJÿ#%=A$ÿKL"4ÿMÿ=LN4ÿLBO#L"$ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿ9 ÿ2(ÿ9Sÿ=NÿKLB#!ÿH%LN"#ÿ%TÿPQRÿ
62(.ÿÿ2(ÿ9@U9SÿN2:.ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿ67ÿ2(ÿ'U64ÿ
ÿ' 4ÿjL4ÿBhh"LÿBhÿ=Nÿ K"!#=ÿ71+,2ÿ62(.ÿ9 ÿ2(ÿ9'ÿE62()6<ÿ(/2(ÿC0,.32()-.ÿ92<.7ÿ2372ÿ8.;
+.68ÿ26ÿ5233.5()-.ÿ>2,<2)6)6<ÿ*)6)*1*ÿ92<.ÿ3297ÿ268ÿ2(/.,ÿ)67()(1()267ÿ268ÿ+23)5).7ÿ(/2(ÿ244.5(ÿ92<.ÿ
7.(()6<DÿE422(62(.ÿ2*)((.8FF4ÿ
ÿ' 4ÿJÿ!.ÿL/26(ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿ7ÿE012()6<ÿ+,24.772,ÿ!2-)8ÿ%1(2,ÿ(/2(ÿCO4K4ÿ.5262*)5ÿ+,..*)6.65.ÿ
)6ÿ0(/.ÿ9(/ÿ5.6(1,3ÿ/28ÿ2ÿ32(ÿ(2ÿ82ÿ9)(/ÿ21,7ÿ>.)6<ÿ(/.ÿ*27(ÿ7:)33.8ÿ268ÿ43.?)>3.ÿ92,:42,5.ÿ)6ÿ(/.ÿ
92,38DÿE23(.,2()26ÿ)6ÿ2,)<)623FF4ÿÿePÿÿ.,,3ÿMÿk1++.,ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿl@ÿE.?+,.77)6<ÿ7:.+()5)7*ÿ2(ÿ(/.ÿ
2>)3)(3ÿ24ÿ)*+,2-.8ÿ.8152()26ÿ268ÿ(,2)6)6<ÿ(2ÿ28.012(.33ÿ723-.ÿ92,:42,5.ÿ8)7,1+()267ÿ5217.8ÿ>3ÿ(/)7ÿ
6.9ÿ92-.ÿ24ÿ21(2*2()26F4ÿ
ÿ'94ÿJÿK23.8ÿMÿ=/2*27ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿ@ÿ2(ÿ6U69SÿL/,)7ÿ%,6238ÿÿeYYÿmdRÿnggÿÿ
adRÿfRoR[ÿpRXÿJZÿ# ÿE!.54ÿ@ÿ9 Fÿ/((+78qq99946+,42,<q9 q9q@ql7 @' q(2?;>)33;
42-2,7;288)6<;,2>2(7;2-.,;92,:.,7;5,)()57;723Sÿk2-25.-ÿPQRÿ62(.ÿ974ÿ
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)*+,-./)*0ÿ1.0-/ÿ22ÿ3245ÿ/6)33-7ÿ.*7ÿ8*/6)33-7ÿ12,6-,/ÿ45-,-39ÿ:-;<
=21-,0)*0'ÿ'12,6-,/ÿ42ÿ-*/8,-ÿ3,2.739ÿ/5.,-7ÿ0,2145>ÿ+,-.4-7ÿ39ÿ4-+5*23209ÿ
.7?.*+-/4 ÿÿ"*ÿ/52,4ÿ39ÿ/--6)*0ÿ42ÿ2)33ÿ-@)/4)*0ÿ.*7ÿ*-1ÿA23/ÿ,.45-,ÿ45.*ÿ
=,232*0)*0ÿ45-ÿ)*-22)+)-*4ÿ8/-ÿ22ÿ58;.*ÿ3.32,ÿ)*ÿ8**-+-//.,9ÿ4./6/ÿ45)/ÿ7),-+4ÿ
/=-*7)*0ÿ22ÿ,-/28,+-/ÿ)/ÿ/8=-,)2,ÿ42ÿ8/)*0ÿ.ÿ,2324ÿ4.@ÿ42ÿ.77,-//ÿ45-ÿ5.,;283ÿ
-22-+4/ÿ22ÿ.842;.4)2*ÿ.*7ÿ)/ÿ.ÿ=2/)4)?-ÿ+2;=3-;-*4ÿ42ÿ45-ÿ4.@ÿ=23)+9ÿ+5.*0-/ÿ
/800-/4-7ÿ.32?-4ÿ
B);)3.,39ÿ.*245-,ÿ58;.*ÿ+.=)4.3ÿ)*?-/4;-*4ÿ45.4ÿ)/ÿ12,45ÿ+2*/)7-,)*0ÿ)/ÿ
.*ÿ)*?-/4;-*4ÿ)*ÿ45-ÿ7-?-32=;-*4ÿ22ÿ4-+5*23209ÿ45.4ÿ;.4+5-/ÿ7)/=3.+-7ÿ12,6<
-,/ÿ42ÿ?.+.*4ÿ.*7ÿ*-139ÿ+,-.4-7ÿA23/4'6ÿÿC5)/ÿ49=-ÿ22ÿ)*?-/4;-*4ÿ+.*ÿ.3/2ÿ5-3=ÿ
;)*);)D-ÿ45-ÿ*-0.4)?-ÿ-22-'+4(/ÿ22ÿ.ÿ3.32,ÿ;.,6-4ÿ7)/,8=4)2*ÿ39ÿ;.@);)D)*0ÿ-;<
=329;-*4ÿ)*ÿ-@)/4)*0ÿA23/4 ÿÿE21-?-,ÿ45)/ÿ=,2=2/.3ÿ.//8;-/ÿ45.4ÿA23/ÿ1)33ÿ
-@)/4ÿ22,ÿ15)+5ÿ58;.*/ÿ+.*ÿ4,.)*ÿ.*7ÿ3-ÿ;.4+5-74ÿÿ"*ÿ45-ÿ-?-*4ÿ45.4ÿ2833ÿ.842<
;.4)2*ÿ1-,-ÿ42ÿ2++8,ÿ)*ÿ45-ÿ2848,-ÿ)4ÿ12837ÿ3-ÿ.*ÿ)*.7-F8.4-ÿ/2384)2*4ÿÿ#-?<
-,45-3-//ÿ45-/-ÿ=23)+9ÿ2=4)2*/ÿ.,-ÿ8/-283ÿ/52,4<4-,;ÿ.*7ÿ;-7)8;<4-,;ÿ4223/ÿ
22,ÿ=,-=.,)*0ÿ12,6-,/ÿ22,ÿ45-ÿ'*7-1ÿ3.32,ÿ;.,6-4ÿ.*7ÿ;)4)0.4)*0ÿ45-ÿ);=.+4ÿ22ÿ
4-+5*2320)+.3ÿ8*-;=329;-*44 ÿ
G45-,ÿ=,2=2/.3/ÿ22+8/ÿ2*ÿ45-ÿ*--7ÿ42ÿ/4,-*045-*ÿ/2+).3ÿ3-*-2)4ÿ/9/4-;/ÿ
15)+5ÿ.,-ÿ*-+-//.,9ÿ+2;=2*-*4/ÿ22ÿ.ÿ=833)+ÿ=23)+9ÿ45.4ÿ/--6/ÿ42ÿ-22-+4)?-39ÿ
=,-=.,-ÿ22,ÿ0,21)*0ÿ4'-+5*2320)+.3ÿ+5.*0-ÿ.*7ÿ;)*);)D-ÿ)4/ÿ*-0.4)?-ÿ);=.+4ÿ
2*ÿ7)/=3.+-7ÿ12,6-,/4 ÿÿG*-ÿ02?-,*;-*4ÿ=23)+9ÿ)7-.ÿ)*+,-./)*039ÿ/800-/4-7ÿ
12,371)7-ÿ)*ÿ,-/=2*/-ÿ42ÿ45-/-ÿ.842;.4)2*ÿ+2*+-,*/ÿ)/ÿ.*ÿ237ÿ)7-.8ÿ45.4ÿ22ÿ
8*)?-,/.3ÿ3./)+ÿ)*+2;-4'HÿÿI*)?-,/.3ÿ3./)+ÿ)*+2;-ÿ,-2-,/ÿ42ÿ45-ÿ)7-.ÿ45.4ÿ.33ÿ
ÿ

ÿ''4ÿJK4ÿGLL"KÿGLÿCEÿ B"!#CÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ9 ÿ.4ÿ'P'Qÿÿ#%CR$ÿBK"4ÿSÿCKE4ÿKGI#K"$ÿ
MNOÿ*24-ÿ9 ÿ.4ÿP9Qÿ"TLÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ9' ÿ.4ÿÿ9P99QÿCEÿBKG#!ÿT%KE"#ÿ%UÿMNOÿ*24-ÿÿ
.4ÿ9HP9ÿV/800-/4)*0ÿ45.4ÿ)2ÿ45-ÿ/8==39ÿ22ÿ8*/6)33-7ÿ3.32,ÿ7-+,-./-/ÿ45-*ÿ1.0-/ÿ;.9ÿ)*+,-./-W4ÿ
ÿ'64ÿXÿCEÿBKG#!ÿT%KE"#ÿ%UÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ ÿ.4ÿ9 PHQÿ!.?)7ÿ#2,722,/ÿYZÿÿ[OMNÿ
\]N^_]ÿEILL"#UCG#ÿGBCÿV`839ÿ9(ÿ9 6ÿ86ÿTWÿ544=/8aa11145822)*042*=2/44+2;a7.?)7<
*2,722,/a521<)**2?.4)2*<+.*<7)/,8=<8*-;=329;-*4b3b(77(79454;3Qÿ1)?-6ÿ&.751.ÿcÿdeÿÿ
dZÿfOÿgÿhN^]ÿgOÿÿi^ÿjMMOÿ&%BE4ÿGBCÿV`839ÿ9 ÿ9 (Wÿ544=/8aa11141./5<
)*042*=2/44+2;a*-1/a)**2?.4)2*/a1=a9 (a a9a1-<*--7<.<*-1<?-,/)2*<22<+.=)4.3)/;<22,<45-<A23<
3-//<2848,-a4ÿÿC5)/ÿ)*?-/4;-*4ÿ+.*ÿ=,2?)7-ÿ28*7)*0ÿ42ÿ/8==2,4ÿ-)45-,ÿ.ÿ=833)+ÿ2,ÿ=,)?.4-ÿ+,-.4)2*ÿ22ÿ/8+5ÿ
.ÿ7.4.3./-4ÿÿCEÿBKG#!ÿT%KE"#ÿ%UÿMNOÿ*24-ÿÿ.4ÿ9 PH4ÿ
ÿ'(4ÿXÿCEÿBKG#!ÿT%KE"#ÿ%UÿMNOÿ*24-ÿÿ.4ÿ9 PHQÿ#2,722,/ÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ'64ÿ
ÿ'74ÿXÿCEÿBKG#!ÿT%KE"#ÿ%UÿMNOÿ*24-ÿÿ.4ÿ9 QÿT.,+5.*4ÿB4-?-*/ÿSÿE-**-//9ÿMNOÿ
*24-ÿ97ÿ.4ÿ'74ÿÿ
ÿ' 4ÿXkÿllÿJK4ÿGLL"KÿGLÿCEÿ B"!#Cÿ/8=,.ÿ*24-ÿ9 ÿ.4ÿ'Qÿ#%CR$ÿBK"4ÿSÿCKE4ÿKGI#K"$ÿ
MNOÿ*24-ÿ9 ÿ.4ÿ9Qÿ%33244ÿSÿm20-*/+5*-)7-,ÿMNOÿ*24-ÿHÿ.4ÿ79QÿK28/)*/ÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ94ÿ
ÿ'H4ÿXkÿllÿ"TLÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ9' ÿ.4ÿP9QÿLG !ÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ9ÿ.4ÿ96PHQÿ%33244ÿSÿm20-*/+5*-)<
7-,ÿMNOÿ*24-ÿHÿ.4ÿ79QÿB232;2*ÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ' ÿ.4ÿHQÿU8-,,-),2ÿ-4ÿ.34ÿMNOÿ*24-ÿ('ÿ.4ÿ99QÿB+244ÿ
B.*4-*/ÿcÿgÿnMÿoÿpqkrrrÿÿskÿiMÿgOÿtÿu^vwÿÿxÿ[yeeÿÿjeÿzMÿK#mKÿV#2?4ÿ
(ÿ9 7ÿ 8'ÿTWÿ544=/8aa1114+*3+4+2;a9 7a a(a15.4<)2<928<024< <.<;2*45<A8/4<22,<
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()*)+,-./0,12033,..ÿ24ÿ*5,)0ÿ,673286,-*ÿ9,23*5ÿ20ÿ.*2*:./92:33ÿ0,(,);,ÿ2ÿ
4)<,3ÿ7,0)23)(ÿ.':6ÿ24ÿ62-,8ÿ4026ÿ*5,ÿ12;,0-6,-*ÿ)-ÿ203,0ÿ*2ÿ(2;,0ÿ=2.)(ÿ
3);)-1ÿ,<7,-.,.4 ÿÿ0272-,-*.ÿ201:,ÿ*52*ÿ:-);,0.23ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ92:33ÿ23>
30,..ÿ*5,ÿ921,ÿ3,(0,2.,.ÿ2-3ÿ?2=ÿ)-.,(:0)*8ÿ(0,2*,3ÿ=8ÿ2:*262*)2-ÿ2-3ÿ92:33ÿ
,-2=3,ÿ)-3);)3:23.ÿ*2ÿ7:0.:,ÿ.2()23ÿ3,;,3276,-*ÿ2-3ÿ620,ÿ(0,2*);,ÿ)--2;2*);,ÿ
7:0.:)*.4' ÿÿ@5).ÿ.8.*,6ÿ52.ÿ)*.ÿ=,-,4)*.ÿ=:*ÿ)*ÿ).ÿ23.2ÿ,<*0,6,38ÿ(2.*38ÿ0).A.ÿ
:.)-1ÿ4:-3.ÿ*52*ÿ(2:33ÿ2*5,09).,ÿ=,ÿ3,7328,3ÿ*2ÿ(0,2*,ÿ620,ÿ)-(3:.);,ÿ1029*5ÿ
628ÿ3).>)-(,-*);)+,ÿ*5,ÿ3,.)0,ÿ*2ÿ920Aÿ)-(0,2.,.ÿ=,-,4)*.ÿ420ÿ9,23*58ÿ)-3);)3>
:23.ÿ2*ÿ*5,ÿ,<7,-.,ÿ24ÿ329,0>)-(26,ÿ52:.,5233.ÿ32,.ÿ-2*ÿ0,732(,ÿ*5,ÿ758.)(23ÿ
2-3ÿ,62*)2-23ÿ=,-,4)*.ÿ*52*ÿ920A)-1ÿ702;)3,.ÿ*2ÿ)-3);)'3:23.ÿ2-3ÿ).ÿ-2*ÿ(:0>
0,-*38ÿ2ÿ723)*)(2338ÿ;)2=3,ÿ.23:*)2-ÿ)-ÿ*5,ÿB-)*,3ÿC*2*,.4 ÿÿD20ÿ*5,.,ÿ0,2.2-.ÿ
:-);,0.23ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ.52:33ÿ-2*ÿ=,ÿ(2-.)3,0,3ÿ2.ÿ2ÿ723)(8ÿ*223ÿ2*ÿ*5).ÿ*)6,4ÿÿ
E);,-ÿ*52*ÿ9,ÿ32ÿ-2*ÿ8,*ÿ52;,ÿ4:33ÿ2:*262*)2-ÿ24ÿ*5,ÿ?2=ÿ620A,*ÿ2-3ÿ)*ÿ).ÿ:->
(,0*2)-ÿ95,*5,0ÿ4:*:0,ÿ23;2-(,.ÿ)-ÿ*,(5-23218ÿ9)33ÿ(0,2*,ÿ4:33ÿ2:*262*)2-ÿ)->
;,.*)-1ÿ)-ÿ2*5,0ÿ.2()23ÿ=,-,4)*ÿ7021026.ÿ*2ÿ.*0,-1*5,-ÿ*5,ÿ.2()23ÿ.24,*8ÿ-,*ÿ420ÿ
920A,0.ÿ)672(*,3ÿ=8ÿ2:*262*)2-ÿ).ÿ70,4,02=3,4ÿ
D20ÿ)-.*2-(,ÿ=,**,0ÿ27*)2-.ÿ*2ÿ.*0,-1*5,-ÿ.2()23ÿ=,-,4)*.ÿ2-3ÿ0,3).*0)=:*,ÿ
9,23*5ÿ)-(3:3,ÿ)-(0,2.)-1ÿ.7,-3)-1ÿ2-ÿ:-,673286,-*ÿ=,-,4)*.ÿ420ÿ920A,0.ÿ
*52*ÿ52;,ÿ=,,-ÿ32)3ÿ244Fÿ702;)3)-1ÿ921,ÿ.:=.)3),.ÿ*2ÿ5,37ÿ)6702;,ÿ921,.ÿ20ÿ
ÿ

=,)-1>23);,>)>3,()3,3>*2>4)-3>2:*45*634ÿÿB-);,0.23ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ).ÿ(2662-38ÿ23.2ÿ0,4,00,3ÿ*2ÿ2.ÿ=2.)(ÿ
6)-)6:6ÿ)-(26,ÿ1:202-*,,3ÿ6)-)6:6ÿ)-(26,ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ1:202-*,,ÿ2-3ÿ2*5,0ÿ.)6)320ÿ;20)2*)2-.4ÿÿ
GÿHIIJÿK2*,ÿL(D2032-3ÿMNÿONPQÿHPINIÿRSPHÿT%C"U"#UVL4V EÿWL204ÿ
9 ÿ9 Xÿ5**7.8YY=2.)()-(26,4201Y-,9.Y9 Y'Y27)-)2->=2.)(>)-(26,.>*,06)-2321)(23>Z:216)0,Y4ÿ
ÿ'4ÿGÿ"LDÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ9' ÿ2*ÿ\] Fÿ)(5ÿ^20)38ÿÿÿ_ÿ`aHIÿMNÿONPbÿ
cdÿeÿfÿgÿhSHÿiSP_ÿjSSHkÿ#&ÿ%@$%CÿWD,=4ÿ9 ÿ9 Xÿ5**7.8YY-,92*32.4(26Y02>
=2*>*2<>:-);,0.23>=2.)(>)-(26,>4:*:0,>920AY6l 6Y4ÿÿ0272-,-*.ÿ3)44,0ÿ2-ÿ*5,)0ÿ;),9ÿ2.ÿ*2ÿ95,*5,0ÿ
=2.)(ÿ:-);,0.23ÿ)-(26,ÿ92:33ÿ0,732(,ÿ20ÿ.:773,6,-*ÿ,<).*)-1ÿ.2()23ÿ=,-,4)*ÿ7286,-*.4ÿÿGÿC23262-ÿ
S[Hÿ-2*,ÿ' ÿ2*ÿl]FÿU3)44203ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ76Fÿ^20)38ÿS[H4ÿÿ%3*52:15ÿ;20)2:.ÿ12;,0-6,-*.ÿ52;,ÿ
,<7,0)6,-*,3ÿ9)*5ÿ.6233>.(23,ÿ:-);,0.23ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ20ÿ(2672-,-*.ÿ24ÿ*5).ÿ*87,ÿ24ÿ.2()23ÿ=,-,4)*ÿ
7286,-*ÿ-2ÿ(2:-*08ÿ52.ÿ8,*ÿ2327*,3ÿ:-);,0.23ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ*52*ÿ(2;,0.ÿ)*.ÿ,-*)0,ÿ727:32*)2-4ÿÿGÿ
"LDÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ9' ÿ2*ÿ\] ÿ9Fÿ%==2**ÿmÿT21,-.(5-,)3,0ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿlÿ2*ÿ79ÿW-2*)-1ÿ*52*ÿD)-32-3ÿ
52.ÿ)-)*)2*,3ÿ2ÿ7)32*ÿ7021026ÿ*52*ÿ702;)3,.ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ*2ÿ2ÿ.6233ÿ.:=.,*ÿ24ÿ*5,ÿ727:32*)2-ÿ2-3ÿ2ÿ
C)3)(2-ÿ1233,8ÿ.*20*:7ÿ)-(:=2*20ÿ732-.ÿ*2ÿ32:-(5ÿ2ÿ70);2*,ÿ7021026ÿ*52*ÿ702;)3,.ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ*2ÿ.26,ÿ
0,.)3,-*.XFÿ^20)38ÿS[HÿW()*)-1ÿ*2ÿ2*5,0ÿ7)32*ÿ.*:3),.ÿ*52*ÿ)673,6,-*ÿ.26,ÿ4206ÿ24ÿ:-);,0.23ÿ=2.)(ÿ
)-(26,X4ÿÿL2.*ÿ0,(,-*38ÿC9)..ÿ;2*,0.ÿ0,?,(*,3ÿ2ÿ70272.23ÿ*2ÿ)-*023:(,ÿ:-);,0.23ÿ=2.)(ÿ)-(26,ÿ*2ÿ233ÿ
C9)..ÿ0,.)3,-*.4ÿÿC)3A,ÿK23*029)*+ÿmÿL20)-2ÿ!,7,*0).ÿGdÿnNÿjHÿONPÿoIÿipHÿfHqHÿ
rsÿÿeÿ B@ CÿWt:-,ÿ\ÿ9 7ÿ'8'ÿ%LXÿ5**7.8YY99940,:*,0.4(26Y20*)(3,Y:.>.9)..>
;2*,Y.9)..>0,?,(*>40,,>)-(26,>732->24*,0>920A,0>;.>02=2*>3,=2*,>)3BCKU# u U&4ÿ
ÿ' 4ÿGÿDV !ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ9ÿ2*ÿ9\]76FÿU3)44203ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ764ÿ
ÿ' 4ÿGÿ"LDÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ9' ÿ2*ÿ]9ÿ\]lFÿ@^ÿCUV#!ÿL%U^"#ÿ%EÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿÿ2*ÿ9'6]
'Fÿ%==2**ÿmÿT21,-.(5-,)3,0ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿlÿ2*ÿ79FÿC23262-ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ' ÿ2*ÿl]Fÿ5)3)7ÿ%330)(Aÿ
ÿgJÿMÿqÿhSHÿvwÿMSÿÿOÿxÿÿÿÿPÿ@"LCÿWD,=4ÿ9 ÿ9 ÿ98 ÿ
%LXÿ 5**7.8YY9994*5,*)6,.4(24:AY20*)(3,Y02=2*.>628>=,>*2A)-1>2:0>?2=.>=:*>*52*>).>-2>0,2.2->*2>
*2<>*5,6>34=455<FÿU3)44203ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ76Fÿ^20)38ÿS[Hÿ-2*,ÿ'4ÿ
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()*(+,+-.ÿ/.,)01+22(ÿ+2ÿ32/4+25ÿ62)/(7ÿ+893.8.21+25ÿ3:5.'ÿ+92()/:20.ÿ12ÿ.2;
02)/:5.ÿ.8932<8.21ÿ:2,ÿ22;16.;=2*ÿ1/:+2+25ÿ+2ÿ2.3ÿ>+.3,(7 ÿ.26:20+25ÿ16.ÿ
:?:+3:*+3+1<ÿ2>ÿ@20+:3ÿ@.0)/+1<ÿA.,+0:/.ÿ:2,ÿA.,+0:+,ÿ*.2.>+1(7ÿ:2,'ÿ'+20/.:(;
+25ÿ(9.2,+25ÿ22ÿ+2>/:(1/)01)/.ÿ:2,ÿ216./ÿ9)*3+0ÿ+2?.(18.21ÿ9/2=.01(4 ÿÿB6.(.ÿ
06:25.(ÿ0:2ÿ6.39ÿ9/2?+,.ÿ/.3+.>ÿ12ÿ+2,+?+,):3(ÿ2.5:1+?.3<ÿ:>>.01.,ÿ*<ÿ16.ÿ:);
128:1+22ÿ2>ÿ16.+/ÿ=2*(ÿ:2,ÿ:3(2ÿ+89/2?.ÿ16.ÿ?:3).ÿ2>ÿ16.ÿ3:*2/ÿ>2'/06.ÿ3+162)1ÿ
+21/2,)0+25ÿ:(ÿ8:2<ÿ+2.>>+0+.20+.(ÿ+212ÿ16.ÿ8:/4.1ÿ:(ÿ:ÿ/2*21ÿ1:C4 ÿÿB:Cÿ923;
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